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In what follows we first discuss the basic code structure, including 
the overall program flow and a brief description of all subroutines. This 
is followed by instructions on the preparation of input data, definitions 
of key Fortran variables, sample input and output, and a complete listing 
of the code. 
3. BASIC CODE STRUCTURE 
3.1 Overall Subroutine Flow Chartt 
Fig. 3.1 shows the overall program flow, which is divided into input (Sl) and integration (Ml) routines. Input is via cards or from a restart 
file (RS) which is automatically created as the calculation proceeds. If 
an output f10wfie1d file is being created for input to the A.R.A.P. radia-
tion code (STARAD), LU will either set up the file for starting a run or 
read the file which already contains f1owfie1d information, for a restart 
run. IF, II, and II are used for inputting and processing inviscid f10w-
field data maps, while IP establishes initial profiles of velocity, temper-
ature, etc. for program-calculated profiles. IN prints all input data. 
In the integration routine, S3 solves the finite difference equations, 
utilizing output from VI for the turbulent viscosity, CC for the chemical 
reaction rates, and SL to invert the matrix formulated in the implicit 
solution of the species continuity equation. OT is the output routine and 
all the resetting of variables, and step size controls are performed in M2. 
EN calculates the mass entrained at each integration step while OS calculates 
the displacement thickness and position or the "effective plume boundary" 
for use in NASA/LRC boattail pressure calculations. TK and lP are inter-
polation routines while CP is used to save common and the f10wfie1d files 
for use in restarting the program. 
Additional details on these subroutines are given below. 
3.2 Subroutine Description 
BOATCC 
BOATCP 
Uses input on chemical reaction rates from S2 to set up appro-
priate terms in the matrix, which is to be inverted for solution 
of the species continuity equations. 
Saves common and flowfield files (if created) for use in 
restarting calculations. 
tAll subroutine names contain BOAT followed by two alpha-numeric quanti-
fiers. The BOAT precedent ;s deleted in the descriptive paragraphs below. 
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BOAT (MAIN) 
BOATLU(l) BOATRSI ... -- BOAT II 
BOATLU(O) 11------4 INPUT INTEGRATION BOATTK 
BOATIF BOATLP 
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Calculates "effective" plume shape (due to jet entrainment 
effects) for use in external inviscid subsonic/transonic 
flowfield calculations. 
Calculates shear layer growth rates from entrainment rules 
yielding values of ~l (PSII) and ~2 (PSIE) at the new 
station. x + t:.x. 
Generates vector arrays VJET (J. K. L) and VEXT (J. K. L). 
containing the user-specified inviscid exhaust solutions. 
in mapped streamline coordinates. The J index refers to the 
dependent variable (1 = Y. 2 = P, 3 = T. and 4 = U); the K 
index to the radial grid point (for the jet exhaust. K = 1 
is the axis and K = KMAXJ is the plume interface; for the 
external flow. K = 1 is the plume interface and K = KMAXE 
i~ an arbitrary upper boundary); the L index refers to the 
axial station XJET(L) for the jet and XEXT(L) for the external 
flow. 
Yields properties from the mapped vector arrays VJET and VEXT 
by interpolative procedures. BOATII has the calling sequence 
BOATII (ITYP. XX. PSIX. lMAXV. KMAXV , IV, VECT, XV, PSV, Vl. 
V2. V3. V4. PSJ. FlO. NREC). ITYP = 1 or 2 indicates that a 
standard jet or external flow interpolation for a local 
~opertl will be made. while ITYP = 3 or 4 indicates-that an 
lnterpo ation for axia~ gradients of the jet or external flow 
variables will be made. 
XX is the value of X at which the properties are desired and 
PSIX is the value of the streamfunction. ~. 
IMAXV is the total number of jet (IJET) or external flow (IEXT) stations and KMAX the number of processed data points 
at these stations (KJET or KEXT). 
IV is the index of the inviscid mapped station such that 
XV(IV-l) ~ XX ~ XV(IV) where XV is either XJET or XEXT. 
VECT is either VJET or VEXT while PSV is either the jet 
exhaust mass flow. ~'j(PSJET). or the external flow value of 
l/Ie(PSEXT) . 
Vl. V2, V3. and V4 are Y. P, T, and U respectively. 
Prints all pertinent initial data. the chemical reaction 
mechanism. etc. 
Calculates initial shear layer or boundary layer profiles 















;iA· -Swx is 
Interpolates in mapped vector arrays for property values 
Interpolates for thermodynamic properties at the local 
temperature 
Used in setting up or reading flowfield files for input 
to the STARAD code (only for NRAD = 1) 
Controls the overall integration process via the following 
sequence of calls and operations: 
o The auxiliary dependent variables CPBAR, HSTAT, and Y 
are determined. 
o The turbulent viscosity is determined via a call to 
BOATVI. 
o The allowable step size, ~x, is established. 
o Edge conditions at the new station are determined 
from the inviscid data map via calls to BOATII. 
o The integration procedure is initiated via a call 
to BOATS2. 
o BOATOT is called to print flowfield profiles at 
the user specified print intervals. 
o The program is terminated if the axial station 
exceeds XMAX. 
o The main dependent variable anays are reset into 
the initial profile locations via a call to BOATM2. 
o Run and job times are compared with user specified 
times and the above sequence is repeated if no time 
limits are exceeded. 
Primary functions are to perform step size checks and to reset 
dependent variables after an integration step has been taken. 
The following specific operations are performed: 
o A check is per~ormed to determine whether the temperature 
change along each streamline has exceeded the maximum 
allowable change. TCONT. If so, the step-size. ~x, is 
halved and the integration process is repeated. 
o A check is performed to determine whether any mole 
fractions become negative in the integration step. If 
so, the integration process is repeated with a halved 
step-size as above. 
o The mass entrainment for the next integration step is 
determined from the newly calculated profiles via a 
call to BOATEN. 
o The calculated dependent variables RU, RT, and RALPHA 
are reset into the initial arrays U, T, and ALPHA in 
an interval extended by the mass to be entrained in 










Prints out properties at a'l radial points It print inter-
vals. PRNT or PRNTXC. 
Reads in common and flowfield file {for STARAD radiation 
code input}. via call to BOATLU. for restarting a calcu-
lation. 
Solves the system of linear equations generated by the 
implicit chemistry calculational procedure using a Gauss-
Gordon reduction algorithm with diagonal pivot strategy. 
Main initialization routine which establishes profiles of 
the dependent variables U. T. and ALPHA in evenly spaced 
streamfunction coordinates; also reads and processes 
thermochemical and inviscid flowfield data. The following 
sequence of operations is performed: 
o Parameters controlling the run type. grid resolution, 
print interval. etc •• and array of the dependent 
variables and/or edge conditions at the initial 
station are read. 
o Inviscid flowfield data are read and processed into 
mapped evenly spaced arrays via a call to BOATIF. 
o If initial profiles are not read. a call to BOATIP 
yields either shear layer or boundary layer starting 
profiles. 
o The dependent variable arrays are recast into evenly 
spaced arrays in streamfunction coordinates. 
o BOATIN is called, which prints pertinent initial data 
and lists the chemical reactions considered in the 
calculation. 
Together with the subsidiary subroutines BOATCC. BOATEF, 
and BOATTK. this routine comprises the chemical integration 
package. BOATS2 additionally calls BOATS3 for each grid 
point to integrate the flowfield equations. 
Contains the finite-difference formulation of the axial momentum. energ~ and species diffusion equations. BOATS3 integrates the 
momentum and energy equations by an explicit procedure and the 
species diffusion equation by an implicit procedure. calling 
BOATSL to solve the resulting system of linear equations. 
Calculates the turbulent viscosity. XMU, for all grid points 
using either: {l} the Prandtl Mixing Length Model with duel 
length scale provisions for velocity maxima or minima at 
interior points. {2} the 2-equation. kE2. turbulent kinetic 



























number of radial data points in user 
specified initiel profile (IDELP = 1); 
number of points for run in other 
initialization options (IDELP = a, -1) 
(maximum of 50) 
number of points for run if initial 
profile is user specified (maximum of 
50); for other options set NMPSI = MPSI 
number of gaseous species (maximum of 
25) 
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Column Fortran Name CARD 3 (continued) 
16-20 NR number of chemical reactions 
(maximum 
(IS) of 25) 
21-25 NT number of temperatures at which thermo-
(IS) dynamic data (Card 15) are defined (usually, NT ~ 22, maximum of 30) 
26-30 IDELP indicator for specifying initial 
(IS) radial profiles 
= 0; shear layer profile calculated 
internally 
= 1; user specified profile 
--1 ; boundary layer profiles calculated l internally 
! 
31-35 IPRESS inviscid structure indicator 
(15) = 0; constant pressure mixing 
= 2; BOAT overlaid on inviscid solution; inviscid property data maps of 
plume and external flow must be 
input on Cards 17 and 18 
36-40 IVIS turbulence model indicator (15 ) = Oi Prandt1 Mixing Length Mo~e1 
= 1; Donaldson/Gray Model 
=-1 ; kE2 two-equation model (initial 
turbulent kinetic energy profile 
calculated internally) 
=-2; kE2 two-equation model (initial 
turbulent kinetic energy profile 
specified on Card 13) 
41-45 IMAXJ number of axial stations input fOl' jet 
(15 ) exhaust inviscid data map (maximum of 50) 
46-50 KMAXJ r,i.l!r.ber of mapped radial stations desired 




Column Fortran Name CARD 3 (continued) 
51-55 lMAXE number of axial stations input for 
(IS) external flow inviscid data map (maximum of 50) 
56-60 KMAXE number of mapped radial stations 
(IS) desired in external flow map (maximum 
of 25) 
61-65 IOUT1 chemical production terms (w) output 
(IS) indicator 
= a no output 
= 1 w terms output for each species 
66-70 IOUT2 production/depletion (RP/RM) terms (IS) output indicator 
= 0 no output 
= 1 RP/RM output for each reaction 
1 
71-75 NRAD flag to generate radiation output (IS) tape 
= a no output file for radiation code 
= 1 flowfie1d output file generated 
for input to STARAD radiation code 
(file name on Card 1) 
Column Fortran Name CARD 4 
1-10 X initial axial station (ft), cannot be 
(ElO.3) a for IDELP • 0, typically X = 0.1 RJ 
11-20 RJ nozzle exit radius (ft) 
(ElO.3) 
21-30 XMAX total length of run (ft) (ElO.3) 

























CARD 4 (continued) 
change print interval at this axial 
location (ft) 
new print interval (ft) 
multiplies program calculated step size, ~x, in order to reduce step size. Useful 
in initial regions with steep 9radients (e.g., initial boundary layers). typical 
value for initial boundary layers. FDL = 
0.2, to supress oscillations. For smooth 
initial profiles set FDL = 1.0 
at each step, DFDL is added to FDL until 
FDL = 1.0. In problems with initial 
boundary layers, FDL = .2 and DFDL = .05 
should prove adequate 
C~.RD 5 
turbulent Lewis number 
turbulent Prandtl number 
maximum allowable temperature change 
permitted in an integration step (OK)i 
typically, 50 ~ TCONT ~ lOoK 
chemical kinetics cut-off temoerature-
chemistry assumed frozen below this value. 
(If TKINET = 0, the default value of 
4000K will be used.) 
use only if writing output to file for use 
in radiation calculations with solid carbon 
in plume. If CARBON = 1.0, program will 
calculate normalized radial distributions 










CARD 7 (must always input this card even 
if none of the parameters are used) 
ratio of i/6 in Prandtl Mixing length 
Model in nearfield shear layer region. 
use FFF • .065, must also be input for 
kc2 initialization procedure 
ratio of i/6 in Mixing length Model in 
fully de~eloped region, use GGG • .08 
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Colurm Fortran Name CARD 7 (continued) 
21-30 PSID input PSID • 1.0 if "tffect1ve" pluue (£10.3) boundary is to be calculated. Can only 
be used if IPRESS • 2, PSID must be set 
• 0 if IPRESS • 0 ----
31-40 DELJ jet side boundary layer displacement (E10.3) thickness at nozzle exit plane (ft) 
41-50 DELE external boundary layer displacement (E10.3) thickness at nozzle exit plane (ft) 
51-60 USTJ jet side frictional velocity ratio (E10.3) (default value of 1/30 built in) 
61-70 USTE external frictional velocity ratio (E10.3) (default value of 1/30 built in) 
71-eO RBUOY bouyancy indicator; set RBUOY • 1.0 to (E10.3) include buoyancy term in momentum equation. 
*** Cards 8 and 9 are required only if IDELP < 0 (i.e., they are not 
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CARD 8 
mole fraction of first jet exhaust species 
2nd species. etc. Total of eight species 
per card 
CARD 9 
m~le fraction of first e~ternal stream 
~pecies 
2~d species, etc. 
- i2 -
































nondimensional radial location (r/RJ) of 
first grid point out of MPSI user specified 
points. T~i~ point can be the lower edge 
of a shear layer. Do not input RIN(l) • 0 
for IXis, start withRTNT1) • .01 
radial location of 2nd grid point. etc. 
continue with a total of eight values per 
card 
CARD 11 
temperature of first grid point (OK) 
temperature at 2nd grid point (OK). etc. 
eight values per card 
CARD 12 
velocity at first grid point (ft/sec) 
velocity at 2nd grid point (ft/sec), etc., 
eight values per card 
*** Card 13 is required only w~en IVIS • -2 (i.e., when the TKE OPtion is 













turbulent kir.e~;c energy at first grid 
point (ft 2 Isec 4 ) 
turbuhmt kinetic energy at 2nd grid point 
(ft2/sec 2 ), etc., eight values per card 
CARD 14.1 










Fort ran Name 
ALPHA (1 ,2) 
CARD 14.1 (continued) 
mole fraction of 2nd species at 1st point; 
continue to NS species, eight per-tard 
CARD 14.2 
mole fraction of 1st species at 2nd pOint, 
etc. - -
continue to Card 14.MPSI in a similar 
manner 
*** The ,:ext group of cards contain the thermodynamic data. The order of 
the ~~cies must be consistent with that on Cards 9 or 14. For each 
SpeCle!, the first card contains its name, molecular weight and heat 
of fomation; the second and subsequpnt cards contain the temperature, 
gibbs free energy and static enthalpy, input exactly as presented in 






















name of 1st species (H20, C02, etc.) 
molecular weight of 1st species 
heat of formation (~Hf298 - kca1/mole) 
CARD 15.1.2 
temperature of 1st species at 1st d~ta 
point (OK) - ---
Cp of 1st species at 1st pOint, (ca1/mo1e-OK) 
Gibbs free energy of 1st species at 1st 
point -(FO-H0298)/T, ~/mole-OK) ---
- 14 -
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41-50 (F1 0.4) 
51-60 (FlO.4) 

















CARD 15.1.2 (continued) 
static enthalpy of 1st species at 1st 
point. (HO-H029S). mal/mole) -
temperature of 1st species at 2nd point 
same as above at 2nd point 
CARD 15.1. 3 
temperature of 1st species at 3rd data 
point, etc. This-is continued-until the 
data at all NT points (input on Card 3) 
is specified-ror the 1st species 
CARD 15.2.1 
name of second species, etc. Repeat the 
sequence of cards 15.1.1---15.1.(NT/2) 
for each of the NS species 
*** The next group of cards contain the chemical reaction mechanism, the 
reaction type indicator and associated rate coefficient data. The 











f Column Fortran Name CARD 16.1 (continued) t.: 
~ 8-13 ZID(2) species B (or M) ~ (A6) 
~ 
r 14 + sign (if needed) s 
~ 
r 15-20 ZID(3) (Blank or M) (A6) 
21 = sign 
22-27 ZID(3 or 4) species C (A6) 
28 + sign (i f needed) 1 
29-34 ZID(4 or 5) species D (or M) I (A6) 
35 + sign (if needed) I 36-41 Blank or ZID(5) species E (or M) 1 (A6) ~ j 
I j 
42-48 leave blank 1 I , 
49-50 IRR(1 ) reaction type, 1 to 10 (see NASA CR-3075) (12) 
51 IRT(1) rate coefficient type, 1 to 8 (see NASA 
(11) CR-3075) 
52-59 RC (1 ,1 ) pre-exponential factor, A, (cm-molecule-sec (E8.2) units); note that kf = AT-N exp (B/RT) t 
-I 
6Cl-63 RC(l,2) temperature exponent, N (F4.1) 
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CARD 16.2 - Second Reaction 
repeat procedure of Card 16.1 for each reaction 
*** The next group of cards comprise the inviscid f1owfie1d data and 

































CARD 17 .1.1 
number of data points for 1st jet station 
(maximum of 25) 
axial location of 1st jet data station (ft) 
CARD 17.1. 2 
radial location (ft) of 1st point at 1st 
station (must be axis point) -
radial location (ft) of 2nd point at 1st 
station, etc. 
CARD 17.1. 3 
pressure (atm) at 1st point 
pressure (atm) at 2nd point, etc. 
CARD 17.1.4 
temperature (OK) at 1st point 
































CARD 17.1. 5 
velocity (ft/sec) at 1st point 
velocity (ft/sec) at 2nd point, etc. 
CARD 17.2.1 
number of data points for 2nd jet 
station 
axial location of 2nd jet station eft) 
Continue supplying jet data in this sequence for 










number of data points for 1st external 
flow station (maximum of 25) 
axial location of 1st external stream 
data station (ft) 
CARD 1B.1. 2 
radial location eft) of 1st point at 
1st station (must be at TnViscid plume 
interface) ----
radial location eft) of 2nd point, etc. 
CARD 1B.1.3 








r 1-10 (ElO.3) 
Fortran Name CARD 18.1.4 
VEXT(3,1,1) temperature (OK) at 1st point, etc. 
Fortran Name CARD 18.1.5 
VEXT(4,1 ,1) velocity (ft/sec) at 1st point, etc. 
Continue supplying external flow data in this 













5. DEFINITIONS OF KEY FORTRAN VARIABLES 
AND PROGRAM WORKING UNITS 
mole fraction of species J (input at 
grid point I); redefined in BOATSl 
as ALPHA(J,I) = ALPHA(J,I)/WTVR where 
WTVR = mixture molecular weight 
static enthalpy of mixture, ft 2 /sec 2 
pressure, lbf/ft
2 (input in atm) 
mass flow (radial) coordinate, 
(sl ug/sec ~ 
density, gm/cm 3 
turbulent Prandtl number 
tempera ture, KO 
velocity, ft/sec 
chemical reaction rate of sppcies J at 
grid point I, mole/cm 3-sec 
reciprocal of mixture molecular weight 
axial distance, ft. 
turbulent dissipation, (ft/sec)2/sec 
turbulent kinetic energy, ft2/sec 2 
t Note that RALPHA, RT, RU, RXE, RXK are values of these dependent 
variables at the end of an integration step. 
- 20 -
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turbulent Lewis number 
turbulent viscosity, slug/ft-sec 
radial distance from axis, ft 
- 21 -
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6. TEST CASE 
Input and output for a sample case are given in this section. The case 
is a nearly perfectly expanded cold air jet, with a total to exit static 
pressure ratio of 2.0, and is one of the cases analyzed in NASA CR-307S. 
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CARD NO. 
1 1 10.0 10.0 
2 T::sr C_SE 1 - wiTH I~VJSCto FLOW MAPS 
3 4"1 41 7. 0 22 -1 Z -I 4 6 e 6 
4 .U1 .17.5 3.00 .500 1.15 .50 .2 .05 
5 1.0 1.0 !:.o I:: 6 l.t) 11Zr).O 3Qf..O 71R.O 296.0 $:. 
7 .Ob5 .0~O 1.0 .00167 .03 .031 .033 
8 .21 .1q ! .i I' I 9 .ll .79 r 15.1.1 OZ 31.91fjH o.n I 
1:)0. 1).9~A 55.71)'; -1.301 laO. 6.fl61 4f1.643 -O.68~ 
"00. 1.1'l'~ I,Q.18' f).ll4 6e!). 1.670 50."14 Z.210 
BJO. 8.063 5!.f.('9 1.7f1{- 1000. b.336 ~2.1b5 5.421 I~ 
11'JI,;. A.~27 ~,3.fI\)1 1.114 l"uo. 8.b14 54.744 8.U35 
IhJO. H.f!OU ~<;.60~1 1'1.'.1113 1 ti\lO. ti.91b ~6.401 12.354 
ZlIOU. '1.uZl !7.13t: 14.14'1 270) • 9.13q ~1.l:Ilq 15.qb6 
24)0. ~.741J 5f.4~7 11.bO't 21,00. 9.354 5'1.051 lq.664 
2600. 9.455 "-fl."?? 71.54~' 300\). C).55I bO.151 23.446 
]2JO. Q. 64 r) bO."'b~ l~.3b~ 3"0'J. 9.123 bl.14Q 21.302 
3,.,00. '1.19'J hl.fd 1 7q.1~lo 3tWU. c).':J~9 62.053 31.221 
15.1.12 "lIvO. q.QJl f 7.41L B.llli 4200. 9.1H8 62.8H3 35.193 
15.2.1 H2 18.00 
1..,0. ". '15') ~1.Q~1 -1.37q 20~. 6.'157 46.407 -0.663 
4')0. 6.9QU lof.04J 0.710 bOO. 1.19b 47.143 2.125 
"ao. 1.512 "P.lO] 3. ~9t., 1000. 1.815 "9.378 5.129 
1700. M.Obl 50.357 6.718 1400. 8.252 51.l48 8.350 
1600. 8.)'1" ~7..{I"5 10.01!' 1800. 8.512 52.81b 11.701 
2000. 8.bOl 53.513 13.4H! 2200. 8.612 5".160 1~.1"6 
2400. S.731 54.766 16.886 2bOO. 8.179 55.335 18.638 
zeoc. 8.1'20 55.fl70 lO.398 3000. 8.8~5 56.376 22.16~ 
3200. 8.886 !t..fl5~ 7.1.cn~ 3400. 8.q14 57.312 25.11'1 
3bOO. 8.q]q 51.147 27.505 3800. 8.962 58.162 29.295 
15.2.12 4000. R.9S1 ~P.1559 31.0SQ 4Z00. 9.002 58.9"0 32.888 
17.' 1 6 .O06l~ 
O. .02502 .05004 .0150b .10008 • 1?51 
.9"69]9 .94 69V~ .94bQ3q .9""939 .94b939 .887282 
242.61 142.hl 242.61 242.61 242.61 2313.17 
1015.64 1015.64 1075.64 1075."4 1075.64 1119.11 
17.2.1 6 .073874 
O. .02509) .0'JOIP5 .015218 .10031 .125"63 
.75" 71 .O"'i651 • 8 b'l8 Sf) .R84Z'i) .8'150"4 .90338 
227.35 735.11 23b.1~ 211.8q 238.14 139.3!; 
1219.16 1l"R.18 1137.P1 1177.0"1 1113.81 1107.7'.> 
17.3.1 6 .15q223 
O. .025038 .0501)75 .07'H1) .10015 .125188 
1.022"94 .990!l25 .940f)~7 .91Q6t,9 .'104'H5 .891"98 
247. H9 245.5 2"2.23 240.6 23Q.4 .. 138.92 
1021.J(' 1U46.01 1019."5 109o;.t:l 1107. 1111 .92 
17 .4. i b 3.':1 
o ... 
11\ 0'0' 
~ C..o • 
11\,... .,... 
"HI) 0 ~ 
~~II\O 
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6.2 Sample Output 
Some terms that appear on the output and are not defined elsewhere, or 
whose definition is not obvious, are defined below. 
PSIBAR ~ondimensional mass flow parameter. 










If k(2 turbulence option used, this column prints the turbulent 
kinetic energy, XK, in ft 2/sec 2 - for all other options it 
prints static enthalpy in cal/gm. 
If k(2 turbulen~~ option is used. this column prints turbulent 
dissipation, XE, in (ft/sec)2/sec - for all other options it 
prints static pl'essure, in atm. 
Axial distance/jet radius. 
Value of PSI at dividing streamline. 
Value of PSI at edge of shear layer. 
Value of Y at edge of shear layer. 
dY/dX at edge of shear layer. 
Ratin cf ,.ormal to axial velocity at edge of shear layer. 
'* local value of 6 
'* '* DEL (X-ox) 6 at previous station. 
RDIV Radius of viscous dividing streamline/jet radius. 
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1 .12';80f+00 .'W317f +00 • lQ771E+0] ."11Q5[+0\ o • 
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AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH ASSOCIATES OF ~RINCETON 
A~ISVM~ETRIC MIXING WITH NO~-EOUlllqRIU" CHfMJSTRY 
TEST CASE 1 - ~ITH INVISCID FLOW MAPS 
INITIALIZATION OF BOAT RU~, RFSTART FILE - , BOAT-SPEeRA Ftt~ -
pPESSUP(INJTtAL) " 
.e9b15b3E+00 ATMUSPHERES 
NClllf PADIUS" .ll50000E+~0 FEET BUOYANCY fACTOR" o. 
78/0 CUZO. 
lEWIS ~UM~EP(CUNSTANT)+ .1000000E+Ol PRANDTL NUMBER(CONSTA~T'+ .1()OOOOOE+Ol 
X J~ITIAl(FEFT)z .100000()E-01 
PRINT TNCRE"'E"'ITw .5000000F+OO 
1(1:7 TllIHIULENC[ MODFL 
TE~P~PATUqF(DEG. ~ElVIN) 
VElnCITY (FFETIS~COND. 
~Olr FQ~CTION 02 
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7. LISTING OF BOAT CODE 
A complete Fortran 11st1ng of BOAT. as presently used on the NASAl 
Langley CDC CYBER series is given in this section. 
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PROG~AM BUAT 'IN~UT,OUTPur,TAPE1,T'PE2,TA~E~,TAPE6.0UTPUT' 





8UATCM - 80AT CUM"f1N AOAl 
OIMENS(ON AI)O', A(0IZ5', ALOCC50,6), ALPHAC25,50', CGHVC750,3', SOAT 
1 C",IZ5,25), C~8AR(50), CPTBV(750), ECC(50), GIZ5), GTRV(750), 9~AT 
2 HCPCZ,Z5t, HS1AT(50', HT~V(750), JRR(40t, IRRR(40,5'. IRTC40'. 80AT 
1 ISAVEI6', JlZ345(5), PSEXT(50), PSI(50), Q1(Z5', RAlPHAI25,50', 8UAT 
4 ~tC40,3J, RHrJ(50), RUO('lJTI50', RTC50', RUe50', JOCE(~O), RXKC50', 80AT 
5 SIGMAC50', STARTI)), T150', TITLEIle" U(50', VExrI4,l5,2', 80AT 
6 VJETI4,Z5,Z', WOUTI~5,50', WMIZ5', WPIZ5', WTMIXC50', WT"OLlfZ5"BOAT 
7 XfC50), X(XTISO', XJfTI5~', XKC50', XLEI50', XMUI50', YISO', BOAT 





























(HCP ell 1), WM C l' ) 
ISTART, TTRII») 
TTBI30', HFC75', 
A , AID , 
CRR , cVlse , 
ox .. ui , FOl t 
JO~LP , (FCC , 
IPAGE , IPOESS, 
ITFlG , IVIS , 
J5 , lHAlF , 
NP S I , NI , 
P , PCNT , 
QX , ~AlPHA, 
RJ , RT , 
RU , RX~ , 
T ,Tr.ONT, 
TKI~ET, V , 












R TACU , 
P)(K , 
Tf DGE , 
lJ~lT , 
X , 
XINIT , X~ , XKZ , 













R T J At , 




I( l E , 
COrl~ON flJTEXCI0000', HAMASe]" RPRM Il400', 













































































































































Cm.,10N OflJ , OFlE , I JE T , IEXT 1 k'UXJ , IC"'XF. , NRJET , NREXT 
Z PI , P2 , P3 , Pit 
1 VJET , VFXT , X.'ET , xen C 
CU""O" ENOCr1 C 












, IP1AXJ , I"AXE ,90AT 
, PSJET , PSEXT ,BOAT 














































SUBROUTINE BOATee ,I(, I, l, NJ, MEa, OStGN, R"FAe. Bec 1 
C Bee 2 
e BOATec - CM CALCULATIONS - GENERALIZED IALSO QX, Bee 3 
C BCC It 
LOGICAL L510 Bec 5 ! C BOATe" - aUAr cu~"nN BCC b .1 
DIMENSION AC50., AID(7'" ALOeC50,b), ALPHA(l5,50), CGHVC750,1', BeC 7 , 
1 CM'25,25', CPBAR(50', CPTBV(750', ECC(50', GCZ5), GTeYI750', BCC B I iii' 2 IfCPC2,2~', HSTAT(50), UT"Y(50), IPRCltO), IRRR'''0,5., tRTlltO" Bee 9 
1 ISAVE(6), Jll345C5', PSExTC50', PSI(50', oxC25', ~ALPHAC25,50', BCC 10 1';: 
" RCCltO,]), RH1C50), PHOOUTC50), R TC 50 II RU, 50 " RXE(50), RXkC50', BCC 11 ~ !1 
n 5 SIG"AC50', STARTCl', T(50), TITLECIB', UC5D', YEXT,It,25,2', BCC 12 ,'I 
6 VJETC",25,2', ~OOTCZ5,50), W"C25', WPIZ5', WT"IX(50', W'"OlEC25',BCC 11 
1 lE150', XEXr(50., XJFTC50), X~150), XLE(~O', X"U(50', Y(50), eee 14 
6 YOUTI50', lIOC5' 8ce 15 
C BCC 16 
LUGICAl lHALF,lSWUN Bec 11 
C 'CC 18 
EQUIYALENCE CJl, JI23"5CU' 8CC 19 
EaUIVALENCE CALOCC1,1', e"Cl,I" BCC 20 
EQUIVALENCE IEce, CMCl,I))', CYOUT, C"Cl,15)) Bee 21 
[QUIVALE~eE (CPTBV, CGHY' Bce 22 
EQUIYALENCE (HCPCI,I), WM'l)' BCC 23 
EQUIVALENCE (START, TTOU» Bce 2" 
C Bce 25 
CO""O" TTBClO', HfC?5) , ePTBY , GlBY , HTRY BCC 26 
COMMON A , AIO , ALPHA , CARB , CM , CPBAR , !JCC 27 
1 CRR , cVlse , OELPSI , DFOl , OPOX , ox ,BCC 28 
2 OX"IN , FeL , FFF , G , GGG , HS'A' ,ece Zq 
1 10ElP , IECC , IFINIS , IUUT , 10UTI , 10UTZ , BCC 30 
" 
IPAGE , IPqESS , IRR , IRRP. , IRT , ISAVE ,BCC 31 
5 ITFLG , I VIS , Jl , J2 , J3 , J" ,BCC 32 
b J5 , LHALF , "w:o!J , "PS I , "')(:4P1 , "XNPI ,BCC 33 
1 NPSI , Nfl , . NRAD , NRAS , NS , NT ,Bee 3 .. 
8 P , PCNT , PRNT , PRNTXe , PSI , PSIO , Bce 35 
9 ax , "ALPHA , PBUOY , RC , RHO , RHOOUT ,Bce 36 
1 RJ , RT , RTACU , RT JAC , RTJOB • RTMAX ,Bce 31 
Z RU , P1E , Rl(l( , S IGE • SIGK , SIGHA , BCC 38 3 T , l(11NT , TEDGE , TEMP" , TE"RP , TITLt: , Bec 39 
" 
T~ INET , 1I , UNIT , WOOl , WM , WP , Bce ItO 
5 WTPUX , WT"'l1lr: , X , XeHANG , XO , XE ,Bec 41 
I:. i b XINIT , XK , XK2 , XlE , XH AX , XMU ,Bee 4Z 
Ir I 1 Y , ZIO 8ce "3 
I' ~ eO"MO:. FLJTEx (10000" NAHAS (] II RPR" (7.400', SPAeRlIO' BCC 
"" I: I C ttec 5 ~ 
" I . ., '~ 




C J~"EXT FLOW FIELD cn~"ON SECTION Bce 1,6 t BCt 1,7 CO""ON DElJ • OflF , J JE T , IEXT , I"AXJ , trtAXE • BCt I,B 1 ~f1AXJ , trfii!AXf , NRJEI , "RlXT • PSJE I , PS~XT , Bte 1,9 2 PI , P? , Pl , Pit , USrJ , USTE ,Bee 50 3 YJE T • yr)(T • x JE T , )(EXT Bee 51 e BtC ~2 
e UI""'ON ENDC,", Bce 53 t Bec 51, II C END OF COMMON Tu Hf COPJFO TO R[5TART FILE Bec 55 C BCC 56 
" C011110" FIOC],~H, IFNAM C3,. LSWONC16. Bee 51 e Bee ~8 e Bee 59 SIG .. • 1.0 Bee 60 L510 • (k/5t., .EQ. K Bee 61 
ou 100 J • 1, "J Bee 62 IF (J .GT. ZJ SIGN ~ -1.0 Bce 63 IROW • IRRRC I,J. oee 61, If IJ.EO.Z .A,.O. l510, IR1W • 25 Bee 65 DO 80 lEO • 1. NFO Bee 66 GO TO '10, 20, la, ItO, SOJ, IU, BCC 67 10 IF (l510' GU TO 15 Bee 68 IF (AlPHA'Jl,lJ.EO. 0.0' GO TO 80 Bce 69 TEI1P • SIGN.rEMRP/AlPHAeJl,lJ Bee 70 I GO TO 60 BCC 71 " 15 THIP • SIGN.CfU Bee 72 II GU TO bO Bce 73 20 IF C l 510' GO TO 80 Bee 71, IF CALPHACJ2,L'.EO. 0.0) GO TO 80 Bce 75 TEf1P • SIGN.TEMRP/AlPHACJZ,l. !JCC 76 GO TO 60 BCC 71 30 CONTINUE Bec 78 If CAlPHAfJ3,L'.EO.0.OJ r,n TO eo Bce 7<1 TEMP • -SIGN.TE"RM/AlPHAeJ],lJ Bec 80 GU T(1 60 Bce 81 1,0 CrmTlNUE Bee 82 IF CALPHAfJI"LJ.EO.O.Q, GO TO 80 Bee 83 
! TEMP • -SIGM.'EMR""lPHACJIt,lJ Bee 8" GO TO 60 Bce 85 




80 CON T I ttUE 
IF (I(.EO. 10' GO Tn 100 
IF II( .EO. 5' GU Tn. ~5 
QXCIROW' • ~XCIRUW) + OSIGN.SIGN.CTE"RP + R"FAe.'E"R"' 
GO HJ 90 
85 OX(IRO~ •• QX(IROW' + QSIGN.SJGN.TE"RH 
«'10 CONTINUE 
100 el)tH INUE 
RETURN 
[,.0 
,· .... uillli..liWwllllllU, •. 











" •. ......"."-•. ".""...,...,,"~t':'~ 
't,t 








































BCATC~ - BOAT CQ"~O" BCP 
DIMENSION A(~O), AI0(2~', AlOCC'O,6', ALPHAI2','O), CGHVI7'O,3', BCP 
1 C"IZ,.2". CPBAkC50', CPTRV(750J. ECCI50', GIZ5J, G'8Ve7,0" BCP 
2 HC.C2,2", HSTATI50', HT~Vf750', IRRI~O', IRRR'~O,", IRT(~O', BCP 
) ISAVF.16', J1Z)~5C5', P5(IT.50" PSI(50', QX(Z5', RAlPHA(25,50', BtP 
~ RCC~O,l', PHOC)O., QHOOUT(,O', RTI50 •• RU.50', RXEC50J, RXKC50., Bep 
5 SIGMA(50), STARTll', '150', TITLEC1S', U150., VEX'C~,25,2), Bep 
6 YJETC~,Z5.2), WOOTI15,50 •• WMC25', WP(25', WT"11150., VTMOLEC25',BCP 
7 Xf(50), 1(ITC501, .JFT(50), IK(50J, XlE'50J, X"UC50., '.501, BC~ 

















TT8C]0', HFeZ5., CPTBV , 
A , AID ,ALPHA, 














OI"IN ,FOL , FFF , 
10ELP , IF.CC , IFINIS, 
IPAGE , fPoESS, IRR , 
ITFLG , IVIS , JI , 
J5 , lHllF , M"OO , 
NPSI , NR , NRAO , 
P , PC~T , PINT , 
ax , QALPHA, R~UOY , 
RJ , RT , RTACU , 
RU , '1£ , RIK , 
T , TCONT , TEDGE , 
TKINEl, U , UNIT , 
VT"IX , WT~Olr, I , 
X1NIT ,'M • X~2 , 














S I Gl: , 
lE"R" , 
WOOT , 
XC .. ANG , 
XLE , 
CO""ON FlJTEICIOOOO', NAMASel', RPR'U2~00' , 
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:I" i ii 
"I i 
!I'I ii' 
'il'! '! "ii I:, ",I "I '!!I~,!J 
C ItP .. 6 
CO .... ON OElJ , OFlE , IJE T f' reXT , IMAIJ , J"AIE ,BtP .. 7 
1 ICMAIJ , ""AXE , NIUE' , NREXT , PSJET , PS(.I ,BCP "8 
l '1 , P1 , '1 , Pit , US'J , UST( ,8CP .. 9 
3 YJET , vr., , XJET , IEXT BtP 50 
C BC' 51 
Cf)""ON ENOC" 8C' !Jl 
C IC' 53 
C (NO OF CO""ON TU Or cnPIFO Tn RESTART FILE BC' 5" 
C 8CP 55 
to""ON FIOC],5', IFNA" n" LSWUNIl6' Itt' 56 
C 8C' 51 
C 8tP 58 
t 8t' 59 
TJAC-fll"ECISrRT' BC' 60 
RTACU-RTACU.TJAC BCP 61 
C 8C' 6l 
C SA"E CU""OH BCP 63 
C ICP 61t 
NWC~·~FWA8'START,ENOC"t·1 BtP 65 
C Be' 66 
·c 'OSITION PAST RPR" SF.G"ENT IN FilE ICP 61 
C BCP 68 
REwiND I BC' 69 
WRITE CI' CSTARTCI"I'I,""C"' 8CP 10 
C BC' 71 
C CLEAR OUT BUFfERS ~~ PPR"'PESTART FILE ItP 7Z 
C BC' 7) 
EftO FilE 1 Bt, 71t 
IF CN~AO.GT.O' END fILE l 1(' 75 
( ItP 76 
WRITE (6,70' R'MAX"TACU,~TJ08,TJAC BCP 77 
GO TO 110,10,lO, .. 0,50', ITFlG ItP n. 
10 WRITE 16,80' Bt' 7q 
GO TO 60 BC' 80 
lO WRITE 16,90' BCP 81 
GO TU 60 SC, 8Z 
]0 VR 1 'E 16,100' ICP 83 
GO TO 60 IC' 81t 
ItO VR'TE (6,110' NA"'S,MPAS ICP 85 
GU TO 60 IC' II,., 
50 WRITE C6,ll0. ICP 87 
60 STep 8(' 88 
C 8t, .. 9 




.... UIllIlW!lli.lw~I" " 
1/15H "AI JOB '1"£ -,f8.Z,5"ZZHACCUftUlATlD Jue Tlft£ -,Fe.ZII' ICP qt 
eo FORft'T C'ZlH RUN TEP~INATFn BY SW 0' BCP qZ 
qO fORftAT "']H ft'. RU" TIME EXCEEDED, BuaT RUN TERftIN'TED. BtP q] 
100 FOR"A' .,']H ",. JOP TIME [XCrEDED, 80aT JOB TERMINATED. Be' q, 
110 FOR"AT ,"'H RUN TF.'MI"AT~D DUE TL INSUFFICIENT RUG" 1M ,]A2,qH. M8C' q5 
lREC • ,15,10H, NW,M • 1/25H F.XPAND FILE AND RESTART' BCP q6 
120 FOR"AT ",qH X"AX £'CE~DEO, ,MAX will BE D~U8lED, RESTART TO ,12HCICP q7 
IVNTINUE RUN' BC' qe E~O IC' qq 
~: I II' II II!' 
il~i 

















""IIII"llltIIHl' ~"'.'~""'- """'WiT"'!!..". -,,"' ","",' "l~'~~::'~llnl!<" 
~U8ROUTIHe 80&TOS ('SHEW' 80S 1 .. 
80S Z 
OflSTAR OUTPUT RqU'IHF 80S ] 
80S 
" BOA'C" - BGAT CU"~ON BOS , 
OI"~NSIOH AI'OI. ,10115'. AlnCI~O,"J. ALPHAI15,50J, CGHVI750.l', BOS 
" 1 Cr.CI5.Z5 •• CPBARe50 •• ePTBV(750', ECC'50., Gel5 •• GTaV.750'. 80S 7 
2 HCPll,7.5,. H~TA'(50', HT~ve750'. IRRI"O'. UIIR 1"0,5 h IIITC"OJ, 80S 8 
], !SAVEe b .. JIZl""". PSEITI'O', fS11501. 011?5'. RALPHAI15,50J, BOS ., 
.. RC("O,l •• RHOI50', PH"OUTI50', RT(50., RU1501, AX£.50., 1111('50', 80S 10 
5 SIG"AI50', STAR'e11, TC5?', TITLECI8J. U(50', VtX"",z"Z,. 80S 11 
" VJeTc".l~,l'. wDo,e~5.50', WMCZ51, WP.151, Wl"11150J. WT"OLECZ5',80S 11 
7 1(,501, 1(1'.'01, xn l C 50 I, XI( C 50). XL ( no J, 1("UI50 .. '150h 80S 13 
8 'LU'150', 110(5' 80S 1" 
BOS 15 
lOGICAL LHALF,lSWOH BOS Ie. 
ROS 17 
EQUIVALENCE CJl. JI?l"'Cltt 80S 18 
EOUIVALENCE (ALOCel,!), C"Cl,I •• ..os 19 
EOUIVAlENCE ItCe, C.'ltl"" C 10UT, C" (1,15 II BOS 20 
EQUIVALENCt. (CPTBV, CGHV I 80S 21 
EQUIVALENCE (HCPCl,I', W"Cl" BOS 21 
EOUIVAlE~C( CS'ART. TT~'l.) IDS 23 
80S Z .. 
CU""UH 'T8130h "Fll" • CPTBY , GT8Y , "T8Y 80S 25 
CU""Of. A , AIO • ALPHA , CA.B , C" , cpeAA "eos 26 
1 CRR , cVlse , OflPSI , OFUl , OPOI • 01 ,80S 27 7. 01"1" , f rl • FFF , G , GGG , HSTAT ,80S 28 ] IOElP • IrCC , IF IHIS • lOUT , IUUTI , 10UTl ,BOS 29 
.. IPAC,£ , IPRfSS • I'. , IRRR 
" 
IRT , ISAVE ,BOS 3O 
S I Ule; • IVIS , Jl , J2 " 
J] , J" ,80S 31 
6 J5 • 'HALF • ""00 , "P'ld 
" "x .. " 
, "INPI ,lOS 32 




PCNT , " .. , , ,RNTxe , P$ I , PSiO ,80S 3~ q 01 , PAlPHA • RRUOY , ItC , RHO , 'HOOUT ,,80S ]' 
1 ItJ , 'T • ItTACU , RTJAC , RTJOft " R'"AI 
,IDS 36 
2 RU , RIF , Rltt , SIGf. • SIGK , SIG"A " 80S 37 
1 T 
" 
TCONT , nOG[ , 
'f"It" , fE"RP , TI'll "aDs 38 ,. Tit IHE T • U , tlNIT , wOOT 
" 
.... 
" "I' ,,80$ ]9 5 "'"II , ", .. rlE , 1( , ICHAHC, , JeD • If ,BOS ItO 6 XIN" , Xt( , Xltl • XLI: , X"AX , XftU "liDS ~1 
7 Y , liD 80S 42 (o.nta .. flJTEIII0000 ... HA"Asel'. II'R" tZ'OO" SP.CR flO' 80S 43 
.,OS 4 .. 
JfT/elT FLOW FIELD COP""" S~C'IOH BOS ~s 
I~~- i, 
'~'~I.ml,,",,",''''''''''~'''' H'''' 'illtlHHII' "''''llIIlIIIIlolllm''' ,n" I "II '"ml,"·'II'III"~1 'I .. "'I ~ "IIII",,,11tII"'~'''IH: '1I1:'''IIII~jII' ~P:III "II'''' 
' ... , ... , .... :'!1!1"''''n;' ..... ..,' - '~'I"·,,,""'"'"1"1"''1'''',,::'~il' 
t IDS ~. Ca .... oN DEl .. , bElf' , IJE' , IEIT , I"'." • 1"'11 ,80S -'7 3. 1t"'lJ • ''''XE • "'.IE' • "'ExT • P5.11: , • PSEr, ,.IOS ~" 1 'I , Pl , P] • p~ • UST" • usu .80S 
"" 
) 
'.IE r , VEXT , X.le' , X(xT 80S 50C IDS 
'1 CO""ON £NOC" It>S '1 C 80S 53 t E~O Of CO""nN TO BE COPIED TO REST'RT Fll~ IDS ,~ C 80S SS CO"HON FIOC1.5'. IfHa" C1 ., l SWONClb J BOS ,. C 
C IDS 57 80S 5B IF "S(O.£O.OI GO Tn 10 80S 59 00 10 r-z."psr 80S 60 IF "SICI'.GE.'SIO' r.o '0 10 8US 61 10 CONTINUE IDS b1 20 "'-c'srO-FSlCI-l'J'CP~ICl'-PSICI-IJ' 80S 63 10IV·"I-l,t.I'.I'II'-Y(I_l" 80S 641 IIIHOO I V - RHO C 1-1 • t R IT. (P '4(111 , -RHO C 1-1' , 80S 65 ]0 CO"' l"UF IDS 66 TEIIINSl-'SNEW·.Z-PSICM'SII •• l IDS 67 YOU--'tR"SI'l."HOC"PSIJ'~C"PSIJ'YC"'SIJ'OXt.Ml IDS 6B vtjup-vnu lOS 69 YOU-YOU.YC .. 'SII'.OIY 80S 70 yot.;-YOU •• IofO C H'S I J "'400 I V 80S 71 OElE-O~l"tVOU·O."J 80S 7Z 
'OIV-'OIVI • .1 80S 71 
'EFF-l.Ot-OElE IDS 7~ X81'-XI"" 80S 75 11"'-10 80S 16 ICT-ICTtl 80S 17 IF IICT.£Q.I"O ICT-O 80~ 78 IF CICT.Gl.O' GU Tn 40 80S 79 WRITF Ib.SO' .Ba.,rSID,ps~eW.'I"PSI •• XKl'V1UP.OELE,OEL ... ROIV"EFF IDS 10 
"0 CIlNflNUE I!OS 81 OElJ-OElE liDS 81 RE'VRN 80S 83 C 














SUBROUTINE BOATEN CPSII,PSIF.) 





BOATC" - BUAT CU"MPN DEN 
DI"ENSION AlSO', AIOe2S), ALOC(SO,b), ALPHAI25,5J), CGHVC750,l), BEN 
1 C"CZ5.25', CPBAReSO). CPTAV(750), ECCC50). G(15', GT8Y(750), BEN 
2 HCPC2,25', HSTAT(50), HTqY(750). IRR(40), IRRRC40,5', (RTC40', 8EN 
3 ISAYECb', JIZ34,.," PSEJeT(50), PS1(50), QXCZ5', RAlPHA(25,50), BEN 
4 ~C'40,3), RHU(50). RHOOUTe50', Rresot, Rue50', Rxee5~', RXKe50', BEN 
5 SIG .. ACSO', STARTel), T(50). T(TLlCI8), U(50), VEXTC4,Z5,Z), 8EN 
b VJETC4,ZS,2', WOOT(75,SO), WMeZ5', WP125', WTI1IX(50), WT"OLE(25),BEN 
7 XE(50), XEXTI50), XJfTCSO), XK(50), XLEeSO), XI1U(50', YC50', BEN 
8 YOUT(50), lIO(5) BEN 
8EN 
LOGICAL LHALF,LSWON 






CAL UC I 1 , 1 J, C filii I 1, 1 , ) 



























I PAGE , 










I VI S , 
L HAL r , 
NP , 
f'CNT , 
ox , RALPHA, 
RJ , RT , 
RU , pXE , 
T , TenNT , 
TKINET, U , 
WT"IX , WTMOLF, 
XINIT , XK , 







J 1 , 
.. P400 , 
NRAO , 
PPNT , 
R I3UOY , 





































CO .... ON FLJTEXIIOOOO', N'"ASe)" RPRI1C2400', 































































































































,.' ("M", Ii .''tI.II~IIII''JltI'.ttPfl"~I'~~.!::.:····~.··''······ .... ,...."'., ........... ,,, ...•• ,.,,, .....• ,,.""_ .... ,,, ... , .. , .. "., __ '""" .... : ... ".~~:"":~;;·::::;III 1"11 !!':!!::::':~.~~~:li"II!JIII •• I!lI'li!lll •• 11II1I11t11~'~U~.I~IJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII.,.:tI' .'IUI'SI' lI'IIrIIl"IIiII'SI' 'iilHiII"I'ltltlml' 11I1""IPliltltd. 
_. iI I'" ~ ~ 






























































ENO OF CUM"ON TU IH CHIlIEO TrJ RESTART FILE 














IF CPStCI'.EQ.O' GP Tn 30 BEN 
PSI~-IXMU(Z)+XMU(3').CY(2'+Y(3"/CYC3)-YIZ).'2./PSlel) BEN 
IF (IVIS.lT.O) PSIX·3.·YC)·X~UC2'·CY())-YC1))/CYCZJ-vCI')··Z/PSICSEN 
11) BF.N 
tF ([VIS.lT.1) GO TO 10 BEN 
RAT-CUCIJ-UfZIJ/CUC]'-U'MPSI".CYCMPSI'-YCl"/CYIZ'-Y(I.' BEN 
IF eA8SIRATJ.LT •• IJ PSIY-O. BEN 
CUNTINue DEN 
IF eIVIS.NE.O. GO TO 20 eEN 
IF (IL.NE.O) XL-SPACRCl' 8EN 
PSIX-4.tRHOC1,tYCl'/PS[Cl,tXl •• ZtABSCUIZ'-UCl'./CYCZ.-YC1.,ttZ BEN 
CUNTINUE BEh 
PSII·PS(CI)-PSIX.OX BEN 
STEP Slle REDUCED WHEN "IXl~G HITS AXIS 
IF epSII.LT.O.' FOla.1 












IF CIVIS.lT.O, PSIXaJ •• YCl'·XMUC~'.CYC"PSl'-YCl"'CYCMPSI)-Y(K"··BEN 
1 ZIP SIC "P S I , BEN 
If eIVIS.LT.l' GO Tr 40 BEN 
RAT·CUC"PSI'-UCNPSI"'CUC1'-UCMPSI".CYCMPSI'-YC1"'CY'"PSI'-YCNPS8Eh 
11,. 8EN 
IF (ASSeRAT'.lT •• l) PSJXaO. BEN 














































" I, "'~H~IIIII' :''''W' ,"~!I"·,IP' .. nJt!l!!; 
<: 
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.... CI~ )0( 
~. -~~-N ~ 
ClII .... * ~ 





z -::;a. E 
- w a: Z 
wV)z.-w-;)- - .,..:::>~ 
z>-,"'z~z 
---I--Ia.: ~--K_~""':::> 












SUBROUTINE BUATIF 81F 1 
e 81F z 
C INVISCIO FLOW I1AP ~OUTJNE BIF 3 
C BlF 4 
C 80ATeM - BOAT COM"O~ BIF 5 
DI~ENSlaN A(50), AI0(25', AloeC50,b), AlPHAI25,;0), CG~VC750,3), 8lF 6 
1 C"(25,25', CPBAR(50', CPTBV(750), ECe(50), Gel5), GTeV(750', elF 7 
Z H(PC2,Z5), HSTAT(50), HT6V(750), IRR(40), I~RR(40,5), lRTCleO), elF fI 
3 ISAVE'b), JIZ3le5(~', PSEXT(50" P51(;0), ~X(Z5', RALPHACZ5,50J, BIF q 
4 ReC40,l), PHJC50J, RHnOUrr~OJ, RT(50), RU(SO', RXE(50" RXk(50., BIF 10 
5 SIG"A(50), STARTel', T(S~', TITLEC1B), U(50), VFXT(4,Z5,Z), BIF 11 
b VJET(4,Z5,Z), WDuTfl5,50), W~(25), WPCZ5), ~1~IX(50), WT"OlE(25),BIF 12 
7 X~(50), X£XT(50), XJET(50), )(1«(50" XlE(50h X"U(50), ., (~o .. OIF 13 
8 YUUT(50), 110'5' BIF 14 
C BIF 15 
lOGICAL lHAlF,lSWO~ BIF 16 
e OIF 17 
EQUIVAl~NCE fJ1, J1234'HI" 8IF lB 
E QUI V ALE Ne E (ALUeC},}), C"(l,l)) BIF lq 
F.QUIVAlENCE IECC, ("fl,13)), (yOUT, C"(ld5» OIF 20 
f QUI V ALE Ne E (ePTBV, eGHV' 81F 21 
EOUIVALENCE (HepCI,l', wI1CI') BIF 22 
EUUIVALENCE (START, TTRU)) OIF 23 
C 81F Zit 
eOl1110N TrB( 30" HFCZ5' , (prBV , GTaV , HT8V BIF 25 
eOPU'IUN A , AID , ALPftA , CAR8 , C" , CPBAR ,BIF 2& 
1 CRR , e VI S C , DEl PS 1 , OFOL , OPDl( , ox ,81F 27 
2 OX"IN , FOl , FFF , G , GGG , HSTAT ,81F 28 
3 IOElP , IEce , IFI .... IS , lOUT , 10UTI , 10UTl ,OIF 2.~ 
,. (PAGE , (PPfSS , IPR , IRRP, , lRT , ISAVE ,OIF 30 
5 ITFLG , I VI S , Jl , JZ , J3 , J4 ,81F 31 
& J5 , lHAlF , ,.,MOD , ~PSI , I1X .... PT , "XNPI ,RIF 32 
7 NPSI , ~I~ , N~AO , NRAS , N'i , NT ,81 F 33 
8 P , peNT , PIHH , PRtHXC , PSI , PSIO , Bl F 34 
q ex , R AlPtlA • RBUOY , RC , RHO , RHOtlUT ,BIF 35 
1 PJ I PT , PTACU , RT JAC , RTJ09 , RH"X ,BIF 3b 
Z RU , R )l'F • ~Xk , S IGE , SIGK , SIG'" ,81F 37 
3 T , TeON T , TEOGE , ffMR" , 11 "RP , T I Tl E ,81f 38 
4 TKINET , U • U"'IT , WOOT , WM , WP ,81 f 3q 
5 wnHx , WT"Olr , x , XCHAN G , XO , XE , Bl F 40 
b XIN IT , XI( , XI(2 , XlE , XMAX , X"U ,BIF "1 
7 Y , lID BIF 42. 
CO""UN FlJTEX(lOOOO)' NA"A S (3" RPP..~C2.400. , SPieRCIO) BIF "3 
C BIF It" 



























CU .... ON 
1 
DELJ 


























I .. AXJ 
PSJET 
USTJ Z 
3 YJ ET 
CO"'"ON ENDC'" 
Pl 
YEwT J( JE T 
END OF COM"'ON TO BE COPIED TO R~START FILE 
CO"'"ON FIDel,5', JFNA~(l', LSWONCI6' 
(NVISCID FILE CREAT'~N ROUTINE 
Dl .. ENSIUN HOLD«ZS'. HnlOle25', IFlOW(Z' 
DIMENSIUN IMAXVCZ', NPECVCZ', XJEVCSO,Z) 
EQUIVALENCE (I"AXY,I~A)(J', (NPECV,NRJETJ, (xJEV,XJET, 
DATA IFLOW/ZHJE,7.HfX/ 
25 RADIAL LOCATIONS,50 AXIAL LOCATIONS 
srARTING RECORD NO. ~F FLOW FltLDS FOR JET/EXT (NWPR-IJ 
~REC·l 
READ INVISCID DATA ARPAVS 
00 100 IP-l,IPRESS 
(HAX-U1AXV( IP' 
NRECVflP)-NREC 
WRITe (6,150' (FlOW(lP' 
00 90 I-t. I"AX 
IF ((P.EO.l' READ (5,140, l"AP,XJETCI) 
IF ((P.EO.2' READ (5,140, LMAP,XEXTCI' 
DO 10 J-I,4 
READ C5,160' (VJ[T(J,I(,1),1(-1,l"'P) 
CONTI~UE 
VJ£Tel,K,I'-Y;VJETC7,K,I'·P;VJETC],K,I'-T;VJETCIt,K,I'-U 
~ASS FLOW INTEGRATlrN 
HOLDCI'-O. 
If ((P.lO.Z) HULDC1,·rSJEr •• ? 
If (IP.EO.l) ~DUM-SMPR7CNS,AlPHA(I,IJ,wT"OlE) 


























































































































HOLO(k'-HOLO(K-1J.Tr~"'.CVJr'(1,K,1) •• 2-VJ£'(1,K-l,1) •• 2' 
OU.n-DU"l 
CONTINUE 
Oll 30 I< -Ir UUP 
HOLD(K)-SQR'(HOlO(~J' 
IF fIP.fQ.l.ANO.I.EC.l' PSJET-HOLOCL",AP) 
IF (IP.EO.l) PSEXTCI)-HOlOfl"'AP) 
NONal"'ENSIONALllf MASS FL~W 
HOLDS-HOlDH' 
DO 40 Ihl,L"AP 
HOlDCK)-IHOlocKt-HnlOS)/(HOlDCl"'AP)-HUlDS) 
CONTINUE 
I~T~RPOlATE O~TO EV~NlY SPACED ARRAY 
IF (IP.EO.1t K"AX·-"'AXJ 
IF (IP.EQ.Z) K"'AX-I<"AXf 
00 10 ll-lt4 
00 50 k-l,l"AP 
HOlDICK'-YJETCLl,K,l' 
CONTINUE 
DO bO !C.-l,K"AX 
PSDU"'-FlOATI!C.-l)/FlOATCM"AX-I' 




IF (lP.EO.l) P",FlO-PSEXTCI' 
WRITE (6,170) I,XJEVCI,IP,,'"FLO 
00 80 K-1IK"AX 
PSOU"-flOATCK-IJ/fLPAT(k"AX-I' 
W~ITE (6,180) k,CVEXT(J,K,1',J-l,4',PSDU" 
CONTINUE 
WRITE 0,.. DISC 
CALL PBFDW (F(O,~RfC,4.K"AX,VfXT) 
,,11!~i"l:r • 





B IF q4 
81 F 95 
"IF 96 
BIF q7 






















81 F ll0 









































II"~ : :1 , I 
;:iI,iiiit_!!,q_'~'I.ri~I~.*~~lV'lIIiffl'!~r,:»!,,~!,>jjf~!I'''''''!I''''W~~"~t1I!1ilI!~~~I""~I" W~ltli~!ftI~fI.~~lI!lfMlI'l!lllillllHlIIii"'''' "~"~::"~~ __ I:~"'7": ~""':,,;J::;~;I:) ~"""'~I .... £a,ai,'i'" 
illl ~, 
'I~H~!."II)i~'"''!''''''' 
C BIF 13& 
90 CONTINUE BIF 137 
100 co~rlNUE BIF 136 
C BIF 13q 
C READ INITIAL TWO STATIONS Of JET ~AP BIF 1~0 
C 81F 1~1 
DO 110 1-1.2 BIF 1~2 
CAll P8FDR CFID,NRJET,4.K~AXJ,VJETC1,1,1" BIF 1~1 
110 CONTINUE Blf 1~~ 
IJET-2 BIF 1~5 
IF (IPRESS.EQ.I' GO Tn 130 BIF 1~6 
C BIF 147 
C READ INITIAL TWO STATIO~S OF ExT ~AP BIF 1~8 
C BIF 14q 
O~ 120 l-l,Z BIF 150 
CALL PBFDR (FID,NRFJI'T,'4.KP1AXE,VI:XTCl,I,I" 81F 151 
lZ0 C~~TINUE BIF 152 
IEXT-Z Blf 153 
130 CONTINUE Blf 15~ 
RETURN elF 15' 
C BIF 156 
1~0 FUR"AT (IZ.3X.7EI0.3' BIF 157 
150 FURMAT (lHl.40X,AZ,14HT,I~VISCIO MAP, elF 158 
160 FORMAT (8EI0.3. BIF 15q 
170 FO~"AT (11115H STATtON NUMOER,14,10X,I&HAXIAL LOCATION -,EI3.5,10X8IF 160 
1,ZIHP1ASS FLOW PARA~ETEP -.EI3.5"ltX.ZHP1.14X.IHV.IZX,lHP,12X,IHT,IBIF 161 
22X,lHU,7X,6HPSIPAR' 81f 162 
180 fUR"AT CIH ,I5,ZX,8f13.5' BIF 1&3 














SUBROUT[Nf eOATl1 'ITYP,XX,PSrX,I"AXV,K"AXV,IV,VECT,XV,PSVIVl,VZ,VRII l]'V~'PSJ'F[O'~P.EC' BII 
INVISCID INTERPOlATr~N ~OUTr~E 
OI"ENSION VECTC4,Z5,7.', XV(5DJ, PSVC50J, VVf4, 
IF fXX.lE.xverv •• GO Tn 10 
CAll SFVftV IVfCTCl,1,1',VfCTCl,I,II,100' 
READ IN NEXT FllF STATION A~D UP Iv COUNTER 










81[ IV-IV.I 1[F C(V.lE.I"AXV' G~ Tn 10 811 




IF C(TYP.EQ.l.0R.ITYP.EO.1J PSVY-PSVIIJ 811 
IF CITyp.eo.Z.UR.ITYP.fO.4J PSVY.PSVIIV-I'+RATX.'PSVCIV'-PSVCIV_1'811 
I. 811 OSI-l./FlOATIK"AXV_I' 811 
IF I(TYP.EO.I.OP.ITYP.~O.3' SI8ARaPSIX/PSVV 811 
IF CITYP.EQ.Z.OR.ITYP.~Q.4J S[9AR.IPSIX-PSJ'/fPSVV_PSJ, BII 
KV-SIBAR/OSI+1 811 
IF (KV.lT.I' KV-I 811 RATSI-ISI8AR-FlUATC~V-IJ.OSI"OSI 811 
00 10 ft-l,4 811 
OU"laVECTCft,KV,IJ+PATSI.'VECTiM,KV+I,l'_VECTI",KV,l" 811 
OU"Z.VECT'",KV,2'+PATSI.CV£Cl'ft,KV+l,2J_VECT'ft,KV,2J' 811 VV(ftJ.OU"l+RATX.CDU~l_OUftl' BII 
IF CITYP.Gr.ZI VVCMJaIOU"?-OUftl"eXVCIV'_XVCIV_l" 811 CO~T(NUE DII 






FORMAT CllH 80AT[1 - rv .GT. rftAXV' END 811 811 
Btl 
~!~~=:f/Ii!I~lllllllilmlliigllllll>""'!IHII'''~,"m''""IIII~!I_=-e:IIIIIIHI"," ___ ""'," ," ........ '. 











































"111!(111'1'~:~~·"'!f:""'IP"""'7 .... T';""'" _. ~-... ilJl!'"~·"!lII·':<"'·~:i~ .. ·i' 
Hi' 
11",·"",""11111""" 
SUBRoutiNE BOAtlN 81t.; 1 C BIN 1 ( I~ITIAL DAtA OUTPUT at .. 3 
C fUN ~ 
( 80ATC" - BnAT CUh~O~ 81t. ~ 
DI"ENSION AI50'. AI0115'. ALOCI50,6', ALPHIIZ5,50', CGHV(750.]" BIN 6 
1 C"125,l5', CP~AR(~O), CPT8VC750', Ecce50'. G(25), &T8VC750), 81N 7 
2 HCPIZ,15'. HSIAle50t, HT"VI750J. IRR(40), IRRRC'.O.", IRTI40h 81N 8 
3 I SA Vf C &), Jll3~515t. PSEXTI5~t, rSIC50', OX(25), RALPHA(25,50), BIN q 
~ RCCItO,]" RHOI50). RHonUTC50J, RTC50', RUC50', RXl:C50h RXKC50h 81N 10 
5 SIG"IC50', :;TARTCJI, T(50), TITlE(18), U(50), VExtc".Z5.Z), 81N 11 
6 VJETC4,Z5,Z). WOUTIl5,50), WMIZ'I, WPCZ5), WT"IX(50), WT"ULEC25),8IN 12 
7 x E f 50 ) , l( l: X T , 50 , , XJF rc 50 " XKC'SOh XlE(50), x'.u(IjOJ, Y' 50), BIN 13 
8 YOUTC50), lID(5' 81N I" C BIN 15 
LOGICAL lHALF.lSWON 81N 16 
C 81N 17 [QUIVALEh(E CJl. J123~5(1» BIN 18 
EQUIVALENCE (AlOCCI.II, C~ll,l" BIN 19 
EQUIVALENCE IECC. C""ct,I]." (Y au T, C" ( 1 , 1 5 , I BIN 20 
EQUIVALENCE (CPTBV. CGHV' BIN 21 
EQUIVALENCE (HCP(I,I', W"'I" BIN 22 ," 
£aul VALU-'CE (STAIitT, TT81Ut BIN 23 
f if C BIN 2" I' ~I~ (O""ON TTBC30h UFIZ5' , CPTBV , GTBV , tHBV BIN 25 
CO""ON A • AID • ALPHA , CAR8 , (" • CPBAR ,BIN 26 1 eRR , CVISC , OElPSI , OFOl , OPOX , ox ,BIN 27 
2 DX'HN , FOl , FFf • G • GGG • HSTAT .81N 28 
'I" 1 10fLP IFCC IF1N1S lOUT IOUTI IUUf2 ,BIN 29 i:: , , , , , 
" 
IPAGE • IpQESS , IRR , IRRR • JRT • (SAVE ,BIH )0 5 ITflG , TVIS , JI , J2 , J3 , J~ , BIN 31 
& .15 , lHAl F , ""00 , "PSI , .. rtfPT , "INPI ,81N 32 
7 NPSI , "R J ,.ruo , NRAS , NS , NT .BIN 33 
B P , "c~t , PRN T , PRNIXC , PS I , '510 ,BIN 3~ 
9 ox , PALPHA , RBUOY , RC , RHO , RHOOUT ,BIN 35 
1 RJ , PT • RTACU • RTJIC , RTJO" , RT"AX .BIN 36 2 RU , fur , RXK , S IGE , SIGK • 5IG"' ,BIN 37 1 , , TcnNT , TFOGE • TE"RP'I , Tf"RP , TITLE ,BIN 38 
" 
'KINET , II , UNIT , "DDT , W" , VP ,BIN 39 
5 vt~1X , W' .. fllE , I , XCHA-'G , XO , Xl , BIN itO 
6 x INIT , '1( • Xf«Z , XLE , X""( , X"U ,BIN "1 1 Y , 710 BIN "2 
eo""otf FLJ TE JI( 10000 II NA"'SIn, RPR" 12"001, SPACRCI01 8IN ~3 
















































• J( .,E T 
CO"~ON ENDC" 
END OF to""U" TO SF COPIED Tn RESTART FilE 
CO"MON FIOfl.S" rF~A~fl'. lSWONfI6) 
tAll DATE (ROATEJ 
WRITE (6,100' 
WR IT E If" 110' 
WRITE (6,320. CTITtE(I),I·l,l~) 
WRITE 16,150' IFNAM,HA~AS.ROATE 
IF (JPRESS.NE.O' WRITE (6,]30' P 
IF (JP"!:SS.~O.O) WRIT!: 16,)"0' P 
WRITE 16,370' RJ,R8Uny 
WRIT£ 16,380' KlEII"Sle"'ll, 
WHITE (6,"10) X,XMAX 
WRITE 16,"20) PRNT,OX"Ul 
IF I I VlS.l T .0' WR IT £ I", 1 '>0 ) 
IF (IVIS.EO.O) WRITE (6,170' 
IF (IVIS.EO.1. WRITE 1",180' 
WRITE (6,390' 
WRITE 16,350' TIl"TIMPSI' 
WRITE 16,360. Ul1',UIM'SI' 
WT"IXCl)·O.O 
WTfU xc "PS I' aO.O 
00 10 J-l.NS 
WT"IX(l'aW'"IXIl)+AlPHAfJ,I) 
WT"IX("PSI'·WfMIXI~PSI'+AlPHAIJ,"PSI' 
00 20 J-l,NS 
PilPHA(J,1'-&lPHAIJ,1"WT~IXl1) 
RAlPHl'J,"PSI,-AlPHAIJ,"'PSI,/wr"IXI"'SI' 
WRITE '6,~00t lIOIJ.,RllPHAtJ,l',RllPHAIJ,"PSI' 
IF INR.lE.O' eo TO 140 
WR 1 TE Ifu 190' 
00 130 l-l,N~ 
l-IRRII) 
eo TO t30,ltO,50,60,70.~O,qO,100.110.120t. l 













'"AXE ,81N 1t7 
PSEX' ,BIN "8 













































































GO TO 1]0 

























FOR"AT I1HO,22.,4]Ht~lTI'lll'TlnN OF ~UAT ~UN, RESTART FilE - ,3AZ81N 
l,21H, BOAT-SPECRA Filf - ,]&1,51,Al0. BIN 
FOR"AT I1HO,ZZX,ZOHK(Z 'UP8UlENCE "ODEll 'IN 
FOR"'T CIHO,Z2X,27HPDANOTl ~IXING LENGTH "OOEL' 81N 
FOR"AT I1HO,21X,10HOnNALOSON/GRAY "ODEll BIN 
F~R"AT 'IHO,19X,l6H'~'C'I~N5 BEING CONSIOEREO,6X,15HKR-A.eX'I"RT.BIN 
1/,"HT •• N,7.,lH',8X,lHN,9',lH8,71,Z3H("~lECUlE-~l-SEC UNITS.. BIN 
FOR"A' 119,91,Ah,2H+ ,A6,81,lH- ,,6,2H. ,A6,181,1£10.",2I,F".I,21,8IN 
1F10.1. 81N 
FOR"" 119,91,'6,lH. ,A6,3H. ",51,2H- ,'6,3H. ",231,1£10.4,2I,F ... 18IN 
1,11,FI0.1. 81N 
FOR~AT 119,91,,6,1H+ ,A6,~X.2H. ,'6,2H+ ,,6,2H+ ,A6,101,E9.3,2I,F4BIN 
1.1,ZI,Fl0.1. 81N 
FOR"AT 119,91,A6,2H+ ,66,ft.,2"- ,A6,161,£9.3,2.,F4.1,21,FI0.1. BIN 
FUR"AT 119,91,'6,3H+ ~,I]I,lH. ,A6,2H. ,A6,]H. ",151,£9.3,1I,F4.1,81" 
121,Fl0.1. BIN 
FOR"" 119,91,A6,lH+ ,A6,81,2H- ,A6,lH. ,'6,1'I,£9.1,11,F".1,2I,FI81" 
10.1,31,16HU~E WAY RfACTION, 81N 
FOR"" fI9,9X,16,lH+ ,A6,)H+ ",'X,2H- ,16,]Ht ",Z3X,E9.1,2X,F4.1,28IN 
II,FI0.1,3.,16HUN( WAt REACTION. 81N 
FOR"AT 119,91,16,lH+ ,A6,81.1.H- ,A6,2H+ ,A6,2H. ,A6,10X,E9.3,21,F"81N 
1.1,11,FI0.1,31,16HOh£ WAY f aCTION' lIN 
FOR"'T fI9,9X,Ab,2H. ,A~,~ •• lH- ,A6,26X.E9.1,lX,F".1,lX,FI0.1,3X,18IN 
16H01E WlY RElCTI"~' 81N 
F~R"AT CI9,9~.A6,3H+ ",131,2H- ,A6,2H+ ,A6,~'. ",15X,E9.3,2I,F~.l,8IN 
12.,Fl0.1.3I,16HON( WAY '£ACTION' 81N 
FO'"IT (IHl,]11.45HAERO.AUTICAl R[SEARCH ASSUCIATES OF PRINCETON. 81N 
FOR"AT C]5.,50HAIISY""~'RIC "IIING WITH NUN-FQUllIRRrU" CH("ISTRY'8IH 
FOR"A' CIHO,l".,I~A'" 81N 
F~R"IT fIHO,221,19HrIE~SURE'INI"All -EI5.7,11H AThOSPH(RfSI 81N 














































.... "".,,,,;;;';,...--,,, '-1 




Ild"411"'''''~~.;.·~-~''''''''-- 'I""" ~1~';":""'f;~."J=-:'K ... 
''11'' 
1\0 FOR"" CIHO,l21,20~pqf.SSU.ECCONST.NT' .El'.7,12H ""OSPHERESI 81M 181 
)50 FOR"" '1.)X,Z~H'E~prR"URF.CO£G. KflVINJ,)X,(15.7,~X,F.15.7J BIN 182 
]60 FOR"" '2]I,Z~HVfl'rl'Y Cff£"SECONDI,]I,fI5.7,'X,fI5.71 81N lB] 
]70 fOR .. " UHO,ZZ',I,:."r'UlE 'AOIUS-l:l'.7"H FI:E,,9',17H8UOYANCY F'CI81N 18' 
101 -,EI,.7. 81N 185 
180 FOR"AI C1HO,Zll,ZlHlfwtS "U~8FIICONS"NTI.EI'.7,'I,IIHPI'ND'L NU",8IN 186 
11'"8lRICONS"NT •• EI5.7. 81N 187 
]90 FOR"" 'lHO,"I,)HJET,t6.,~HfOGE' 81N 188 
~OO FOR"AT CZ31,11H"UlE FRAe'ION,1.,A6,51,El'.7,~',EI'.7. 81N 189 
'10 FOI"" IIHO,ZZI,16M. INITIAlCFEE"·EI'.7,lZ.,I~H' FINAl.FEFT'-EI'.ltN 1.0 
17. 81N 1.1 
~20 FOR"" CIHO,2ZI,16ttPRI~T lNe'fftENT-El'.7,lZI,17""IN1"U" STEP SIZE,8IM 192 
IlH-EI,.7, 81N 19] 














SUBROU'INE BOA'I' fRIN, 




RIP R[A'C~ - 8~Ar CU"~~" 81P 
OI"£"SION A1501, AI0125', AlOCI50.b., AlPHAf25,50', C&HVf750,)', 81' 
1 C"CZ5,Z~., CPRARe50', (PT8VI750l, ECC'~O', GIZ5', G'8VC7S0J, 81P 
1 HCPfl,l5', HS,,,T.501, HTRV(750J, IRR'~OJ, IRRR(~0,5', 1"f~OI, 81P 
) ISAvEe6', Jll]~~151, PSE.T'5~1, PSl(50), 0.IZ5', RAlPHACl5,50', 9(' 
~ RCI~O,)I, ~HJI50', ~HnOUTC501, R'150t, .ue501, .IEC501, .IKI501, OtP 
5 $IG"A.50,. START.I', le50', T'flECI8J. ue501. VEI'f~,l5,l', 81' 
6 YJETC',Z5,71, WOOlC25,SOJ, W~'Z5t, W'125t, WT"IIC50J, WT"OLEC25J,81' 
7 lEe 50', IExre5a" .JF.TI5QI. xKe50', XLEe50 •• I"Ue50., YC~OI, 81P 
8 YOUTC5~', lID'5. 81' 
LOGICAL LHAlF,LSWO~ 
EOUIVALENCE 
(QUI VAL ENC £ 
(QUI VALENCE 
EOUIVALENCE 
(-lUI VAL Et:C E 
e OU I V :\ L E NC I: 
Ul, J121~51UI 
CAloe, 1 , I " C'" I, II I 







"8C10I, HfIZ", CPTRY , 
A , A I 0 , ALP HA , 
















OX"IN , frL , fff , 
IOELP , IFCC • IFINIS, 
I'AGE , IP~ES~. IRI( , 
ITFLC , IVIS ,Jl , 
J5 ,lHALF, ~"OO , 
NPSI ,"It ,'UUO, 
, ,PC .. T, 'IIt"T , 
01 ,RALPHA, R~UOY , 
RJ ,RI , R'ACU , 
ItU , 'J~ • RIK , 
, ,TC~NI, 'EDGE , 
T" HIE', U , UN I , , 
Wl"IX , W'~"lf, X , 
IINIT "K , IKZ , 
Y ,110 















XCHA .. G , 
IlE , 
CO""ON FlJf[ICloooot, NA~A5CJJ, RPRPI(l~OO', 
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ENO OF COMMON To oe COPIED TO RESTART FILE 




































IF (IPRESS.EO.O) GO TO 40 OIP 
CONTINUE 81P 
CAll 80ATII Cl'X'PSA,JMAXJ'~MAXJ'IJET'VJET'XJET'PSJET'RJ'P'T(l)'UCOIP 
11',PSJET,FID,HRJET' 81P 
CAll gOATII CZ,X,PS8,IMAXF.,KMAXE,IEXT,YEXT,XEXT,PSExr,DUM,DUM,T("PDIP 
lSI',UC"PSI',PSJET,FID,NREXT' 8(P 
IF CDElPSI.NE.-l' GO TO 30 81P 





PSe-PSJET.SQRTC1.+UB'UA.T~'TO.115.6.DElE+RJ) •• ZIRJ •• Z_1.', OIP 
18l-1 O(P 




00 80 1-1,I1PSI,MPSIMI 81P 
WTVR-O. SIP 







































































CAll BOATl~ (lX,lTP,TTKFY,SQl,HoT,Nl' 
IF (ITKEY.~Q.Ot CAll rrlT 
o U 7 a J. 1 , t~ S 
CAll BOATlP CITKEV,J,7,SoT,HoT,AX) 
CPX-CPX+AX.45055.3JtAlPHACJ,I' 
CAll BOATlP CITkEY,J,4,SoT,HoT,AX) 
HX-HX+AX·45055.31·ALPHAfJ,I' 
IF CI.Ea.1' HJ-HX 
IF (I.EQ."PSIJ HE-HX 
IF (I.Ea.1) CPJ-CPX 
IF (1.£a.MP3I) CPE-(PX 
IF CI.Eg.1J WMJ-wTVP 
IF C[.Ea."PS[) W"E·WTV~ 
CONTINUE 
IF fOElPSl.Ea.-l.' GO TP 12a 
SHEAR LAYER INITIALIZATION ~ASED ON CUBIC PROFilE 
HTJ-HJ+.5·U(1)··Z 
HTe-HE+.5·UCHPSI'··Z 









00 110 1-1,MPSI 
RIN(I,-FlOATfl-1t/FlO_T(NPSI'·OYMIX+RJ-oYMIX/7. 
GO TO 190 
CONTINUe 
WRITE (&,230' 
80U~OARY LAYER INITI4ll1ATION 
IF (USTJ.Ea.a.J USTJ-.033l 









































































ux -u n , 
USTAlhUST J 
GO TO 140 
CUNTINUE 










IF (IPASS.EO.l) 11-IGor.l 





IF IIP'S5.£Q.O) WRITE (6,Z"0' 11,12 
IF CIPASS.EO.l' WRITE (6,250' 11,12 
WRITE 16,270) 




00 170 1-11,12 
YX-FlO'TCI-ll'/FlOATII2-11' 
IF C (PASS.EO.O) Y)(-I.-YX 
IF CYX.EO.O.' YX-.001 
RINCIJ-U: 
U8'R·l •• USTA~.(2.5.ALOG(YX)-1.38·(I.-SIN«2 •• YX-l.t.3. 142/2.") 
IF (RINCI •• lE •• 001' UBAR-O. 
TCIJ-TX.C1 •• CSS2-1.)'7.·X~X··?·(I.-UB'R •• ?) 
UC II -UBAR.UX 
00 150 J-1,IIfS 
IX -I 







Bl P 13q 
BIP 140 





























Bl P 170 
8(P 171 
8(P 172 
81 P 173 
81P 174 
BI P 175 
81P 176 
BIP 177 
BI P 178 
8(P 17q 
BIP 160 
"T- ,,,,,,,~, '~ ~"JlI'''''lJ:' "'Ill"'"'" -# .,,-:;"- '~.",""",:... --,,~., 




TERHZ-UCI./UX.TX/TII. BIP 181 
ATERMl-Cl.-TEAHZ).RINCt, RIP IB2 
IF CI.EQ.l1' GU TU 1&0 81P If) 
TERH-CTERMI+TERMZ'/l. 81P 18~ 
ATERM-CAlER"1+ATER~2"7.. 81P 185 
TER~-l.-TER~ 8[P 186 
oYB-A8SCRINCl,-RINCI-]" SIP 187 
OU"A-DU~A+ATEPM.DY8 8[P 186 
DU"a.DU"8+TER~.DY8 alP 189 
160 C~NTINue 8IP 190 
WRITE Ib,260' RINCI',UCI"Tct',TERM,UX,TX,DU"A,DU"a alP 191 
A1ERMl-ATER"Z 81P 19l 
T~R"I-TEP"Z 8[P 193 
170 CUNT[NUE 81P 19~ 
IF «(PASS.Ea.O) DElSTAP--DELJ/RJ 81P 195 
IF (IPASS.EO.l) DElSTAR-DElE/RJ elP 196 
DEL8L-(-DU"R+SOR'COU~~ •• l+4 •• 0UMA.C.5.0ELSTAR •• Z+OELSTAR')'/Z./OU"BIP 191 
lA 61P 198 
IF CIPASS.EO.O) DElBle-DEL8L BIP 199 
oEl8L-OElBl.RJ 81P lOO 
C PHYSICAL Y D[STRI8UTIO~ 81P 201 
00 180 1-11,12 81P 20l 
IF (IPASS.EO.D' RIN(I,-RJ-RINCI)tOEL8L 81P 20) 
IF ([PASS.EO.l' R[NCI'.PJ+RtNll,tOELBL 81P 20~ 
IF (I.EO.11) WRIT~ (&.790' 81P l05 
WRITE 16,Z60' RI~CJ' 8[P Z06 
leo CONTINUE R[P l01 
IF (IPASS.EO.O) GO TO J30 RIP l08 
190 CONTINUE BIP l09 
DO 220 l-l,MPSI 81P liD 
WTVR-O. 81P 211 
DO 200 J-1,NS 01P III 
200 WTVR-WTVR+ALPHAlJ,IJ 81P 213 
WTVR-l./WTVR stP 21~ 
DO l10 J-1,NS 81P l15 
210 AlPHACJ,I'aAlPHAIJ,I.tWTVR 81P 216 
220 CONTINUE 81P 211 
RJ-RSAV SIP 218 
RETURN 81P 219 
C SIP 220 
230 FORMAT Cl~I' SIP 221 
2~0 FOR~AT (IHO,41HJET SfDF ROUNDARY LAYER PROFILE FRO~ I - ,15,~H TO 81P 222 
1,15. BIP 223 
250 FORHAT CIHO,41HEXTERNAL 80U~OARY LAYEP PROFILE FROM I - ,I5,~H TO SIP 2Z~ 










l"II'"lf··"'1Imllf·....,..'~'....,.~r""".,.-~' '~.'~~.~",::,~, i.-a; .. 
FOR"'T (SEll.5. 81P 
fUR"'T (lHO,T4,8HENTHAlPY,T19,2HCP,T3l,bHMOL WT,T42,9HGAS CONST,T581P 
17,5HGA"MA,Tb7,11HSOUNO SPEEO,T8~,4H"ACH,/) 81P 
FOR"'T (lHO,Tb,3HRIN,T20,lHU,T33,lHT,T45'~HTER",T59,2HUX'T71,2HTX,BIP 
lT84,4HOU"A,lq7,4HOU~8,'. SIP 











SUBRUUTINE 80ATLICXIN,10UT,XXX,YYY,N' BL I 1 
DIMENSION XXXC50"YYYC50. BL 1 Z 
K-Z Bli 3 
20 IFCXIN.lE.XXXCK" GP Tn 10 BlI It 
I<-K+l BL I 5 
If'K.Gl.N) WRITECb,100) Bli b 
IFC~.GT.N) CALL ExiT Bli 7 
GO TO 20 Bli 8 
10 RAT-CXIN-XXXCK-1"'CXXXCK,-XXXCK-1" Bl I q 
YOUT.YYYCK-1)+RAl.CYYYC~)-YYYCK-1" Bli 10 
RETURN Bli 11 
100 FUR"ATe ••••••• I( .G T. N IN BOATll ....... ) Bll 12 
END Bl t 13 
"1I"""I""<I",:Ht' '1~11:III;illllllll~illii~: 
.• ".'II.1!JI~J\'''" """"UIl." .. ,,,,, 









SU8ROUTINF. BOAllP Illkry,(,IF(lE,SOT,HOT,AX) 9lP 
~UATC" - BuAl CU~"PN BlP 
DIMENSION AlSO), AIOI7.5', AlOC(50,b), AlPHAC25,50), CGHVC750,J', BlP 
I CHI25,25), C~8AR(SO), CP1RV(7~O), ECC(50), GI25', GT8v(750), 8lP 
Z ~CPI2,25), HSTAT(50), HT~VC750', IRR(40), IRR~C40,5), tRTC40), 8lP 
3 rSAVE(6), J1234S(5), PSF.XT(50), P$[(SO), OX(25), RAlPHA(lS,50), BlP 
" RCC40,)', RHO(50), QHOOUTC50', RTCSO), RUC50', RXE(50), RXK(50), ALP 
S SIGMA(SO), STARTex" 1(50', T(TlEIIB), UI~O', VEXTC4,Z5,2', 8lP 
b VJETCt,,25,Z), WDUT(lS,50" w"'CZS), WP(Z5" WTf'I[XCSO), WT"OlECZS,,8lP 
7 XE(50), X[XT(50), 1JfT(50), XK(50), XlEC,O', XMUI50', YISO), BlP 







['.lUI VAL ENC E 
CJI, Jl?34r;Cl" 
CAlOCC),lJ, C'111,11) 








A , AID , 



















DX"IN , FOl , 
IOElP , IfCC , 
tPAGE , IPRESS, 
ITFLG , IVf~ , 
JS , lHAlF , 
NP S 1 , Nil , 
P , pe~T • 
ox , RAlPHA, 
RJ , PT , 
RU ,PX~ , 
T ,lcnN T , 
TK INE T, U , 
~T"IX , WT"OlF, 
xlNIT ,lCK , 










































COH!'1UN FlJTF.lCCIOOOO', NAf'lAS']', RPRH(2400" 



















































































COHHON OflJ , onE , IJET , IEXT , [HAXJ , I"AXE ,8LP 
1 KHAXJ, Kf'lAXF , NPJET , NREXT , PSJET , PSEXT ,BlP 













































'<I ,.":jI~',:1' '11~'":i~"Hlf!!!I" 
",,," _ :.,..~" "1" '''lIl''"''''' .. ,..~-
" ~. '" "-,.-..- :",..., ... ,,; ~ 
I' '11""'iII:II~II'I'~I,,~lt!!iI"'llfllllH!!!I~ •.. ' ••. ' .... 
"'. """"',? :: 
i I •. 
ii ,! 
7. PI , Pl , Pl , Pit 
, USTJ , USTE , BlP It& 
1 VJET , VE)fT , XJET , XEXT 8lP 
It7 
BlP ItR 
C 8lP "9 
COf'''10N F"'lDC" 8lP 50 
C 




CO""'ON FIOC1,5" IF"''''''')' , l SWON C 1&' BlP 53 
C 
BlP 5" i 
C 
8lP 55 j OI"ENSION AT8CZ' BlP 5& 
HREC • (1-1'.]0 + ITKFY 8lP 57 
CAll SFV"V CCGHVCNREC,IFllE-lt, ATB, z, 8lP 58 
AX$ ATBC1,.HDT+ ,T8(2'·SOT 8lP 59 BlP 60 
PETURN BlP &1 
END 
""''''''.~~~W!!f\lI''l ... t'·'''1 H~"~IH"","".aj/\IIII""",,malll<!llllli 
-- ,--~- --- ~.~ -..,.,....--.- -~ . '''''''~ 
:1 
SUBROUTINE A~ATLU rl~IT' BlU 1 
C BlU Z 
C BOATlU - BOAT Fllf lOO~ UP BlU 3 
C BlU .. 
C 80AtC~ - BOAT CU""nN dlU 5-
OI"ENSIOh A(50), AI0(l5), AlnC(50,6', AlPHA(Z5,50" CGHVC750,3" BlU 6 
1 ("(25,25', (P8ARC50., (PT8VC15aJ, E(( (50" G(25', GTBVC750J, BlU 7 
Z HCPCl,25', H~TATC50', HT~V(150), IRRCltO), IIU~q ( itO, 5 ) , IRT.ltOh BlU 8 
1 ISAVEC6', J 12 3" !1 ( 5 I , P5fx1(50" PSI.50', QXC2~', RllPHA(Z5,50', BlU 9 
" IlCCltO,lJ, RHOC50J, IJHn('UTC'j:l), R1(50), RU(50', RXtC50), RXKI50', BlU 10 
5 SIG"A(50h START (l I, "50" TITl~(18', U(50), VEXTtlt,7.5,Z), BlU 11 
6 VJETC",25,ZJ. WaUTC75,50', W~CZ5', WP(Z5', WT"IX(501. WHWlECZ5t,BlU 12 
7 XUSO), X(XJ(50J, If Jf " 50 ) , 1K(50', XLE(50), HIUCSO), Yl50" RlU 13 
8 rOUTeS!)), lID(5) BlU 1" ( BlU 15 
lOGICAL lHAlF,lSWON BlU 16 
( BlU 17 (OUIVALEUCE CJl, JIZ1lt5C II' BlU 18 
E:QUIYALENCE tAlocrl,I), C~CI,I)' BLU 19 
EQUIVALENCE (::C(, C"'fl,13", « YOU T, ( " C 1 , 15 J • BLU ZO 
EIJUIVAlENCE (CPTHY, CGHV) BlU 21 
EQUIVALEN(E IH(PCl, ... W''ll'' BlU 22 (JUIVAlENCE rSTART, TTBrlt' BlU 23 
C BlU 2" 
CO""ON TTlH]O " Hf125. , CPTBV , G18V , HTRV BlU 25 
CO""ON A , AID , ALPHA , CAflB , CM , CPBAR ,BLU 26 
1 CRR , (VI SC , OElPSI , OFOl , OPOX , OX , BlU 27 
Z OX" I r. , FOl , FFF , G , GGG , HSTAT , BlU 28 
] 10ElP , IECC , IFINIS , lOUT , 10UTl , IOU12 ,BlU 29 
It IPAGE , IPItESS , IPR , IRHR , IR r , ISAVE .BlU 30 
5 ITFlG , IVIS , Jl , JZ • Jl , J" ,BlU 11 6 J5 , If-iAlF 1'11'100 , ~PSI , "XNPT , "XNPI ,BLU lZ 
7 t.PS I , t.'P , NRAO , NIUS , N5 , NT ,BlU 33 
8 P , PC ... T , PPNT , f'RN1XC , PSI , P510 .nu 31t 
II QX , PAlPHA , Il AUOY , RC , RHO , RHOOUT .BLU 35 
1 RJ , PT , RTACU , RTJAC , RTJIJO , RT"AX ,BLU 36 
Z RU , PH , RXK , S I GE: , 51 G~ , SIG"A ,BlU 37 
3 T , lenNT , T r: DGE , TE "R" , n"RP , TillE ,BlU 38 
" 
TK I NE T , U , IJNIT , "DOT , W" , WP ,BLU 311 
5 WT"IX , \oIT"'Ot£ , x , X(HAIltG • XO , XE ,BlU "0 
6 XlNIl , lfI( • XI<Z , XU , X"AX , X"U ,BlU Itl 
1 Y , 110 BlU "2 
CO""ON Fl J TE lC (1 0000 ) , NI\I"'SI]), RPR-"2"00), SPACRCIO. BLU "1 C BlU 
"" ( JETlFXT FLOW FlllO C~"MnN SfCTION BlU 
'" 
iUijI"'"M" yr"W!!r'HI"'" mllHHII"HH!lIi!!lll!!ll!l!l ...... !lII"'yw'tybl!Hi.wIiHh¥@II4 i..it!l!!!JlM!IIlMiMIII'Ii!'!~~wlwlH H $'",ry''' IWIW!l~1JllInM!ih'HM" MUr:':i!!'!'tZrrr:rutrrtt! : ij'm't"''WtiM'*W Ht :'''!I¥rlWW/IJ l'e",ls/nlt';:'"!: t!' !l!!!llHliMwWlit"WWY'!:'# I .,t"llj", tl'!!!:H:e H'rlifl¥¥!ywW"i:'t !II"lItrr. 
'~!,.. "'I:" -Il"~" " 
....... .: -
""--..r .• ', "-,-" • __ .... ,. ~, " 
" 
", " ,,,, !~!, 
":,"111 
C BLU "6 COI"'O" DElJ II DflF , 1 JE , II IEXT II I"AIJ , I"AXE II !lLU "7 1 K"AXJ , IOUXE , t~RJE T , MREx T , P~JET , PSEXT .BlU led 2 PI , P2 , Pl , PIt , USTJ , USTE , SlU "9 3 YJE T , YfXT , )( JE T , ICE X T 8lU ~O C BlU ~1 
CO""Ot. ENDC" BlU ~2: C BlU 53 C END OF eu""o" TO SF COP(EO TQ RESTART FILE 8LU ~" C BlU 5~ 
CO"''tuN FIOCh~" IFNAf'lC3', LSWON (16. BLU 56 C BlU ~1 
C BlU 58 C BlU 59 C PEWIND PE STAIH f ILf BlU 60 
C BlU 61 REWIND 1 BlU 62 IF IINIT.GT.O. Gu T" 10 BLU 63 
C BlU 6" C ZERO RPR" FILE ON ST_PT-UP 
"lU 6~ C 8lU bb CALL SFVFl CO.O,RPR",JO·"0·7' BLU 67 10 CONTINue BlU 68 C BlU 69 C lOOK UP 80AT-SPECPA OUTPUT FILE BLU 10 C BlU 71 IF (NRAD.EO.O) GU TO itO BlU 7Z 
C BlU 71 
C BOAT-SPEeRA FILE, fnp~ATTEO SEQUENTIAL, POSITION AT ENO-OF-OATA BlU 1" C BlU 1~ 
IF (INIT.EO.O. END FILF 2 BLU 76 
REWIND Z BlU 77 20 REAO 1 Z, 50. BLU 18 
IF HaFIZ)) 30,ZO BlU 79 30 8ACKSPACE 2: BlU 80 
GU TU "0 BlU 8J WRITE 16,60. NA"AS BlU ez STOP BlU 83 C BLU 8" 
"'0 CONTINUE 8lU 85 P.tTUPN 8lU 86 C BLU fH 
~O FOR"AT ,.,OA2' BlU "8 60 FIJR' .. T (25H 3UAT-5prCRA FllF ERROR. BlU 89 END BlU 90 I 
~' " " 
" 
. , .. "'I"'" ,,.,'':l'"'''!:'-;;:!!''''' • '1!1"'~' ... ·"~·~~l lir,~ ..... " ",Ii' I' 
i 
SUBROUTINE 80AT"1 8 .. 1 • 
-C 8"1 l. C "A IN INTEGRA HON CONT,ull ROIIT tNE 8!'U ] C B'H 
" C 80ATC~ - BOAT c~~~n~ .".1 5 OI"E NS 10.. & I 5l J, AI0(15'. Alne.50.bl. AlPHAIZ5,50J. CGHVI750.],. ern 6 I C"115.1.51, CPAAR.50', CPTRV(750'. er.C(50J. GIl5). GI8VI750). 8'U 7 Z HCP11,15" HSTAT'50', HlBV1150', litRlltO" IRRRCltO,5t, fRHltO'. 8"1 8 
3 ISAvel"" JI13"5C~'. PSEXTI50', PSII50), oxe25'. RAlPHACZ5,50., 8"1 9 
It RCCltO.)" RHOI50'. RHonUTC50'. R1(50), RUC50J. RXEI50), RXKf50', 8"1 10 5 SIG""50', STARTll', r ( 50), TITlEI18', UI50', V£X'C",Z5.Zt. 8"1 11 6 VJETC .. ,25,2), WOOTIZ5,~O', W~I1.~), WP(25), WT"IXC50J, WT"OLE(2'J,8"1 12 7 X(150'. X£XTI50), XJrTI5n" XKC50), XlEC50). X'W(50" YI50h 8"1 13 8 YOUT(50J, lIOC5' 8rtl lit C 8"1 15 LOGICAL lHAlF,LSWON 8"1 16 C 8 .. 1 17 EQUIVALENCE IJt. J J 231t5fl)) 8"1 18 EUUIVAlENCE CAlOeCI,I', C~CI,l" 81111 19 E QUI v A l £ NC f I': CC, C.Ul, I ] » J , (YOUT. C"CI,15)) 8"1 20 EQUIVALENCE CCPT8V, CGHV' 8"1 ZI lQUIVAlENCE CHePII,I', W"CI •• 8"1 22 EQUIVALENCE CSTAPT. n'HU) 8"1 23 C 8"1 21t CU""ON TTBClO', HflZ5' , CPT8V , GTBV , HTBV 8"1 25 CU""ON A , AID , ALPHA , CARB , C" , CPBAR ,8~n Z6 1 CRR , cVlse • OElPSl , OfOl , OPOX , ox ,8"1 27 Z OX" If. , FOl • FFF • G • GGG • HSTAT '''"I 28 ) IOElP , Ifee , IF I"IS , lOUT • IOUTI , 10UlZ .8"1 Zq 
.. IPAGE , (PIlESS • )PM , IRRR , lRT , ISAVE , ""1 30 5 trFlG , IVIS , Jl • J2 • Jl , Jit .8·n 31 6 J~ , LHAlF , ""00 , "PSI , "XNPT , "XkPl ,8"1 32 7 HPSI , N~ , HIlAO , "MAS , NS , NT 
.8"1 33 
" 
P , PCttT , P'NT , PRNTxe , PS I , PSIO ,8"1 lit 
:'I gilt' , PAlP~A , " "UOY , MC , PHO , RHOOUT '''"I 3' 1 RJ , fiT • RlACU , RTJAC • RrJ08 , RTftAI , e"l ]6 l flU , Plf , lUI( , S IGE , SIGK • S IG"A ,8"1 37 ] T , lCflNT , TfDGE , TEftM" , TE"RP , TITLE .8~1 38 
" 























































lJE T , 
p ... 
XEIT 
(~D OF COM "UN TU Rr COPlEn '0 R[START FilE 
CU""ON FIDC1.~J, IFtH"'Cl,. lSW{lHClbJ 









If CIPPESS.fl.O) GO Tn 70 8"1 
CAll 80ATII Cl,J,P5r(lJ,I"A~J.K"AXJ,IJET.YJET,XJET.PSJET.Tl.Pl.OU"6~1 
1,DU".PSJ~"FIO,NRJET' 8~' 
CAll ROAlI( Cl,.,P~IC"PSI),I~AX~,K"AXE,IEXT,YEXT,X~XT,PSEXT,Yl,Pl,B~l 
10U",DU",PSJET.FIO,HPE.'. 8 .. 1 
CUNTINUE 8"1 
DU ~O l-l.MPSI 8~1 
WT"I.II'-O.O B~1 
00 10 J-l,NS 8ftl 
W'"I.CIJ-WTMlx'I'.Al~HACJ,I' '"I 
If ('PRESS.EO.Ot GO TO ~O 8ftl 
IF IPSICI'.lT.PSJET' CAll BOATll 'l,.,PSI(1.,I"AXJ,K"AJJ,IJE',VJE'8~1 
1,IJET,PSJET,OU",p,nu",OU",P~JET.FIO,NRJET. 8~1 




RHOOUTCI •• lAOCI"1.9~ B"1 
00 10 '-l,ft'SI 8ftl 




1. -TC II 
CAll 80lTTK 'T •• "~,IT~F',SDT,HOT,Nl' 
IF IJTfCEY.EO.O. GO TI1 7.~0 
00 60 J-l,NS 












































































CAll 80ATlP fITKE'.J.~,SDT,HD',A.' 
HCPCI,J'-A.'~~O~~.]l 
HSTaT!I.-HSTarll.tHCPCl,J'.AlDHAfJ,I. 
CPBAR CI , -C PBAR II , tHe" f 7, J, tAL PtIA (J, 1) 
CONTINUE 
IF ,IPPESS.EO.O' Yfl,-PSlfl'/SQRlfRHOfl'.UII.' 
IF IIPRESS.NE.Ot YC1'.Yl 
,TOp-ye"PSI. 
0:.1 80 1-7,"PSI 
DU"· IRHoe I' .ue I. tRHOf I-I '.UC I-I' liZ 
,C •• -SQHTCYCI-l' •• 7 e fPSlfl'·.7-PSlfl-l'·.2'/OUpt, 




IF eIVIS.GE.O' GO lC 150 
If CX.GT.lINIT' GO T" I~O 
IF eIVIS.EQ.-2. GO T~ 110 
X« "UT 5PECIFltO, IVIS--l 






00 100 1-2,MPSI 
XI( Cl • -I"U I I I. I U I It I , -u It -1 ) "7. I DE l P SitU CI , ., I I )/ • ]/ PS Ie I , 
XKUI-ASSCXKllt. 
CIlNflHUE 
I VIS --I 
GO TO l30 
CONJINUc 
II( SPEC IF lEO, IVlS--l 
J,.uel'-O. 
X,Wf"PS I '·0. 





DO 1~0 (·l,~PSI 
XEIII-.OqtAHOCI'·Xkfl'··7/X"Ufl' 
RU,' I' ·.KI I' 
,.,,,' . ..,,... .. ~,., ... ~_ ~.-. c ~. __ .... '-, ',.......~ ••••• ' 'lr.' '-"""''J!'''j, "" .. 
" ,I 
, , ',,,,," 
8"1 en 
8l1li1 91 
8"1 ., 1 
8"1 Clit 
81" q~ 








































_is ------- ,,11/I~llIi"'!JI"~";~ -~...,........... ll'III" ~.", "'-...r"iMi,,..,,WIf *'1 
RIECI.-XfCI. '"I 11b 
1~0 CONTINUE 8"1 117 
R.Klla-O. 8~1 11' 
R.EII'-O. 8"1 139 
R.KC"PSI.-O. 8"1 1~0 
RXEC"PSI)~~. 8"1 1'1 
150 CONTINUE '~1 1~2 
call aOlTVI 8"11 1'3 
C ""1 1" C CHECK OIFFUSIUN STfP 511E 8"1 1~5 
C 8"1 .'6 .0·CY'"PSIJ-YC1')/rlnATC~PSIJ 8"1 1~7 
00 160 I-Z,NPSI 8"1 1~8 
OU""Y-Z.·CYCI.l)-YCI-I.J 8"1 1~9 
160 10-,",Nll'0,OU"",) 8~1 1'0 
rOl-rOltOFDl 1"1 1~1 
IF CFOl.GT.I •• OR.FOl.lT •• OIJ FDl-I. 8"1 152 
10-.0·rOl '"I 15) 
C 8"1 15' 00 170 I-Z,NP51 8~1 1'5 
OU""'-"I.l'.'II-l'·'«I •• 'CI' 8"' 156 
OU"",-OU"""'. 8"1 157 
OU"~Y.PSICI).OElPS'.OElPsr.s,r,"ACIJ'.lECI"OU""Y'I.5 '"I 158 
170 10-'"IN11'0,DU""" '"I 1'9 
OX-'"IN1C~.,IOJ 8"1 160 
IF IIPRF.SS.EQ.O' GO TO lAO 8"1 Ibl 
10U"- •• 0. 8~1 162 
call BO'TII Cl,IOU"'PSICIJ,I~"J,K"A.J"JET'VJEt'XJET'PSJE',OU".PJ1~1 Ibl 
I,RTCI),RUCl),PSJET,FIO,NRJf" 8'1 16' 
CAll 80'TII CZ,.OU~,PSIC"PSI',I~A.E,K"AXE,IE",VEI'.IEI,.PSElr.OUft8"1 165 
1.P~,RTC"PSIJ,HUC"PSJ),PSJET,fIO'"'EI'. 8ft I 166 
180 CONTINUE 8"1 167 
C 8"1 168 
CAll 80lT5Z 8"1 169 
C 8'1 170 
IOUT-IOU'.1 8"1 III 
IF IlfINIS) lQO,7.10,IQO '"I 17Z 
lQO If C.-I"'., ZOO,120,270 Ifti 171 
ZOO If CPR"T-PCN'J ZJO,llO,ZI0 8"1 17' 
210 CONtINUE '"I 175 
GO TO Z~O 8~1 176 
ZZO IFJ~IS·Z 8~1 177 
."·.~-l.O·X"AX 8"1 17. 
ZlO ,.u ROI'U' 8"1 179 
IF «PSIO.NE.O •• w~ITF 16,760. '"I 180 
",,' ~ 
! 
!I,! II ; :1 
1', II, 
:~:'::, 





~~'1ltt'~I~~i~m:."I~~II~I::!m::. :~;~;;;jiii"lil:'1"l1tW!U.~j'1~jtl~~!W:I"j~~~i~II'il~,'"!II!~·,~;!t!11w.t~jr.iqff'1'" , .. '"i. IIIIUli1f "'1II1II.,..""'""- ., i ...... ..,"JIIjt .. 
, II "'.: "i,fll't' " ,!I!.~.IIW~!."~" I" ...... ' .. " .... M .:' ::" .I"'"""'''·"'~'~''''' 
n 
PCNT-O.O 8~1 181 
240 CO~TINUE 8"1 182 
H ~ IN. I F ItU S 8PH 183 
ClS~ONC4" WRITE (b.?70J D~,X 8"1 184 
C AMI 185 
CAll 80AT"2 8~1 186 
C 8"1 187 
C CHECK FOR SWO UR "AX TIME EXCEEDED HERE 8"1 188 
C 8"1 169 
, 
ii 
ITFlG-O 8M1 190 
IF ClSWONCl" ITFlG-l 8~1 191 
TJ"E-ETI"ECTSTRT' 8~1 19l 
IF CTJ"E.lT.RTJAC' TIME-TtME+24 •• bO. 8Ml 193 
TJAC-TIME-RTJAC 8"1 194 
IF (TJAC.GE.RTJOO' ITFlG-Z 8"1 19~ 
IF CISFIN.EQ.?" ITFlG.~ 8"1 196 
IF CITFlG.GT.O' CAll ROATCP 8~1 197 
GU TO 10 8"1 198 
250 STOP 8~1 199 
C 8"1 ZOO 
Z60 FORr-AT CIHO,T4,4HX~AR,T14.4HP~[D,T23,6HPSICX',T32,9H YCKPSI',T44,DKl Z01 
15HSl~PE,T55'lHV/U,T62,7HO~l.(X),T71,lDHDEl.CX-DX),T84.4HRDIV,T94,48M1 20Z 
ZHREFF,/' 8Kl l03 
270 FORMAT CIH ,2E12.5' 8"1 Z04 
END 8" 1 205 
















8 .. Z 
BOATCM - 8UAT cu~~n~ DMl 
DI"E~SION A(50), AIO(~·l, ~lOCe50,6), ALPHACZ5,50', CGHVC750,3J, 8"Z 
1 C"'Z5,25', CPSAR(50J, CPTOVI750J, ECC(50), GeZS', GTBV(750), 8"l 
Z HCpeZ,2S', HSTAT(50" HT~V(750', IRR(40), IRRR(40.5', IRTC40J, 8 .. 2 
3 ISAVE(&', JI7.345C5" PSEXl(50). PSl(50), 0)(IZ5)' ~AlPHAC25,50), 0 .. 2 
4 RCC40,]t, RHU(50)' IHmnU1(50), RTC50., RU(50), RXEC50', RXKCSO" 8"Z 
5 SIG~A(50), START(I), T(50), TITlE(18), U(50), VEXTC4,Z5,Z), 8"2 
6 VJETC4,~5,Z', WOOT(l5,50', WM(Z5', WPC25', WTMtXC50', WT"OLECZ5),B .. 2 
7 lE(50', X[XT(SO), XJFT(SO', XK(50), XlE(50), X"U(50), Y(50J, 8"2 
8 YOUT(50), lIOC" B~2 
lOGICAL LHAlF,lSWO~ 
EQUIVALENCE 







([CC, cr(1,13'), (YOUT, 
(CPlIlV, CGHV) 





TT8(30), HfC25', (PT8V , 





















OXrtlN , FDl , 
10ELP , Ifee , 
IPAGE , IPRESS, 
ITFLG , IVIS , 
J5 , LHALF , 
NPSI , NP. , 
P , PC~T , 
Q~ , ~AlPHA, 
RJ , RT , 
RU , RX~ , 
T , TCON T , 
TK tHE T, U , 
Wl"IX , WTMOle, 
























PRNTX C , 
Rt • 
R T JAC , 





CU .... ON FlJTEXCI0000J, NA~ASf3', RPR"(2400), 































































, 8 .. 2 
,81'12 
, 8"2 
, 8 .. Z 
,8!'tZ 


























































~-, ." .-;- ~"':,." 
':" j 


































t JE T 
NPJET 
P3 














r.O"MON FIOC3,5', IFNA~C]), lSWONC1b) 
I F IN IS- 1 
NTEST-"PSI-l 
C CHECK NEGATIVE MOLE F~ACTION 
C 
NDUM-2 
IF (PSIC1).EO.0.) NDU~-I 
00 10 I-NDUM,NTEST 
IF CA&SCTCI)-~TCI)'.GT.TC~NT' GO TO 100 
00 10 J • .,NS 
IF C~ALPHACJ.I'J 110.10,10 




CAll BOATEN CPSII,PSIE) 
IF (PSIO.HE.O.) CAll ~OATDS (PSIE) 
K·Z 
OELTSI-(PSIE-PSJIJ/FlnATCNPSI) 
OJ bD (-Z,NPS[ 
PSI'-PSII+FlUlT(I-IJ.O~LTSI 
ZO IF (PSIT.lE.PSI(K» GO TO 3' 
K·K+l 





IF (IVIS.GE.D) GO TO 40 
XKC(,·RXKCK-1'+RAT·CP.XKCK)-RXK(K-l') 
XE(I)·RXf(~-lJ.RAT.(PXE(K'-QXE(K-1») 
IF (I.EQ.2) RATSI-fPSJT-PSICl)'/DElPSI 
, IHAXJ 





',"""""'Ir!llilHIIII'!I"~""""-'W."~", "! ..... "vWl 
,- • "'" l~h'jIIIIIP~IOII!lIi,,'rHt~ 
8"2 ~6 ~I (HAXE ,8"Z 47 l' 
PSExT ,8M2 48 !I 
USTE ,8MZ ~9 :~ 
S)1Z 50 '~ 
A~Z 51 i 










































































,. ... '-"!I"~-, - '"""'~--. - ". -","",-,~" ....... ~, ,', --' ,'I ,' •• . 
" " 
:11 , 
, '," " ," ':' "" :~ I 
IF II.Eo.Z' X~C2J-RXKC2J.RAT51 •• 2 8~Z q1 
IF CI.EJ.2. XEIZ),PWEIZ).QATSr·.z 8~Z qZ 
IF CI.E~.NPSI' RATSlefPSfT-PSI(MPSI"/OELPSI 8~2 q3 
IF (I.EQ.2' X~(NPSJ"R1K(~PSIJ.RAlS( •• Z 8M2 94 
IF CI.FU.2' Xf(NPSJt=pXr(~PSI).RATSI •• Z 8"2 q5 
CONTINUE 8"2 q6 
8"2 97 D~ 50 JRl,NS 8"2 98 AlPHA(J'J'=RAlPHAfJ'K-l)+~AT.(RALPHAfJ'kt_RALPHA(J'~_I" 8~2 99 
CONTINUE 8~2 100 "PSI"le~PSI-l 8~Z 101 
00 ~o 1'1,~PSI,"PSJ~l 6M2 10Z 
UCl'eRUCII 8~l 103 
'(I)·RTfl) 8"2 104 D~ 70 J'l,NS 8~Z 105 
ALPHAfJ,I'.RAlPHAfJ,I) B~l 106 
8"Z 107 IF (IVIS.GE.O' GO TO AO 8"2 108 
X~(I)'RXK(I' 8"2 109 
XEfI"RXEfI) B"Z 110 
8"2 III CONTINUE 8~2 liZ O~lPSI-OElTSI 8"Z 113 
00 qO I'l,~PSI 8"2 11~ ~SICI'-PSrt+FlnATfJ-J'·nElP~I 8"2 115 
GO TO 140 8"2 116 C~NTJNUE 8"2 117 
WRITE C6,150' I,TCJ),RT'I' B~2 118 
GO TO 120 8MZ 119 
CUNTINUE 8"2 lZ0 
IF CLSWONC4" WRITE C~,160' J,(,RAlPHACJ,I' B12 lZI 
IF (OX.LT.DX"IN) Gn TO 130 8"2 lZZ 
OX-OX/Z.O 8"2 123 
GO TO 140 8~2 124 
WRITE '6,170' 8"2 125 
CAll eXIT 8MZ 126 
RETURN 6"2 127 
8"2 128 FOR"AT '37.H TE"PERATURF CHA~GF. TOO BIG, ( ',13,5X,6HTCIJ R,EI2.5,58~2 129 
lX,7HRTCI' -,EIZ.5' 6M2 130 
FOR~AT CZ2H NEGATIVE SPF.CIES, I ·,13,5X,3HJ ·,13,5X,13HRAlPHACJ,(»8~Z 131 
1 -,E12.5) 8~2 132 
FOR"AT C56Hl~EGATIVf PAPAHETER - NOT CORRECTED 8Y REPEATED HALVINGO~Z 133 
1 ,1ZHUF ST~P SIZt' 8"2 134 
END ~~z 135 
i 
A .... !II 
, 










'::/~~ .... +)0". -''!IF * ........ "t...... =..so; O. 







8GATC~ - BOAT CUM~ON 9JT 
DII"IENSION A(5')' AIO(75" ALnCC50,b" AlPBACl5,50" CGHVC750,3" BOT 
I eM(25,25), CPBAP(50)~ ~PT8V(7S0), ECC(50', GeZ5', GTBV(750', ROT 
2 HCP(Z,2S), HSTAr(~O', HT~V(750), lRRC"O), IRRRI~0.5), IRT(40', 80T 
3 (SAVElb', J12345C5', PSEXTC50', PSI(50), QXCl5), RAlPHA(Z5,50', BOT 
4 ReC40,l), RHQ(50), PHOOUTeSO), R1(50), RU(SO), RXE(50), RXK(50', 8QT 
5 S I G" A C 50), STAR T ( 1 " T ( 50 , , Tl Tl E ( ifJ), U ( 50», v E x r C 4 , 25, Z , , 80 T 
6 VJET(4.Z5,2), WOOTC7.5,50), W"Cl5). WPCZ5', WTMlx(50), WTMOLF.C25',BUT 
7 XEC50', X[XT(50), xJrT(50), XK(50J, XLE(~O', XMU(50J, YI50', ODT 







E :JUI VAL ENC E 
EQUIVALENCE 
CJl, Jl2345C 1)' 
CALOCCI.1', C~rl,I') 






















A , AID , 
CRR , eVlse • 
DX"IN , FDL , 
IOELP • Ieee , 
IPAGE , JPRESS, 
ITFLG , IVIS , 
J5 , LHALF , 
NPSI , N~ • 
P , pe~T , 
QX , RALPHA, 
PJ , PT , 
RU , RJF , 
T , 'C~N' • 
TKINET, U , 
WTMlll , W'1I10LF., 
XINIT ,XK , 












































Cll"'"ON FLJTEXCIOOOO), NAM~SC3', RPR"(2400)' 































































































































'" ... n,., ... ".".""_"",, 
l~ 
',:1 ~~11!i\IIfII!mtl.ijllIN!f'III/t"lW""'_ ,"~~'i:11~' ',:"·· ... !I"·II. I ~"I~iW','!\!i:·"!:. "", 
,1lI"UlIi~ jll~lhlll' 
C 
COMMON DElJ , OHE , I JE T , IE Xl 1 t<MAXJ , !<MAXE , NPJa:T , NREXT 
l PI , P7 • P3 , Pit 3 VJET 
• VFlC T • X JE T , XEAT C 
COM"10N ENOC"" 
C 




CI)""0N FIOn,S), IFNAM n), 
DIMENSION ~PR"VflOt. OATA(7) 
DATA lCO/ltHCO I 
DATA lCOllltHC~2 I 
DATA ZHlO/4HH20 I 
DATA IN2/4HN2 I 
CAll DATE CROATE) 
Of} 10 l-l.NS 
IF CAIOClt.Fa.lCU) Icn.r 
IF (AIDCIJ.EQ.ZClJl' IC07-r 
IF (AIO(I).~Q.ZHlO) fH70-' 
IF CAIDell.EO.INZ) I~2.1 
10 CONTINUE 
IF CX.GE.XCHANGJ PPNT-PRNTXC 




l SWUN (1b , 




WRITE C6,230, XOPJ,OX,PUUT 
WRIfF eb,240' 
WRITE (b,370' 




X,UCH-Uf J J ISS 
XMUOUT-XMUfIJ.3Z.174 
HOUT-HSfATCI'/4S055.Jl 
IF CIVIS.lT.O) UJUT-XkCI' 
bl' 11M ttlaWfflw,.'P!" u,; \ ,i"6!WMH!I!!IIN'lIIiIIIiiUu .... ,", '" wH¥I"'Wt! [''I, 
8tH 46 
, IMAXJ , IMAxe ,!JOT 
"7 , PSJEl , PSEXT , ern 4ij 











































H~ " ., 
• RATP·FlOAT(I-II/FLO~TC~PSI-l. ROT '11 " ,I 
" 
RATP-FLOATel-l./FLOATeMPST-l. 8,H 9Z i 
'I: 
-I PRESS-Pl+RATP·CPl-PI. BOT 9) I 
i PRESS·PRESS/2117.0 DOT 94 1'1 
I' IF (IPRESS.~Q.O' PPFSS-POUT BOT 95 
;iil IF CIVIS.LT.O, PRfSS-XFCI. BOT 96 I~ I'i WRITE (6,290. I, YOU T C I "U C I , ,T C I "RHOOU T CI • , XPiIA C." HUU T , X P1UOU T , PS I C BOT 97 i,i 
II 11 ),PRES S BOT 98 
30 CONTINUE 80T 99 
IRP'· (NS+b J 17 BUT 100 
00 80 ICK-I,lkP' BOT 101 
11-1+(KK-l ,.7 80T 10Z 
12-7+ (10(-1 '.7 8iJT 103 
W lit IT E et" 2 60 , )(, r rt Tl f ( t , , I'" 1,18', I PAG E, POA TE BOT 10it 
WRlff: «(.,300) BOT 10~ 
WR I TE C tJl 21)0 , CAIOeJ),J-II,I7.l BOT 106 
DO 50 I-1,,",PSI BOT 107 
DO 40 11-11,12 OaT 108 
JJ-Il-Il+l BOT 109 
RPRP1VCJJ'-OOATAWlll,IJ BOT 110 
40 CONTINUE 80T 111 
JJ-IZ-Il+1 BaT lIZ 
50 W~ HE C6,270' I,YOUT(J',CRPRMVCJ',J-1,JJ. 80T 113 
IF (IOUT1) 80,80,bO BOT 114 
bO WRITE C6,110' BOT 115 " J 
:1 i! WRITE (6,3l0) CAIOCJ',J-Il,IZ' eDT 116 ·,t 
DO 70 l-l,,",P:;( 60r 117 'I, 'I 
IF (feIJ-TKINEU 80,'JO,70 BOT 118 I 
<I 
70 WR ITE H" 3 30. 1,(WOOTCJ,II,J-II,Il,,1 BOT 119 'II ,I 
80 CiJNTlNUE BOT 1Z0 Ii 
C BOT lZI 'i! 
C OUTPUT FOR SPECRA PPOGRA~ BOT IZl 
C BOT 123 
IF CNRAO.EQ.O) GU T{l 100 80T IZ4 
C 80T 125 
OAT' e31-pour.Zll7. DOT lZ6 
ZRAO-X·12.0 80T Il7 
WR ITE (2,200' ZRAO,I"'IPSI Bf)T 128 
C OJT 129 
DO QO l-l,MPSI DOT 130 
DAU Cl I·Y II 1.12.0 60T 131 
DATA (ZI-TCI •• l.A BUT 13Z 
,i 
DATA (4'~80ATAWCIH2~,IJ BOT 133 
'I DATA (5'-8UATAWCICUl,11 BOT 134 








... '''''''"I''''''" .... oI'.,ill .... jl','":!III,:liluilll.ll~hIII:~.,Ij~.''" L, 
'~~i""'''''': 
,~ 
DATA C7'-CARB·(.7bq73-~ALPHA(INZ,I" B~T 136 
WRITE (2,2101 DATA BOT 137 
QO CnNTINUE BUT 138 
100 CO"TINUe B]T 139 
C 80T 1~0 
IF ((OUTll 190,lQO,110 BOT 1~1 
110 IRPT-(NR+Q"I0 BOT l~Z 
N-O 80T 143 
N~R-NR-l BOT 1~4 
00 180 KK-1,IRPT 80T 1~~ 
Ll-O 8~T 146 
N-N·1 80T 1~7 
WRITE (6,260J X,(TITlf(IJ,I-1,18',IPAGE,ROATE BOT l~e 
120 11-1+(N-l'.5 80T I~Q 
12-5+(N-l'.5 BOT 150 
NHNI-Il BOT 151 
NHNZ-ll·1 80T 152 
NHN]-11·Z BOT 153 
NHN~-ll+3 80T 15~ 
HHN5-12 BUT 155 
WRITE (6,280. BUT 1~6 
WRITE 16,3~0' NN~I,NNNl,NNN3,NNN~,NNN5 eUT 157 
WRITE (&,350' BOT 158 
00 1~0 l-l,"PSI 80T 159 
IF (T(IJ-TKIHET' 150,150,130 80T 160 
13u NREC·(I-l'.Z~+11 80T 161 
CALL SFVhV (RPR"(NREC',RPRMV,lO' BOT 162 
1~0 WRITE (6,3&0' I,YOUTCI',RPRMV,1 BOT 163 
150 IF (HHR/(S.N" 180,1~0,160 BOT 16~ 
160 IF (ll' 180,170.180 BOT 165 
170 H-N.J 80T 166 
Ll-l 80T 167 
GO TO 120 80T 168 
180 CONTINUE BOT 169 
190 CaNTINUE BOT 170 
RETURN BaT 171 
C 80T 172 
200 FORMAT CE10.3,110,60X) B~T 173 
Z10 FOR"AT (7E10.3,lox, 80T 17~ 
2Z0 FORMAT (lHO,eX,3HX/R,eX,8HOElTA x ,4HFEET,4X,lOHPRESS(AT"', 80T 175 
230 FOR"AT (4X,6EI4.6J 80T 176 
Z~O FUR"'T (~HO PT,5X,3HY/~,6X,eHVELOC(TY,4X,1IHTEMPtRATURE,5X.5HDEHSIBOT 177 
1,ZHTY,7X,8H"AC.' NO.,5X,8HENTH-TKE,5X,QHVISCOSITy,QX,3HPSI,10X,5HPR81T 178 
Z-XEJ 8~T 17Q 
250 FORMAT ()HOPT,)X,5H YIP ,7(3X,A4,6XI,IX,3H PTJ 811 IP.O 














"I1111 ...... 'ftI!III''''!'''" ""-"" ~- ~""""""-"'" ,,"," ~~""lIII""~'~'"",,-_, .~ 
FJRMAT (lHI,""'~]~ X-EI5.7,S.f FEET,8X,IHA4,8X,4HPAGEI4,ZX,AI0' 
FORMAT fI3,F9.5,7EIJ.5) 
FURMAT (l~ "'40X,2~4PEACTInN RATES C"UlE/Ml-ScC)". 
FURMAT (14,FIO.4,~f14.6) 
faRM'T CIHO'44X,14H~nlf fRACTIU~S) 































































.: !If 411 _,lil!l!'!!lll'!lIi"!!lll#il.II;'I~II"i~::i!II~''''':''·I~!:ilil!~iii'''1 " ,IW'II~"'I' 'I" ''It!IIIAII''I''''~!!HI:1i1 _ 1!;'lII':.17"'!!""""!1II"""-'-" ~ .. t'." ~ -'!I"~-~'''T.~,,~ 
I! II! 












SUBROUTINE BOATRS (~T"A~,XTJnB) 





RUATC" - 80AT CU~~P" BRS 
DIMENSION A(50', AID(75', ALnC(50,6), AlPHAIl5,50', CGHYI750,]), BRS 
1 C~eZ~,l5., CPDAN(50), CPT8VC750', ECC(50), Ge25', GTBVC7S0J, BRS 
2 Hepel,l5', W'TAJ(50), tlT'lV(7'iO" IRRCltOh IRRRec,O,5', IRTC40)' BitS 
3 ISAVEf6'. Jl134'C'i', PSEXT(50). fSl(50), QXC25', RAL~HA(l5,50J, BRS 
,. ReCltO,)., RHO~50), PHOrUTC50', PT(50), Rue50', RICE (50', RXkC50., BRS 
5 SIG"&(50), 5TA~TCl'. l(50', TITLE(la), U(50), VEXTec"l5,Z), BRS 
b VJETCIt,Z5,Z', WODTfl5.50', W"CZ5), WPC25', WT~lX(50), WT"OLEI25',BRS 
7 KEI50), XFXT(50', KJfT(50', XK(50', XLE(50), X"UC50., Y(50), BRS 
8 rOUT(50" 110'5' BRS 

















A , AID , 





















DX~IN , FOL , 
IDELP , IFCC , 
(PAGE , IPofSS, 
ITFLC , IVIS , 
J5 , LHALf , 
NPSI , HP , 
P , peNT , 
ox , PALPHA, 
RJ , PT , 
RU ,RXF , 
T ,T('J" T , 
TKINET, 1I , 
WT .. IX , WI"OLE, 
IPR , 
J 1 , 













XINIT ,.K , X~l , 
































C ~11"ON FlJTEXeIOOOOJ, "AMASel), RPR"e2c,ooh 



















































































































































































t J t: I 
""JET 
P:1 













CAll DATE U~DAH' 
fFtt."'(l', l SWUN (16. 
LOOK UP fiLES ANO REAO IN Cn"~ON 
CAll 80ATlU Cit 
~WCMa"fWA8(START,ENDC").1 
READ (1) CSTART(I.,t.l,NWC~t 
WRITE '~,10' TltLE,PDATE,tFNA~,NA"AS 
GET TIME PARAP1ETERS 
If (T"AK.GT.O.O) RT"AXaP.T~AX.TMAX 
IF (TJOR.G'.O.O' PTJOn-TJ"R 
IF (lJOB.EO.O.O) PTJ1A-PT"'X-RTacU 
RTJAC-O.O 
















































FOR"'T C1Hl,2)H RESTAP' OF "OAT 'UN - ,18A4,51(,AI01116H RfSTART FIBAS 
1lE - ,]A2,21H, BUAT-SPFCRA FILE - .3A2/, BAS 
FORMAT "15H MlX HU~ TI~E -,F8.2,5X,22HACCUMUlATfO RUN TIME -,F8.1BRS 

































































SU8ROUTINE IJUATSl (X,A,N, 
THIS PRUGRA .. FINDS TUF !OlUTIONS Tn 
EQUATIONS BY USING THE G1USS-G~RDAN 
DIAGO~Al PIVOT STPATFGY 
DI"ENSION AC25,25', .(7.5' 
0'.1 40 K-l,,. 
IF CA~SCACK,K".Gf.l.E-lO' GO to 10 
WR IT I: U" 60. 
GlJ TO 50 
KPI-K·l 




DO "0 l-l,N 
IF (I.EQ.K.OR.A(I,~).fO.O.' GO TO "0 







FOR"'T C2lH ERROR--- 5~'ll PIVOT t 
E~O 
.~- ".'~' ~-~"--l 
!II 
BSl 
A SET Of M SI"UlTANEOUS liMElR8Sl 






























































'·'itli~~"'~'~~~"-'''''-' I""""~~::~r,,,,"h.,, • ., 
~ ,II:" 
SUBROUTINE ~OATSl 





LOCICll LRS. 8S1 
BC'TC" - BUAT CU~"r.. 8S1 
DI"ENSION A(~O', AIO(75', AlOCC50.61, AlPHACZ5,501, CGHVC750,l', 8S1 
1 C"115,25" CP8ARC50', CP'P.VI750J. £ceI50', GCl5,. GT8V1750J. 851 
Z HePIl,Z51, HSTATC50', HTRV(7S0', IRRC~O', IRPRtleO,S', IR1C~O', 8S1 
3 ISAVEC61, Jll1lt5C5', PSEXTC5Q., PS11501, QXCl5J. RAlPHAC15.50J. eSl 
~ RCCleO,l', "HaISO', P4nOUTC50'. RT150" RUC50'. 'XeC50'. AXKC50', RSI 
5 SIG"AC50', START'I'. T(50', TITLE'IB', U(501, VEITI~,lS,l'. 8S1 
& VJE"~,Z5,2'. WOIJTC?5.50», W"Cl5). WP(2S). WT"IXC501. WT"OlE(25',8S1 
1 leC50'. IEIT.50', -JfT(50), XKI50', XlE150', X"UISOI, '150', 8S1 
8 YCUT.50 •• llO(5) 851 
. ;GICAL lHALF,LSWUH 
fOUl VALENCe 
f OU I V A l F. NC i: 
EQUIVALENCE 




IAlUCII,I., C"Cl,l •• 
I~CC, e~ll,llll, CYUUl, 
Icprnv, CGHVI 






I , AID , 





















O.~IN , fOl , 
IOElP , IEce , 
(PAGE , IPR(SS. 
ITFlC , IVI~ , 
J5 ,lHAlf, 
NP S I , NP , 
P ,PC~T, 
01 , PAlr .. A, 
ItJ ,PT , 
RU ,,, w,= , 
T ,TCO~T. 
TICI"'fT, U , 
WT"II , Wl~nl" 
k'NIT ,X~ , 
Y , 110 
UR , 

































AT JAC , 
S IGE , 
TE"R" , 
woo, , 
ICHI .. G • 
rlE , 

















































































































































































E~ID Of cu""na ro of C{1PHO Tn RESTAln filE 
co~~nN fIDCJ,~', 'fNA~(l', LSWONII&' 
o If'1F.NS Illtl CP 'flU', "'PI U, G'all t 






US T J 
EQU1VAl~"CE IAlOCI1,1',CPT811'., (AlOCCI,21,HTS(I'. 
EJUIVAlENCE (llOCCl,1',GT8Cl" 
EQUIVALENCE Ir'Jo",p'Jn~' 
DI~ENStON RINI50., H~lOI50'. HOl02150), HOlO1(50) 
DATA lRSt/.FAlSE.1 
CAU JPARA"S C IJC' 
IT JO" - I J( III I 
R'JOR-R'JOO/60.0 
RtJ08-A"A.lfRTJ08-~.~,O.1' 
MEAD (5,"00' 1"PE,IFNA~,"A"AS,RT~AX,RTJOa,LSWON 
If ('TYPE.NE.OJ GU TO 10 
SAVE TI"( PARA"ETEPS FOR AfTER RES'ART 
REstART - COPT co""n~ 
CAll BOITRS CRT"AX,PTJfJP' 
GO TO 310 
INltlALllf ti~~ ~EfPING VARIA8lfS 
CONTINUE 
IF CRT"AX.tQ.O.o, "T~AX·IO.O 






































































































l 'I" IHIH~pi!!IIillllldll,"'" . . . . . . :r,,'U: "', ,.. " 'II"·,,, ""iHH"I~llhQ~~ 


















"'l!1I~ :vn';:"-"""'~":::"'Ii"":I~""~I'" ".'~,~.';"'"'''' 
I IIIIIIII:IIII.;!:':::' II 'I'" I" I, IIII'III'III!:IIIII:II' I~' I'" I'I I:' ':I'~IIII!lllllIi!' ,: lit! 1111111 ~l"i~'ll",,"~' 
READ C5,110, (TITlF.t),t-l,lS' 8i1 




CAll SFVFl (0.0,AlPHA,7'.HXNPT) 8S1 
"XNPI-MXNPT-l uS1 
NPSJ-"PSI-l BSI 
READ (',390' X,RJ,X"'.,PRNT,XCHANG,PRNTXC,FOl,DFDl 8S1 
XINIT-. ~Sl 
READ (5,3QO' XlE(I),~IG~AC1',TCONT,TKINET,C'R80N,CHlINT,CVISC 651 
READ .,,)90' P,UClt,U'~PSI',TCl',TC"PSI) 851 
DX"IN-l.E-10 BSI 
DXa.l.RJ 8S1 
READ .5,390' FFF,GGG,PSI0,D~lJ,DElE,USTJ,USTE,R8UOY 851 
851 
lOO~ UP FilES 8S1 
~1 
CALL 80ATlU (0' 9S1 
CAR8-CARBUN/C.7B973-CNlINT' 851 
IF (TKINEr.EQ.O.O) TKINET-400.0 8S1 
aSI 
THE VALUE OF ]0 SEcnNDS I~ TO AllOW FOR COMPilE TIME 851 
BSl 
UNIT-UCI' 851 
IF 'DElPSI' 20,20,~0 BSI 
READ ",390) CAlPHACJ,l"J-l,NS' 851 
READ .5,390' CAlPHA'J,~PSI),J-I,NS' BSI 
""00-"P51-2 8S1 
l~SI-.TRUE. eSl 
GD TO 60 eSI 
CONTINUE 8S1 
L~SI-.TRUE. BSI 
READ .5,390' (RINCr"r.l,"PSI' BSI 
00 40 l-l,"PSI BSI 
RINCI'-RIN'I,.MJ 851 
READ '5,390' 'TCI),I-l,~PSI) 8S1 
'EAD .5,390' CU(I',1-1,"'51' 8S1 
8S1 
READ IN lNlTl4L XK PROFILE aSl 
8S1 
IF CIVIS.EO.-Z. READ (5,)QOJ (XKCI"t-l,"PSI' 8S1 
eSI 
DO 50 1-1,"PSI 8S1 
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00 90 l-t,NS 8S1 
REAO 15,360J AIOtIJ,WT"OlECIJ,HFtl' OSI 
DO 70 IT-1,NT,2 RSI 
READ 15,350) TTBIIT',CPTBCIT',GTBCIT"HTBCIT',TTBCIT t l',CPTB(IT+1'8SI 
I,GTlUIT+}J,HTBClT t l' BS1 GTBC[T'--GTBCIT'.TT~CIT'+HF(I'.1000. eSI 
GTBCIT+U_-GT8CIT+1'.TT8ClT t IHHfCU.1000. 8S1 
HT8CIT'-CHT811T)+HFCI,).1000. 051 HT8CIT.l)-CHT~ClTtl'+HFCI)'.1000. OSl 
CONTINUE aSl 
NRECS-Ct-1).30+1 851 
CAll SFV"V tCPTB,CPTAVCNRECS',NT' 8S1 
CALL SFV"V CGTB,GTeVCMRfCS"NT' BSI 
CALL SFYMY 'HTB,HT8VCN~FCS',MT' 851 
IF CWT"OlEII,-l.O' ~O,qO,qO 8S1 
IEce-, OSI 
CONTINUE aSI 
IF (NR.LE.O' GO TU 130 8S1 
00 120 l-l,NR 8S1 
READ (5,380' CZIOCJ',J-1,",IRRCI',IRTCl',CRCCl,K',K-1,3' 8S1 O~ 110 J-l,5 851 
IRRRCI,J'-O 8S1 
00 110 L-1,NS 851 





READ IN INVISClO DATA MAP 
IF CIPRESS.NE.O' CAll BOATIF 
IF COELPSI.LE.O.' CALL 80ATIP CRIN' 
IF CIPRESS.NE.O) P-"2117. 
R T~ PSI "00. - "AIN SECTIO~ - 71Z/76 ARAP BY RAB 
IF C.NOT.LRSl' GO TO 280 
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---- - ~~- -----
'''I,n~''" 
HUlOC1,-TEMZ.RINC1' •• ?, eSI 181 
IF CIPRESS.EO.O' Gn TO 170 BS1 18Z 
tOUH-KHAXJ ~Sl 183 
1~0 PSA-fLOATCIOUM-l)/FtOATCKMAXJ-l'.PSJF.T 8>1 184 
CAll 80Arll Cl,X,PSA,t"A~J,KHA1J,IJET,VJET,XJeT,PSJET,YA,OUH,DU",DBSl IH5 
lUM,PSJET,FIO,HRJ~T) 8S1 186 
IF CIOUM.EQ.K~AXJ' G~ TO 15~ ~Sl 187 
IF CRINCl).GE.YA' Gr Tn 1&0 OSl 188 
150 10U"-10U~-1 851 189 
pse-PSA BSI 190 
Y8-YA B~I 191 
GO TO 140 8S1 19l 
160 HOlOC1'-PSA.C~INCl'-YA"CYA-YA'.CPS8-PSA' 8S1 193 
HUlOCl)-HOlDC1' •• Z 851 194 
lEMZ-HOlDll)/CRINll'·.Z' BSI 195 
170 CUNTINUE eSl 196 
IPITER-O SSI lq7 
180 CONTINUE 8S1 198 
IF CIPITER.eu.o, GO TO 190 8S1 1~9 
OUM,SI-HOlOC1' 8S1 zoo 
TfMZ-C"OlO(1)/RI~Cl» •• 2 8S1 201 
190 CUNllNUE ~SI lOl 
DO 200 1-2,MPSI 8S1 Z03 
TE""-TE"Z eSt 204 
C HOl02 CONTAINS THE DENSITY IN APPROPRIATE UNITS FOR PSI 851 205 
C ALPHA USED HERE AS MOLE FRACTIONS BSI 206 
IF CIPITER.Gl.O) P-Pl+(HOlOCI'-OUMPSI'/CHOlOC"'SI'-OUHPSI'.CP2-Pl'BSI 207 
HOlDZCI)-P.SHPP2lNS,AlPHAI1,1"WTHOle"~2.Z85/TCI' 9S1 208 
TEMZ-HOlD2CI'*UCI' BSI 209 
DU"-.'*CTE""+TE"Z' 8S1 210 
If CCI.EQ.Z).ANO.CIPITEP.GT.O" HOlDC1'-HOlOC1) •• Z 8S1 211 
HOlOtl'-HOlOC1-1'+OUM·CRINCI' •• Z-RINCI-I'**2' BS1 212 
200 CONTINUE 851 213 
DO l10 l-l,M'SI 8S1 214 
Z10 HUlOCI)-SQATCHOlOCI" BSt Z15 
IF CIPRESS.EQ.O' Gr TO 220 851 216 
IF rXPITER.GT.O' Gn TO 210 8S1 217 
CAll BOATII Cl,X,HOlOC1',IMAXJ,KHAXJ,lJET,VJET,XJET,PSJET,OUH,Pl,O8S1 21b 
lU",OU",PSJET,FI0,NRJET' BSI 219 
CAll BOATII C2,X,HClO(HPSI',IHAXE,KHAXE,IEXT,VEXT,XExT,PSEXT,DUft,PBSI 220 
12,OUM,OUH,PSJET,FIO,NREXT' 851 221 
PI-Pl/2117. ~SI 222 
P2-P2/2117. 851 223 
IPITER-l 851 22~ 
GO TO 180 8S1 225 
"''''''1'' II~~I 'H''''III II, 
W«t AM:. ..hUE '4Z4hkl&*a;Mih"._.ilnIl!M.llmli.IiI1.~,,~w~''''''''''~''il~'~'''''I~~*'''' '111,,1 """.: 
":i"!m'8i:'~II'!l'~I1l!I"!. -!:i"''''! "",,"j~ ~, "'f")pP.I WUI4,~"9III"l ijiiM.JWWUR_@;i7l'",",::AhMi,iij!ii@W 
, 'I, I' I· "- . "'~:' " 'I' ',;, ',,j'\'" I '" ~I',III ~~,\I"'''I!llm!''t; 'I' 'II, ~1~111~1~IJ\)")II"r ":,,*:""\:I'~P Il)~I' 
220 CO~TINUE 851 216 
IF IIPRESS.E~.O. PSJET-PJ.SORT(HOl0211'.UCl" 851 227 
PSID-PSJET 8S1 228 
YINTR-RJ 8S1 229 
IF (IPRESS.NE.O) CAll BOATII (l,X,PSJET,I"AXJ,K"AXJ,IJET,VJET,XJETBSI 2]0 
I,PSJET,YINT~,DUM,DU~,DUM,PSJeT,FID,NREXT' 851 231 
IF (IPRESS.NE.O' CAll AOATll fYINTR,PSID,RIN,HOlD,~PSI) 851 232 
C 8S1 23] 
C NOTE REDEFINITION OF DElPSI 8S1 2]~ 
OElPSr-(HOlD(HPS('-HOlO(I,'/FlOATfNPSl' 851 2]5 
C 851 236 
C INTERPOlAT[ INPUT VjRIAAlFS FOR - PSI SPACING 851 237 
C 851 238 
CALL SFV"V CU,HOLDl,"PSIJ 851 23q 
CAll SFVMV (T,HOlD),"PSI' 851 2~0 
C 851 2~1 
IF (IVIS.EQ.-2' CAll SFV"V fXK,HOlDl,"PSI, 8S1 242 
C 851 243 
"SAV-"PSI 851 2~4 
IF CIDF.lP.NE.l' GO TO 230 851 245 
IF CNHPSI.EO."PSI) Gn TO 230 8S1 7.46 
'I' ,,'I :~I "PSI-N"PSI BSI 247 NPSI-"PSI-l aSl 248 
OElPSI-OElPSI.FlOATfMSAV-l'/FlOATC"PSl-l' eSl 249 
230 CONTINUE 8S1 2~O 
C 8S1 Z~1 
00 2~O l-l,"PSI eSI Z52 
PSICI'-HOlOCIJ+OElPsr.FlOATCI-l' 851 253 
CAll BOATlI CPSICIJ,UCI"HOlO,HOlD2,"SAV' 8S1 254 
CAll BOATll CPSICl"TCI',HOlD,HOl03,MSAV' BSt 2~' 
C 8S1 256 
IF CIVIS.EO.-2' CAll eOATll CPSICI"XKCIJ,HOlO,HOlOl,"SAV. 8S1 257 
C BSt 258 
2~O CONTINUE 851 259 
C 8S1 260 
DO 270 J-l,NS 8S1 261 
00 250 l-l,"SAV 8S1 262 
HOlD2CI,-AlfHACJ,I' BSI 263 
250 CONTINUE 8S1 264 
C 851 265 
ou 260 1-1,"'51 as} 266 
CAll BOATlI (PSICI',AlPHACJ,I"HOlD,HOlDZ,"SAV' eSI 267 
260 CONTINUE 8S1 268 
C 8S1 269 





I '11"'~I':'!~!"ijl~'lIft~!i!ll!'!I~I~II~I~'t'~lmiw.!~~ijll"'ll!rl~ill~IIII~!lII!!nUII~I""" II",', ;1:il~!l\am!l!!~II~~1lI11:'I!mll'l!f!ll!!I~!~m~lm~11!lIII 
C 
8S 1 271 C f~O OF ~AIN SECTION R TO P~I MOD. 8S 1 27Z 280 CONTINUE 
8S1 273 C INITIALIZE DELTA STAR CALCULATION 8S1 27 .. OElJ-DELE/~J 
C 6S1 275 
00 310 l-l,"P51 851 276 
WTVR-O.O 8S 1 277 
00 290 J-l,NS 8S1 278 
851 Z79 290 WTVR-WTVP+AlPHA(J'I'.WT~OlE(J' 851 280 00 300 J-l,NS 
8S 1 281 AlPHAIJ,IJ-AlPHAfJ,I"WTVP 
8S1 Z82 RAlPHACJ,I'-ALPHAeJ,J' 
BSl 283 300 CONTINUE 
310 C!lNTlNUE BSI 28ft 
DIJ 320 l-l,"P51 8S1 285 
RU II »-U ( I J BSl 286 
RTU'-TU' 8S 1 287 
XlEfJ)-XLEUJ BSt 288 
320 SIG~'(IJ-SIG"A'l' 8S1 289 
CAll 80ATIN eSI 290 
p-Z117.0.P BS 1 291 
oPOX-O.O 6S1 292 
330 RETURN 651 293 
C 851 291t 
3ltO FOR~AT C1515' 651 295 
350 FOR"A' C8FI0.ft' 851 296 
851 297 360 FOR"" IAft,2X,7EI0.3' 
851 298 370 FOR"'T (18Aft, 
ASI 29q 380 FOR"AT CAlt,3X"~'10X.Alt'3X'Aft'lX'Alt,9X'12'll'fe.2'F".I'F9.1' BSI 300 390 FUR"AT (BEI0.l' 
851 301 "00 FOR"AT Cll,lX,3AZ,lX,3A2,lX,ZFlO.O,16ClX,LIJJ 








SU8ROUTINf eOATSZ BSZ I 
C BSZ 1 
C BOATSZ - REACTION CALCULATION BSl 1 
C esz It 
C BOATC" - 80AT Cl"~O~ 8Sl 5 
DI"ENSION A(50'. AI0(2", ALOC.50.6'. ALPHACZ5,50', CGHVe750.]., BSZ 6 
1 C"(25,25', CP8A~C50', CPTBVf750', eCCI50', GCl5', GTBVI750', BSl 7 
1 Hcpel,Z5., HSTAT(50), HTBV(750), IRRC.,OJ, IRRR("0,5" IRH.,O" I)SZ 8 I " 3 I SAVE I (), , J 1 Z 3" 5 1 5 " PSEXTC50'. P51150'. QXel5', RALPHAIZ5,50J, BS2 9 'I It ~C(ltO,3J, RH~150J, ~HnnUT(50'. RTC50', RUI50', RXEC50'. RXK(50', BS2 10 I' 5 SIGMA(50', START(I" T(50). TITLf.18', U(50), veIT.it,l5,lJ, BSZ 11 I I 6 VJE't",2~,Z', W001C7.5,50', W"CZ5J, WPCZ5J, wT"IXC50J, WT"OLEIZ5',8S2 12 " I 7 XEI50', XEXTC50', XJETC50'. XK(50), XlEC50', XI1U(50" Y150" 8S1 13 
8 YOUTC50', IIOl5' BS2 lit 
C BSZ 15 
LOGICAL LHALF,LSWOH 8SZ 16 
C 8SZ 17 
EQUIVALENCE (H, JIZ3"'CU' 852 18 
EQUIVALENCE ,ALOC.l,I', CI111,1" 8SZ 19 
EQUIVALENCE eecc, C"Cl.13". CYOUT, C"(1.15'. 8S2 20 
EQUIVALENCE eCPTOV, CGHV' 8S2 21 
EWUIVAlENCE (HCPl1,1., W"(I', BS2 22 
EQUIVALENCE (START, TTBun B52 23 
C BS2 21t 
CO""ON TTBOO', HFeZ5' , CPTBV , GT8V , HTBV 852 25 
COMMON A , AID , ALPHA , CARO • C" , CPBAR ,8SZ 26 1 CRR , cVlse , OElPSI , OFOl , OPOI , OX ,852 27 
Z OX"It~ , FOl .I FFF , G , GGG , HSTAT ,8S2 28 
3 IDElP , Irce , 1F1t4(S , lOUT , IUUT1 , (OUr2 ,8S2 29 
., IPAGE , I PR r ss • [RR , IRRR , JRT , I SAVE ,8S2 30 
5 ITFLG , I VI5 , JI , JZ , J3 , J't ,8S2 31 
6 J~ , LHAlF • ""00 , !ltPSI , "INPT , "XNPI ,OS2 32 
7 NPSI • NR , NRAD , NRAS , NS , NT ,8S2 33 
8 P , PCNT , PPNT , PRNTXC , PSI , PSID ,8S2 3" 
9 OX , ItAlPHA , RBUOY , Re , RHO , RHOOUT ,B$2 35 
1 RJ • In , RTACU , RTJAC , RTJ'l8 , RT"AX ,8S2 36 2 RU , R WE , RXK , SIGE , SIGK , SIG"A ,8S2 )7 
3 T , Te flNT , TEOGE , TE"RIlf , nfllRP , TI Tlf ,8S2 38 
It TKINET , U , U~IT , woor • WH , WP ,8S2 39 5 WT"IX , WTI1(1lF. • x , XCHANG , .0 , XE ,8S2 ItO 
6 X(NIT , l(I( , 1(1<2 , XLE , X"AX , I"U ,8S2 It1 
7 Y , lIO BSZ 4l til, CO""O .. F L JTE X f1 0000,. NA"ASf3J, RPR"' Z.,OO" SPACRClOJ 8SZ It3 ,I' 
C BS2 It It ,',I , ;1 
C JET/EXT FLOW FIELD cnM~nN SF.CTION 8:;2 It, 
• 
.wI.- " I ."11, '1IIm",,,~,,,,, "'II"t,IIUlllu""IIII""liI"" ,11t11""''''~''''I.m',','IW''II'',''IIII1''i~''''''~''"'I' "",, ,,,,,',,,,,.,,' ".,,,,,,,,,, 
r-.-. -,~ ...... , ~,- 'I:'~i "'''''II''II!iim~"III!f.~MI, _~.~'~ ..... JVI1,"'"', _aM "~'''i ~' ?,R~!tlhlt&!!i4=MP;V!!i&l 
"';'"''''''''11/11''' , ''''~:I'' ··W' IJI'" 
11'~illi;i ,",ml': "'II~"""'IIIiI.u~II~!I'" :iHll::mn, 'I '~!'~lm"II~!t~I!'tl~!IlP~!III!!II"!~!II~'lf":: 
C 
asz It6 COl1110N DElJ , onr , I JET , IEXT , ,",, X J , 
.' .. XE ,852 "7 1 I<"AXJ , ""AXE , tiRJET , NREXT , PSJE T , PSEXT ,OS2 Its ? PI , Pl , P] , Pit , USTJ , USTE ,8S2 It9 3 VJET , VEXT , XJE T , XExT asz 50 C 8S2 51 C !)'t1'10N ENDC" BSl 52 C asz 53 C E~D OF CO""UH TO SF COPIED TO RESTART FilE OSZ 5" C 
aS2 55 CO""'o .. FIO(],5), IFNAf4(J " l SWUM (16' 8S2 56 C 852 57 C 
asz 58 R-eZ.06 8SZ 59 AY·".OZ5E2] aSl 60 DO ]30 l-I,NPSI asz 61 RRT-l.Cil86·rcU 8S2 62 ROOTT-SORT CT Cl " RS2 63 lJr-Tll' 852 6" CAll AOATTk (TX,TT~,ITKfY,SDT,HOT,NT' asz 65 IF CITKEV.EO.O~ CAll FXIT BiZ 66 CAll SFVFl (0.O,WP,25' aS2 67 CAll SFYFl CO.O,W .. ,15' asz 68 CAll SFVFl (0.O,C .. ,625' 8SZ 69 CAll SFVFl 10.0,0)(,25, asz 70 Dll 10 l-l,NS OS2 71 CAll OOATlP IITI<EV,I,3,SDT,HOT,AX' asz 7Z GIU-AX aS2 73 10 C1NTINUE asz 71t C 
osz 75 C REACTION CALCULATION 852 76 C PEACTION KINETICS COt.lTINUE DOWN TO "00 DEGRE~S K aS2 77 C UNLESS TKINET IS SeT T~ A VALUE OTHER THAN "00 K asz 78 C REACTIOt.l KINETICS FOR ALL RFACTIU~S CONTINUE DOW~ Ta TKINET aS2 79 c 8S2 80 IF (NR.lE.O' GO TO 180 aS2 81 If CTCL'-TKIt.lET' 280,?80,lO BSZ 8Z 20 CONTU4UE asz 83 00 210 I-t.NR BSl Bit TE .. RP-O.O BS2 (15 TEI1R .. -O.O BS2 86 KK-IRTII' BS2 87 C aS2 88 C REACTION CONSTANf TYPF BSZ 89 
J 
C SS2 90 
~~':;Jr', :~'lr7'~,,:,: :f'"~~"--- -~~ II!'~~ 

















GO TO 130,40,50,60,70,80,90,100 •• KK 
RATE-RCfl,I,·AY 
GU HI 110 
RAle-RCCI,I./T(l,t,y 
GiJ TO 110 
RATE-RCCl,l'/TCl'/TCl,tAY 
G~) TO 110 
RATE-RC'I,l"~OOTTt~V 
GO TO 110 
RATE-RCCl,l,texPCRCCr,J'/RRT)tAV 
GO TO 110 
RATE-RCCI,I'·EXPC~C(I,3)/RRT"TCl'tAY 
GO TO 110 
RA1F.-RCCI,I'/TClJ/P.OOTTtAV 
GO TO 110 
RAlE-RCCI,1'.EXPCRCCI,3'/RRT'/CTCl' •• RCCI,l"tAV 
CONTINUE 
X-URCI' 
TYPE OF REACTION 
DU 120 N-l,5 
JI23lt5IN'-IRRRCI,N' 













CAll 80ATCC CK,I,l,It,",-1.0,0.0, 






CAll 80ATCC CK,I,l,",",l.O,-l.OI 
GO TO 2ltO 
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H" 
C BS2 136 
IbO corn INue 8Sl 137 
l-BOATEFIK,],RRf. BS2 118 
CRR-RAT(tRHOOUTIl.tPH~OUTCl'tWT"IXCl'tAV BS2 139 
TE"RP-eRRtRHUOUTIl'·AlPHACJ1,l,·AlPHACJZ,lt BS2 1"0 
TE"Aft-CRRtAlPHACJ1,lJ/E/R/TCl' BS2 1 ill 1 
CAll DOATee CK,l,l,].3,1.O,~.O' BSZ I"Z 
GO TO Z50 BSZ. 1") 
C BSZ 1"" 
170 CONTINue BSZ 1"5 
e-80ATEFCM,5,RRT, BSZ 1 ill & 
CRR-RATE·RHoourCl'·'HOOUTCl' BSZ 1"7 
TE"RP·CRRtAlPHACJ1,lJ·AlPHACJ7.,lJ BSZ li118 
TE"Rft-eRRtAlPHACJ1,l'.AlP~AtJ4,l).AlPHACJ5,l'tRHOOUTCl'.R.TClt/E BSZ 1 .. 9 
CAll BOATee CK,I,l,5,5,1.O,-l.O. 8iZ 150 
GO TU ZlO BSZ 1~1 
e 8SZ 15Z 
180 CONTINUE BSZ 153 
CRR-RATE·RHOOUTCl' BSZ 15" 
IE~RP-eRR·RHU~UT'l.·AlPHACJl,lt.AlPHACJZ,lt BS2 155 
IEftitft-O.o 8SZ 15& 
CALL BOATee CK,I,L,3,Z,I.0,O.Ot BSZ 157 
GO TO Z50 BSZ 158 
C 9SZ 159 
190 CONTINUE 8SZ 160 
JZ-Z5 852 161 
CRR-RATE·RHOOUT'l'·R~OOUICl'tWT"t.'l' 8SZ 1&2 
TE~RP-CRR.AlPHACJl,l. 8S2 1&3 
TEftR"-O.O BS2 16" 
CAll BOAlec CK,I,l,",1.1.0,0.O, 8SZ 165 
GO TO Z"O 8S2 166 
C 8S2 161 
200 CONTINUE BS2 168 
CRR-RATE.RHOOUTCl.·RHOOUTCl' ,,$ 2 1&9 
TE"RP-CRR.AlPHACJ1,l'·AlPHACJl,l' 8Sl 170 
TEII'R"-O.O 852 111 
CALL 80ATee CK,I,l,4,2,1.0,0.O, 8S2 172 
GO TO Z"O 8SZ 173 
e 852 17" 
210 CONTINUE BSZ 175 
CRR.RA'E.RHOUU'(lt.RHor~'Cl'·WT"IXCl)·AV BSZ 116 
" 
TEftRP·CRR.RHUOUTCl'.AlPHACJl,l'.AlPHACJ2,L' 8SZ 111 
I TE"R"-O.O BS2 I1B t 
i CAll BOATCC CK,I,l,l,Z,l.Q,O.Ot 8SZ 119 







TE MR,-e R •• Al PIta. JI,l •• 'l"U, f Jl,l' 
T EMRM-O.O 
CAll BOllCC f~,I,l,5,?,l.',O.O. 












IF ClSWdNC1'J GO TO 1.60 
IF CIOUTZ.lE.O' GO TO 270 
IF (IFINIS.~O.O' GO TO 260 
IF (X.GE.XMAX, GO TO 1~0 
IF (PRNT.GT.PCNTt GO TO Z10 
260 NREC-Il-I'.25.1 
CAll SFV"V ITE"RP,PFR'CNREC',l' 
Z70 CONTINUE 
zeo CONTINUE 
lr C.NOT.lSWUNC1'1 G~ TO )00 
WRITE C6,)'0' TClI,RHOOUTll' 
DO Z~O l-l,NS 
MREe - Cl-U .Z5H 
CAll SFVr.V CRPRr.(NR£CI,TE",P,ZI 
WRITE C6,1~0. AlPHACI,l.,TE"RP,lE"RK 
2~0 CONTINUE 
100 CONT INUE 
DO 110 J-l,NS 
310 WOOlCJ,l'-IW'CJ'-WK'JI'/PHOOUTCl'/UCl' 
Oil lZO J-l,NS 
CAll aOATl' CITKEY,J,l,SOT,HOT,AI, 
HCpC2,J'-AX.~'05'.]1 





IS2 1 el 
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SUI.OUTINE 10ATS] (l' ISJ 1 
C ISJ Z 
C 80ATS] - INTEGRATION ANn SLOP 85] 3 
C IS] 
" C 80ATC" - 10AT co"~rN 8S] 5 
OI"EHSI~" A.501, AIOI?5" ALOCe5v,6', ALPHACZ5,50., CGHVI150,]', ISJ • 1 C"IZ5,15', CP 8AI,50', (PTBVC1'O', ECCI'OI, GIZ5', GfIVll'O'. ISJ 7 
Z HCP",Z". HSTaT'50., HT~V'1501, IRR,,,O)' 1_RR."0,5 •• IRT."O •• nl I 
] IS'Ve'6', Jll1"~I", 'SE.,I,O., PSI"O', ~1'15', RaLPHA'Z5,50., ISJ 9 
" R(I"O,J', 'HUI'OI, 'HOOUT(50), RTI50 •• ItUI50', PIEI50', IlkI50., ISJ 10 
Ii, , SIG"A.'O., START.l', TI50', TITlEC11', uc,o" V~XTI",15,2', IS] 11 
I' 
I 6 VJET''',15,l', VOot'15,50', V"C2S', VPIZS', VT"I.I~O', VT"OlEI1",ISJ 12 I! 
1 XE.'O., .EXTC~O', 'JFTC50'. IKCSO'. IlEe,o" I~U"O', '.50', ISJ 1] 
8 YOUTeso., lI0.5. IS] I" 
C 8SJ l' LOGICAL LHAlF,LSWON IS3 16 
C 8S] 17 
EQUIVALENCE IJI, JIll",el" 153 18 
EQUIVALENCE IAlUC«l,l', C"'l,l., 853 19 
E~UIVALE"eE leec, ("CI,I]I). "OUT. C"I1,t, .. BS] 20 
EQUIVALENCE ICPT8V, CGHVI ISJ ZI 
tOUIVALINCE '~CPll,I). V"Ct •• ISJ 11 
EQUIVALENCt CSTART, TTall'. IS] 1J 
C 'S3 1 All 
CO""ON 'TBI )0" HFI1" , ('fBV • GflV , HTBV BSJ 
" CO""ON A , AID , ALPHA , CARli , C" , CPIAIit .15) ,. 
1 CRR , CVISC , OElPS I , OFOl , OPOX , OX ,IS3 17 
2 OU"N • FOL , FFF , G , GGG , "51" ,ISJ 11 I 10ElP • IFCC , IFINIS , lOUT , I DUll , IDUTZ ,15] 29 
" 
IPAGE , IPRESS , IRR , I.ItR , IR' , ISAfE ,IS] ]0 , ITFlG , 1'". S , .11 , .11 , J] , "All ,IS3 31 
6 J5 , lHALF , """0 , "PSI , "IN" • "XN'1 ,153 JZ 7 "'SI , H' , N'AO , NItAS , NS , NT ,85) JJ 
., 
.. , PC .. T , PIN' , PlltNllC , PSI • PSIO 'IS] ]4 
Ii 'J 01 , 'ALPHa , R"UOY • ItC , .HO , RHOOUT .IS] )' II, 1 'J 'T , 'TAeu ItT"AC , RTJOB R'ft" ,153 3" ". • , , I' 
!I: l lItU , ,WE , '11( , S IGE , SIG" , SIG"A .853 31 
Ii.' 3 , , Tell"T TeOGE TE"R" TE"ItP TITLE ,IS3 38 W , , • • 
'Iii 4 TK ."E r , u , UNIT , "DOT , VN , vP .BS3 39 
~ , "T"II , ""nul' , J( , ICHANG , 10 • IE ,8~3 All 0 
!NI. 6 IINIT • Itt II Xlfl , XLE • INA. , XIIU .ISJ "1 7 Y • un ISJ 42 
CO""ON Fl·'-:IClOOOOIt NA"ASe )h .PR'U1"00' • SP'CRUO' IS) All, 
( 153 All 4 

































DELE • 'JET 
" 
IElf 
",,1 • .1 , le"lle • NRJET • .. RlXl PI • '2 , P1 • , .. 
'.ItT • YF.T • '.IE T , XE.T 
(O""Ot4 ENGC" 
(NO Of (0""0" TO Rf cnpl~O TO REStlRT FILE 
('J""ON flOfhSh IFNI'" OJ. 
































IF CIPRESS.EO.O. GO '" 10 IS) 
IF I'SIII •• lf.'SJeT. Clll ft~ITII 1).I,PSIII',I"AIJ"KftAIJ,lJET.VJETIS3 
l.IJeT,'SJET.fA',OPO.,TI.,UII,PSJE1,FI0,NRJET. IS) 




HC, IS "URKING VE(T(1tt OF CHII' CP. UP TO NS PAIRS as) 
153 
IF CI.E~.I' GO TO 80 153 
IF C .NO'.l SVUN U II GO Tn 20 IS 3 
WRI'E 16,160' PSIII.,.I.'.UCI •• RHCCI •• -lEII.,SIG"Afl',CPIAICI •• aH08S3 
lOUTC II IS) 
"RITf 16.160 •• vonfCJ,I.,J-l,NS. 153 
VRITE (6,I~OI CHCFCZ.J',J-t.MS. IS3 
VRITE C6.160, CAlPHACJ,",J-l.NS. IS3 
CO"' ... UE IS) 




IMTl~."f "O"£"TU" fOU'TI~N IS3 
IS) 
PUCI '·Cflll.C~JII'l '-Ult, '.£.12.CUI I-II-VCIJ 'IIElhun, 9S3 


































































































"'1:""'''111 111111'1 "I!I::IIIIHI"I!!I:'illll]lli':'I::Ht!ttlmllnilllllilllllillll111111,ifllll'" "IflI""III!IIt:1ilrIIH!~i!mmrm~nl!lltl~IIII#III'IIl"!liltMI'IIml1111'fi'IIflIII!1lllI!~II~IHIIIiII~IJjj!:JI!m'IlllIlI~;iIl\l111U~lm~!~~""",1~1I1~:rtmt!1~'~IHI~Nlljlll!l1!~ __ 
1/RHOCI"UCt, BSJ 91 
lE R.tl - ( e x 11* C U U +1 , -II ( t , , +E )( 1 Z * cue 1-u -u CI , » II E X 1 B S 1 92 
'ER~l-R8UOY'0)(.(RHD(~PSI'-RHorl".3Z.174/RHO(I"U'I' 853 93 
IF CLSWON(13" WRITE 16,170) X,I.'ER"l,'~R"l 053 94 
El3-0.0 8S3 95 
E)(4-0.0 8S3 96 
DO 30 Jsl,NS 853 97 
E.3-EX,+HCPC1,J,tWOPTCJ,I' 8S) 98 
EX~-EX~+HCP(Z,J't(AlPHA(J,I+l'-ALPHACJ,I-l" 053 99 
exz-ex1tCP8ARCI' 853 100 
EX5-XlECI'.ACI'/SIGMACI' 853 101 
EX6-.5.CEX'+XLECI+l'*AII+1'/SIG"ACI+1J. 813 102 
EX7-.5.UX'+XLECI-U.ACI-1)/SIGI1ACJ-l» 8S3 103 
Exe-CPOARCI'.ACI'/SIG"ACJ' 8S3 104 
EX9-.'.IEX8+CP8ARCI+l'.AI[+1'/SIGMAIJ+1') OS3 105 
EX10-.5.CEX8+CP8APCI-l'.ACJ-l'/SIGMACJ-l" aS3 106 
[X14-EX4.EX5/4.0 OS3 107 
8S3 108 
INTEGRATE ENERGY EOUATION 8S3 109 
053 110 
RTll'-CUCl+l'-UCI-l" •• Z.'CI"eXZ/4.0+0X.DPOX/RHOC1'/CP8ARCl'+TCI.OS] 111 
1+'CEX9+EX14'.'II+1'+CEXIO-EX14'.TII-1'-CEXQ+EX10'.'CI"/EI2-EI3.01853 112 
2/CP8AR(.. 8S] 113 
RHCUlx-OX/CRHUOUTCI'.UCJ', 8S3 11~ 
aS3 115 
IMTEGRATE ~PEt.ES fOUATIOHS 8S) 116 
853 117 
IF ClSWON(2" WRITE C6,160' (QXCJ',J-l,HS' 8S3 118 
00 40 J-l,HS 8S3 119 
OXCJ'-CeX6.'ALPHACJ,[+I'-ALPHAIJ,I,.+EX7.CALPHACJ,I-1'-ALPHA.J,lt,aS) 120 
l'/EX1+AlPHACJ,1'+OX(J,.RHOUIX 8S3 121 
00 50 "-I,NS 8S3 122 
00 '0 N-l,NS 8S) 123 
CM.",N.-C"(",~J.RHnUIX 853 1Z~ 
IF ,".EO.H' C",",N'-C"C",NJ+l.O 9S3 12' 
CONTINUE 8S3 126 
CALL aO'TSL 'OX, C",NS) BS 3 121 
as] 128 
8S3 129 
00 60 J-l,NS 853 130 
RALPHACJ,I,-QXCJ, as] 131 
853 132 
INTEGRATE TKE EQUATI~N~ aS3 133 
as 3 134 
IF Clvt5.Ge.0, GJ TO 70 8S3 135 
I,ll 1""I"~II;~~::~ml!""1I "" "':,1< ;'I~:I;i:"'I",~ill:: ii' 1':1"1I1I~"liijl~!~~I!'IiI:tll't'~!nliillilll\llfl1.l'~llrntllll~pl!lliIll!!IIfIIR l~il~!!l!I:lr~H""I!IIIIIII!I.#t~II~lu'!:!!mr~l~ ,,:,! ... 
RXK(I'-XK'I'+CEXll.CXK«I+l'-XK(I"fF.XI2.'X~(I-l'-XKCI't'/EX1/SIGK+'S3 136 
I(U(I+l'-U(I-1"··Z.A(I'/£11/4.-X[(I./U(I •• OX 8S3 137 
RXECI,-XECIJ+CEXlltfXECl f l,-XECl,.+eXlZ.CXE(I-1,-xECI."/EXl/SIGE+IS3 138 
ltl.IUII+I'-Uel-I».tZ.XF.ft'.A(1)/~XI/XKCI)/4.-CZ.XECl,t.z/uel'/XkeSS] 119 
21'·0)( IS] 140 70 CUNTINUE IS3 141 
C IS] 142 GO TO 150 IS 3 . 14) 
80 CONTINUE IS] 144 
IF (PSlel).GT.D.' G~ Tn 130 IS3 145 
EX~·4.0.XMUCl).OX/OFlPsr/OElPSI IS] )"6 
RHOU1X-OX/CRHOOUTfJ ,tU(1'. IS3 147 C 8S 3 148 C COMPUTE U AT CENTER llNF IS] 149 C 8S3 150 
RUC1,-exl.cuCZ'-Ull')fUCl.-OX t OPOX/RHOClJ/UI1'fRBUOYtOX.CRHO'M'SI'8S3 1'1 1-RH~Cll'.3Z.174/RHOCl"Ufl' as] 152 TeRM3-Ex3tCUCZ'-Ull" IS3 153 'ERM4-RBUOY.OX.(RHnC~PSI'-RHO(I".32.17"/RHO(I"UCI' 8S3 154 
IF ClSWONC13J) WRITE Ch,170' x,I,TER"),TER"4 853 155 EX4-0.0 
"S] 156 00 90 J-l,NS 853 157 
fX4-E)(4tHCPC1,J'·WOOTCJ,1' 8S 1 1'8 RALPHACJ.MPSI)-ALPHAfJ,M'SIJ 8S) 1'9 90 Q.(J'-E)(3.XLE'1).(AlP~A(J,2)-ALPHACJ,I)"SIG"AC1'+ALPHACJ,I,+QXeJ'IS3 160 l·RHIJUIX 1S3 161 00 100 ,.-I,NS as] 16Z 00 100 N-l,NS 8S3 163 
C"C",H'-C"'M,NJ.RHOUIX IS] 164 
IF C".E~.N' C"C",N'.C~,",NJfl.0 8S 3 165 100 CONTINUE 853 166 CALL BOATSl COX,CM.NS' 853 167 C 853 168 
C 853 169 
00 110 J-l,NS IS 3 170 C 853 171 C COMPUTE SPECIES AT CE~TEP LINE 85) 17Z 
C 853 173 110 RAlPH'CJ,l.-gX(J, 8S3 174 
C 8S3 175 
" 
C CALCULATe TEMP. AT CENTER LINE 853 176 I C 853 177 I RT(I,-eX3.CT(Z'-TCI"/SJG"A(IJ+TCl'+Ox.OPOX'RHO(I"CP~ARC1'-EX4.0XIS3 178 
l 1/CPBAR« 1) 853 17q 
i' 
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"~" ~... '. 
","''''··pl''I:''::''I:"H''II!II''lli~rpll''~I~II~IHI:1""Ij!"ti,I~J/!uri:m, ,t,: 11:11'11:!IIII~UIIIIHIII:;I~II~i!lt:I~~~:i~~ 
C INTEGPATE TKE EQUATIONS AT CENTERLINE as) 1&1 
c as) 182 
IF eIVIS.GE.O' GO T~ 170 BSl 183 
RX~Cl'-XK(lJ+EX).CX~CZ'-XKfl"/SIGK-XECl"UC1'·DX 8S) 184 
IF fXKCl •• LT.l.E-ZO) XKC1'-1.E-20 8S) 185 
RXECl'-XECl'+Ex3.CXECZ'-XECl"/SIGE-CZ*XE(I' •• Z,UCl"XKIl'.OX as) 186 
OUMK-RXKC1'/RXKCZ' 
IF COUMK.LT •• l' RX~C1'·PXKCZ' 
OU"E-AXECl"RXECZ' 
If COU"E.LT •• 1' RXEl1'·P.XECZ' 
lZ0 CONTINue 
C 
GO TO 150 
130 CaNT WUE 




IF eIVIS.GE.O' GU T~ 150 
Ii i RXKCl,-O. 






160 FORMAT (lH ,10E1).5' 





















8S 3 l06 
853 207 














SUBROUTINE BOATTK CT,TTB,ITKEY,SOT,HOT,NT' 
OI"ENSJON TTBC30. 
tHleNT-l 




IF (CSOT.HOT).GE.O.O) GO TO ~O 
CONTINUE 





















FORMAl (lH ,2eH 
END 




















"" • "m'·".III'II1~" . '1,..'1H'~"''1. ~"d·tt'N"II!III·t!liI""W 
,. 11"111"1 'HIit'll' ",.,,,, ··,,1. '1''''''11:''11<1' "~~!:'IIII'I"~' iI!,I'I,I",,' '1IIIiW'I"i,m!I~" q, 
SUB~OUTINE BOATYI 8VI 1 C 8VI 2 
C TUR8ULEMT YISCOSITY ROUTI~E BVI , 
C BYI It 
C ~OATCM - 80AT COM~n~ BYI 5 
DIMENSION A'~O', AID(Z~', ALOCC50,6', ALPHACZ5,50', CGHVC750,3', BV! 
" 1 CM'Z5,Z)', CPBAR(50', CPTAV(750J, ECCC50J, GIZS', GTBYC750J, BYI 7 Z HCP(Z,Z~', HSTATC~OJ, HT8VC750', lR~CltOJ, IRRRCltO,5', IRTCltO', BYI 8 
3 ISAVEC6', JIZ3lt5C5', PS£XT'50', P51'50', UXC25', RALPHAC25,50', 6YI q 
4 RCC40,]', ~H~(50J, RHOQUTC50J, RTC50,. RUC~OJ, RX~C~OJ, RXKC50', 8YI 10 
5 SIGP'A(50), 5TARTCl', TC50', TlTLEClB', U150" VEXTC",Z5,2', BYI 11 
6 VJET(,.,Z5,Z', WOOTCZ5,50J, W"CZ5', WPC25J, WTMIXC50J, WT"OLEIZ'"BVI 12 
7 XEC50', X£XT.50" KJET(',), XKC50', XLE(SO), XMUCSO', Y(50), 8VI 13 8 YOUT(50), ZIO(~) BVl 1" C BYI 15 
lOGICAL LHALF,lSWON BVI 16 C BVI 17 [QUIVALENCE CJ1, JIZ31t'(1" BVI 18 
EQUIVALENCE CAlUCI1,1', C"Cl,I" BVI 19 
EQUIVALENCE CECC, C"(l,13)), C YOU T, C M Cl , 15 , J ItVI 20 
E~UIVAlENCE 'CPTBV, CGMV' BV! 21 
EQUIVALENCE CHCPII,I', W~CIJ' 8VI 22 (JUIYAlfNCE .START, TT8(1)' aVI 23 
C BVI Zit 
CO""ON TTB(30', HF(Z5) , CPTBV , GTaV , HTBV aVI 25 
COMMON A , AID , ALPHA , CARB , CM , CPBAR , BYI 26 
I eRR , CVISC , OELPSI , DFOL , DPDX , ox , BVI 27 
2 DX"IN , fOL , FFF , G , GGG , tnTAT ,8VI 28 
3 IDHP , Hec , IFINIS , IUUT , (OUTl , lUUTZ ,BYI Zq ,. IPAGE , lPftES~ , I'R , IRRR , IRT , (SAVE , BV( 30 , lTflG , I VI S , Jl , JZ , J3 , Jit , BVI 31 
6 J5 , lHAlF , ""OD , "PSI , "XflCPT , ""HPI ,8YI 32 
7 NPSI , t'~ , NPAD , NRAS , NS , NT , BYI 33 
B p , peNT , PRNT , PRNTIC C , PS I , PSID ,8VI 3" 9 OX , PALPLfA , RBUOY , RC , RHO , RHOOUT ,"VI 35 
1 RJ , PT , ~TACU , RTJAC ., RTJOB , RTMAX ,BVI 36 
7. RU , ~ XE • 'XK , 51GE , 51 GIt , SIGMA ,BVI 37 ] T , TemlT , TEOGE , TE"RM , T1::"R P , TITLE ,OVI 3B 4 TKINET , U , UNIT , WOOT , W" , WP ,BVI 3' , WHIIlt , WTl1nlE , x , XCHANG , XD , XE ,8VI "0 
I 6 XINIT , XI< 
" 
XK2 , XlE , "MAX , X"U , BVI Itl j 7 Y , 110 BYI ItZ CO""ON F LJ TE)( Cl 0000" NA"ASC3" RPRMI2ltOO" SPACRCIO' BVI It, I C BYl It It 
" i C JET/EXT fLOW FIELD C~""~N SECTION 8VI 45 
i' jl 
Ij 
; .. i 
~!IJj~ 1'1 iIIIIIl~IIIIiIllM·uiiillllll~j'~I.I'1!I I ~!III!iIiIiIiIii!lI~~ 111'1 IIHI_IU,~~~!!!~IIII'IIYII!"~~"'''''''~~:,,'':'':'' 
." ... _".""---- ,""'------- ..... ",<lill~IIIiI" , "m",lllhUUU~jl~~,,,,,,',,,,,JliI',,,,,,.".,, " " 





, !! : 11,1 C BVI .. ,., 
"I .... CO""UH OElJ DFlE IJE' IEXT IMAXJ ( .. AICF. ,OVI .. 7 :11 • , , , , 1 k"AXJ , IC "AX!: , HRJET , NREXT , PSJEr , PSEll .BVI .. & I 
2 PI , P2 , P3 , P .. , USTJ , USTE , 8V I "9 ! 
3 VJET , VfXT , XJET , XE Xl BVI '0 
C BVI '1 
C:.JM"UH ENOCM 8VI 52 
C BVI 53 
C END OF CO"Mu~ TU OF CPPIEO TO RESTART Fll~ 8Vl 5" 
C 8VI 55 
(O""ON FIO(),5'. I FN A" C 3" LSWONClb J 8VI 56 j'" , ,II ( BVI 57 :1 
8VI 
1,,1 
Il'i C 58 " 
i IF (IVIS.lE.O' GO TO 50 BVI 59 
( LOCATE RBOT(WHERE U-~1/U2-Ul - CBOT) OVI 60 
CBOT - .95 SVI 61 
UT-UC"PSI'+C80T.(UC1'-UCP1PSI" 8V1 62 
DO 10 1-2,MPSI 8V1 63 
IF tUCI'.lT.UT' G3 T1 20 8\11 6" 
10 CONTINUE BVI 65 
20 CONTINUE 8\11 66 
RAT-CUT-UC1-1JJ/CUCIJ-UC1-1" 8VI 67 
RBOT-YCI-l'+RAT.CYCI'-Yfl-l'J OV1 68 
UDU"-UCl'/UNIT BVI 69 
IF CPSICl'.EQ.O •• AND.UOUM.lT.GGGJ RBOT-O. 8VI 70 
IF CIDElP.EO.-I' RenT-Y(I' 8Vl 71 .~ 
C LOCATE RIOPCWHERE U-UI/U2-Ul • CIOPJ 8VI 72 " 
CTOP-.05 8Vl 73 
UT-UCMPSI'+CTOP.CUCl'-UC"PSI" 8VI 7ft 
ou 30 11-lJNPSI BVI 75 
I-NPS I-II +1 BVI 76 
If CUCI'.GT.UT' GO TO .. 0 8V' 77 
'i. 30 CONTINUE BVI 78 
", CONTINUE BVI 79 I!:: ftO 
1111 RAT-CUT-UCl+l"/CUCT'-UCI+lJ' BVI 80 iii l 11~ RTOP-YCI+l'+RAT.CYCT'-YCI+I" BVI 81 :i! 
IF CIDELP.EO.-l' RTOP-YC"PSI) BVI 82 
lij 50 CJNTINUE 
8VI 83 
Ii, XMUCl)-O. BVI 8" 
" XIIIUC"PSU-O. BVl 8' 
IF CIVIS) 200,60,1 .. 0 BVI 86 um: 
BVI 87 " bO CONTINUE 
C 8VI 88 
C PRANOTl "IXING LENGTH ""DEL. eVI 89 
C BVI 90 
I','''.' .... ",', .. " 

















:,;;~r '~ ~~ 












IF tPSICl'.~Q.O.' FFF-GGG 
OElT,-Ye"PSlt-Y(1) 
Xl-FFF.oEl TA 






IF cpstel).EO.O.) Gr Tn 110 
~UAL LENGTH SCALE TEST 
U~I~-A"I~ICUC1',UC~PSI"·.9' 
00 "0 I- 2, tF' S I 
IF CUCIJ.GT.U"INJ GP Tn eo 
IL-t 
urn .. -uc J) 
CONTINUE 
IF Cll.GT.O' GO TO 100 
U~AX-'"AXICUCl),UC~PSI)t·1.05 
DO 90 1-2,MPSI 









00 110 1-2,NPSI 
OUOY-CUCI+l'-OCI-l"/Z./OELPSI·RHOCI'.UCI'·YCI'/PSICI' 
OUOY-ASSCOUOY) 
IF CIL.EO.O' GO TO 120 
XL-tLl 





S PAC R C 1 ) -)( II 
SPACRC2'-)(l2 
SPACRC)-XL 
GO TO 250 
OOHAlOSON/GRAY "OOfl. 
'i·i"!:::I!I"'":~~~I,:"...~ ..... ;,"" ' ..... " ... , • pt .... '\'?':Yi!W ... ,A. li4"4.= 
'f,' I'W·.· ,', ,,'I"":'li:III:,!IIII"""":II""I""llhijll~I'IItlI1I1W 'tlli!lllllIjiIlUI~II~"iI"'II""ln"~lml"""'~IIB!I~II~#'1 
" ",'" " ,: ,I. "i 'Iillll" ::~l:II~II!I',Ir:~li~~~I'11 '1'~illll'~P'I!!IIIlI\IIDIDm:'~; 
8Vl ~1 
"Yl 92 








BV I 101 
8YI 102 

































t ~~ ~ 






























lQCATE RHAlF ~H~Re U - « U1 + UZ , I Z. 
UT-(U(1)+UC"P31»/7. 
00 150 1-2,"PSI 













IF CX"HAlF.GT.1.Z' Gn Tn 170 
XK8AR-0.Olt68.X"HAlf·C-0.Olt60·X~HAlF+O.OZ~6tX"HAlF··Z' 





00 190 1-1.,.P5 I 
X"'UCI,-RHOCI'·EPS 
CONTINUE 
GO TO Z50 









00 Z10 I-Z,MPSI 
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8'11 1 ftq 
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IF 'PBAR.lT •• 56' GFHCT·(8 ...... P8AR-15 ... ~'.PBAR.8. 8VI 
IF ,peAR.GE •• 5b.AMD.PAAR.lT.l.' GfNCT.l.l7Z7-p8AR/ ... ~.'P8AP-l.'.(P8VI 
18AR-.56'.Clb.17-13.85·PBARI 8VI 
IF 'P8AR.GE.l •• A~D.PBAR.LT.3.' GFNCT-.ll+.87/PBAR-.18/P8AR •• Z 8Vl 
IF 'P8A~.GE.l •• GFNCT·.58 8VI 
IF 'Gf~CT.G'.lO •• OP.GfNCT.lT •• '8' GFNCT-l.O 8Vl 
CALCULATE FFNC T 
IF 'PSIC1'.NE.O •• GO TO ZZO 
OEL"U-"ftPSl' 
UCL· .... X"U.1'·.UCZ.-U(1"/DfLPSI·.2 
FFHCT-OEl"IX/CUCMPSl'-UCl')/2.*CUCL-A8SCUCL" 
FFMCT-AaSCffNCT'··.Z 






















































































DO Z"O t·ll,NP~l X"UCI'_C"U.RH~CI'.'~CIJ.·~'XECI' 
IF CXftUCI'.lT.l.e-ZO' X~U(t'-I.E-20 
CONTtMUf 







IF CPSIC1 •• lE.O.' Il·? 
00 lbO 1-ll,ft,SI 
ACt'_X"Uct'.RHo,t,.utt,eYCI' •• lIPSICI. 




''''''f''!III!!II'''"~::':''''\III''''IIf~II' .... ",,..- T..,Ili""""'·,,-··' ... ',..... '~·I~"lIrl\ll~i¥ • .4;,;;i!'1!f!II!!II 
"" ". '."''lI''1 . :.":II":!",!III'!'IIIIIIII"lI\IlIh:!. lil~ll, 1~':IIIIII:lli'::ii!!lIIIltUl~II~:,,"::!'III!ll1illll'!:lI~iIIl~" ~1!":""II"'!If!!I~lfflmmlllril'~'j~mj~~~""I!~~ 
8~1 Z2b 














BYI Z .. 1 
8VI Z"Z 
BVI Z"3 
!;i l,!!' 11; 
,,"'II ",'I'''''' "HI'~IIII""!IIIIIIIlI"1 ,~,;111"'~ ""'1'[1""'" ,III'" ,"" 'TJlI "- ~ .. : ~"f"-"", 
","""""!:""'" " " '1111 111#11':'11'111"':'11 111 
F~MCTIOM BOATAV IJ, rl 8AW 1 
C 8Av Z 
C 80A'AV - ALPHA'~'~I. BAW 1 
C 8AV 
" C 80ATC" - BOAT CI)""O" BAV 5 
OI"EHSIUH AI~O •• AI0125., ALOCI50,bl, ALPHAeZ5,501, CGHVe750,l', IIAV b 
1 C"CZ5,Z51, CP81Re50', C'f8V(750', Ecee50l, GeZ5', GfaVe7501, aAW 7 
Z He'IZ,25', H~lATC501, HTRVC7501, IRR C"O" IRIIIRC"0,5', IIIIT ("0', 8AW I 
3 ISAVElb', Jlll"'(' •• '5£IT(50', PSl(50', 0.C25', "LPHAI25,50', 8A" q 
" RCC"O,ll, RHoe50" .HOOUTI50', RT150" Rue50., IXE,'O., IIKI50., BAW 10 
S SIG"AI501, STARlII" TI5?), TITLlelel, UI50', VEXTI",Z5,21, IA" 11 
b ~JET''',l',l'' VOUTC25,50l, W~C2", VP1251, W'~I.C501, VT"ULfCZ5"ftAV lZ 
7 IE1501, IEXTI'OI, lI'JFtl50h IKe,ol, XLEISOI, I,.UI50" '115O., BAV 13 
8 YOUT'50', l1015' 8AV 1ft 
C aAv l' 
LOGICAL lHALf,LSWOH 8AW 16 
C IAV 17 
fQUIVAlEHCE IJl, JI11"5el" 8AV 18 
(QUIVALEMCE CAlocel.ll. C,.Cl,lll IA" lq 
EQUIVALENCE eECC, C"U.ll' .. ( YOU" C'" 1t 1 , " 8AV ZO 
EQUIVALENCE ICP'IV, CGHV, 8AII 21 
EQUIVALENCE (HC'Cl,l', W"Cl" 8A" 22 
EQUIVALENCE (START, TTnel" 8A" 21 
C 8'" 2" 
eo .... o" TTBI10', Hf (25' , CPT8V , GT8V , HIIV 8A" 25 
CO""OM A , AID , ALPHA , CARB , C" , CP8AR ,8Aw 26 
I CRR , cVlse , OELPSI , OFOL , OPOX , 01 ,8'" 27 
Z OI .. IM , rOl , FFF , G , GGG , HSTAT ,8AV 28 
:) IOlLP , Ifec , IflMIS , lOUT , IOUTI • IOUll .8'" 29 
" 
IPAGE , IP'FSS , I'R , IRII , II r , ISAVE ,8Aw ]0 
II! , ITFlG , IVIS , JI , J2 , ,I] • J" .8A" 31 
illl!' 
6 .I, , lHALf , ""UO , ""SI , "XNP' , "IM'l ,8A" ]2 
7 N'SI , HR , h'AO • NIAS , NS , NT " 8A" 33 8 P , '-C"t , 'RN' , PRNlXC , PS I , PSlo .. ," 3" 
q ox , 'ALPHA" IRUOY , Re , "HO • IHOOUT ,8AW ]' 1 III" , 'T ;,. 'TAeu , RTJAC , . IT JOI , .'''AX , 8Aw 36 
l RU , , .J: , RXK , SIGE , SIGK , 5IG'" t8A" 37 
1 T , tCrJMT , TF.OGE , TE"R" , TE"IP • TilLE .OA" 38 
" 
,KIMEl, U , UNit , VOOT , 
"" 
, WP "OA" ]9 , VT"'X , W'''OlE , X , XCHA"G , xo 
" 
ICE ,8A" "0 
6 liMIT , J(tC • Xl(l , XLE , X"A. , X"U , 8AW 41 7 Y , liD 8A" "2 
I,rl 
to""O" fLJTeillOOooh MA"'SI]" IPI"C2"00. , SPAtRCI0. IA" 43 ii;~' 
t IA" 
" " C JET/EIT FLO" FIELD (ft""O" SECTION BA .. 
'" 
,I 
!!';~;' Ili'::"iI' '11I!*',III1Mtl~ii. ij.! ..... 4i!f CP" §.,,,,, +Ji an c, - au k4'M,~:+i .. __ ;U4 4J.le = 
111I"11'''llfIlllll~I'''''''''' liii.'; 1IItl'I 
"."" ..... ". 11I!111"111111"'::;,, ' '1"''''ffli:III!III~!I"::~I!'''' :111111"111,1""1""111""1' ,,11' 
8AlI 46 
C 





I"AXE "IAW .. 7 
1 K"'.J , IU"'£ , N.JEl 
, NRExT II PSJEl 
" 
PSEll III'" .. 8 
Z Pi , Pl 
, Pl II P .. , US, .. II USTE "B'" 
4. 

































:: ~--nr.' ... - ~ ~ ""'llli;:;I:iI"lr"I'I~I~II'. _': ..... """...,.litj .. :"!111"" 'WIM •.•• ,n f1Ir.lI""" 
II~II ~-~I '''~'''li':! 
II 'UlHmmllllllllO"H"~IIIIII'II~~UU!lr'I!!IIII!!::' '::1' I:'" "'I:i':::"lhr 
""""I'" "Or',,"~', ""'I:I"""''''"'IIIIIIIiIIIIII'IIIIII''I~IIIIIII~IHW'lmllllll1"II!IIIIII'I!IIIHllllm"III'IIi'illJ",tl"""'IIII,"IItIII~~~!lI1I1~m~~I~! 
FUNCtION 10Ate' IK,MJ,R'" IfF 1 
C IfF , 
C 10lrfF - CALCULATE ~ usro IN I~I'SZ IEF 1 
C liEF .. 
C 101'C" - 80.T COftr~ I£F 5 OIMENSIUN AC'U.# Aloe,s •• IL~C'50,6'# ILPHAe,5,50', CGHVC"O"" IEF 6 
1 C"I",'5', ('IA'-'SO', C,Tlve'50., ECCISO •• Ge'5'. "IV.750., IEf 7 
l Hc'el,c~', "STI"SO., HTIVI750 •• lRRe"OI. IRR_'''O.,t. IR'.401. IEF I 
, ISAVtf6~, JI""'.5'. 'SErle50t, 'SI.501, 01.25 •• RIL'HAC25.50., IEF q 
, .CC'O,l., .ltQI50., RHnOUTf5o., .TISO., Rue50" RXEe,o., RIKe,ol, IEF 10 
, SIG"A.'O •• Sfl.fI1 •• ,e,o •• TI'Llll". UI'O., VEXT.,.2',2 •• IEF 11 
6 VJE'.',l','" WDaTC2',50', V"I" •• VPIl5., ~I"lle,o., W'"OLEC""IEf .2 
7 111'0', Il.Te,u., IJlTC50', I~e,o •• Ille,o,. I"U.'O'. '.'01, IEF l' 
e YOUI.50., IIQI5' IEF 1" 
C IEF l' 
LOGICIL lHILf,lSVON IEf 16 
t IEF 17 
'2UIVALfM(E ell. 11234'1111 IEF ., 
EQUIVILENCE IALeCC.,ll. C~Il, •• ' IEF .9 
EQUIVllENCE C[CC, C"Cl •• , ••• nuut. C"Cl,l' .. etF 20 
EQUIVALENCE I(PfIV, CGMV' IEF 21 
IQUtVILE~CE IHC'Cl,I', ,,"Cl.' IEF 21 
EQUIV'lENCE eSTI.T. TT8Cl'. IEF 
" C IEF 2" 
CO""OH "ftllOh HFC2" • C'Tev • GT.V • HTBV IEF 
" CIlM"IIN 
" 
, AID , AL'HA , CARl , C" , C'IAR ,IEF 26 
1 CRR • CVISC , OEL'SI , OfOL 
, 0'0. , 01 ,IEf 27 
2 OlftUI , fOl • FFF • G , GGG • HSTIT ,IEF 21 ) IOEl' , I£CC .. IFINIS • lOUT , IOUTI , IOU'Z ,IEF Zq , I'AGE , 'PIt£SS , IltR , IRRR , IR' , IS'YE ,IEF '0 , HFlG • IVIS • .11 • 12 , ,Il 
, .... ,IfF Jl 
6 I' , LHAlF , ""00 , ft'SI , ..... 'T , .. INPI ,BEF " 7 Ie'SI , Mit • "'AD • HRIS , NS • NT ,IEF " • , , 'C~T , PRNT • ,INtIC , PSI , PSIO ,IEF " q 01 , 'ILPHA • I"UOY • RC , 'HO , RHOOUl ,8EF " 1 It .. , IItf , RTacu , .T"AC , R' .. OI , RT .. ,. .IEF '6 
l IU , ItIE , 11K , SIGE , SIGle , S IGI" ,IEF '7 , 1 , 'C",. , • T~OGE , I!ftRft , 't".P , 'llLE ,!IE F JI , TK1NEl , U • UNIT , WOOT , " .. , V, ,8EF 39 , VI"II , "TIII!f'lE • I , ICHAlfG , ID .. .F. .leF "0 
6 IINIT , Jue: • KIl2 • IlE , _ft'l • X"U .8U~ ... 
I 
, , , liD IEF '2 
• COft"O" Fl.l'EXUOOOOh HI"'S C,,, .'RftlZ",OO" S'AC.I101 IEF 
" I I' t IEF .... 
I: 
J C JElIEI' FLOW FI(LO C1""CH SFCrlOM 
8EF "5 



















"~I'lI'III"i \ 'l"lr· 




















(O"PlO" O£lJ , OtLJ , I .IE' , U., 
It .. ,." , " .... F , N"JE' , NREI' 
PI , '2' , ,') , 'It 
""El , VEl' , .JEt , XEll 
(O .... ON fNOC" 
END OF (O""ON TO BF (OPIEO TO REST'.T FILE 
(0""0" F 101), "" IF ..... nh lSWONIl6. 
(-0.0 
SIGN-l.O 
O~ 10 .. -It .. ,, 
IF 1 ... fO.l.ANO.K.F.O." GO TO 10 
IF IM.GT.ll 5IG .. --l.Q 
J-Jll1lt" .. ' 
f·SIG .. ·'C .... E 
('.IN'INUE 
e-E/.R' 
IF IAISCf'.lT.RO •• GO T~ )0 
IF t(.LT.O.OI GO t~ lO 
If (E.GT.O.OI E-£I,eIO.O. 
GO to ItO 
£-E.'(-80.01 





'''''""," "'_:~, .... 'P '.,."~"'II"" ...:'"11111"-' 
~1"':'IIII1" """"'~ ~lhllftl!\l"";'HI"HI" ,,11II:!IIIIIII":"!"'IIIIII"II:II,'III:'"""I'IIII!IIIIII""11Ii '!'II"'~'I~"'IIIIII'IHI'~"" """"IIII~I!II/III!!11I!it~lfItIIt)IH~1IV~i 
IEF It, 
, I .. ,." , I .. AxE .8EF ,.1 
, 'SJET , PSExl .IEF It, 
, US," , US'E ,8EF It' 
IEF 50 




























1lilbwllIJIIIII+I!Il • fH HWI·"M'"t H""" :.:nl!!!!fI!!ll!jll'ltt~!:t!ti!!l~~:::::'" "'~::~II"·" .. "·",,,,,,,,,,,",,,,,,,,m~IIAIHII~~MMN ICI~~ ! :HI t n ""Mlln .111 IRIIH lti lllllllllllllllUl!I!lI!JMlflllH lumllll".tlUr ,Jmnill&_.llI..'1lttIiWl"lIlliilll!.Ill~'!ul!lllllJliill;"~~:iiiiii'::i;I~::;::r~;::n:!'_:ittLM,m • 
,;' :*illH!fflI~~:" 'I:!"'I:::" ,'I' ~~il!!!liIfli:I!lI!jlli!l"'" I, I'II"II~ ,iii ""',' , ~W'ml'~:::III:" "l1l!!t::"'li:,!" '~'.i>: ... ,. ":~"I~~":~I~i" 
ETI 1 
FUNCTION En .. e CSTllfE) ETI Z 
C 
C ElAPSED TIMt FUNCTt"N 




ETI"£ • SECOND CSTIME'/6D. 
ETI 5 
ETI 6 
RETURN ETI 7 
END 
-I: Ii _ 
~. 








FUNCTION NFWA8 CA. 8' 
NFWA8 - NUft8ER OF STANDARD FORTRA~ WORDS FROM A TO 8 




























.. - N 













%0 ... 1: '" 2" 0 •• ::l WI 
O-O-",=>_ 
... '" Z Z "'Z.O __ NGI;
U&&I ... "'GI:::> 






~ -- --- - ---
__ !~iI!I!~I»i~~~li>":il ~:'!~lh"!I~!!~!:~~lillllll~':iI'i!~II!:Ii!; j~,:, ","!I~"'IIII'I'i"IH!lI"II'ltlldlMlhl:' I, :'!IIlli!lIih!~~:",I~:!'I'l" I ""III"!~' :)1\:" 
I" "'!I"'"'I'''''''' """'!'~"~"i""!'IIIKlr"IIII,~!t~!;~:HtH"~1I1~JltlIJtl~'''~WIIIIliI\t':~f'trti:H!!'iii'I:~II"IIII!I/..~I~~~!!MlI!q~I!H~~~::":1 
SUBROUTINE PBFDR C~U"MY, ~RO, "WO, VEC' POR 1 
C PoJR Z 
C DUMMY DISK READ ROUTINE - ~AY OE REPLACED OY PDR 3 
C REAL DISK MfAO ROU'I~r. POR It 
C POR 5 
C BtATe" - 80A' COMM~N POR 6 
DIMENSION AC50', AJOe2", AlnCC50,b', AlPHACZ5,50', CGHVC750,3', POR 7 
1 CMC25,25', CP8AR(50), CPTBVC750h ECC(50), G(7.5', GT8VC750', PDR 8 
2 HCPC2,25), H31ATC50), HT~V(750', IRRC40" IRRRC40,5', UTe 40" POR 'I 
3 ISlVEC6', Jll345C5', PSF.XT(50', PSI(~O', QXCZ5), RALPHAC25,50', PDR 10 
4 RCC40,3', RHOC50', RH~nUT(50', RlI50', RUI50', RXEC50', RXKC50', POR 11 
5 SIGMAI50', STARTCl', TC50', TITLEC16" U(50', VEXTC4,Z5,lJ, POR II 
6 VJETC4,l5,2J, WOOTe7.5,50', WMC25', WPC25), WTHIX(50', WT"OLEC25',PDR 13 
7 XE(50', XEXlC50', XJfT'5~), XKC50', XlEC~O', X"UC50J, Y(50), POR lit 
8 YOUTI50', Ill(5' POR 15 
C POR 16 
L~GICAL lHAlF,lSWON POR 17 
C PDR 18 
EQUIVALENCE CJI, JIZ345(1») POR ICJ 
ECJUIVALENCE (ALOCn,l', C~I1,l" POR ZO 
EQUIVALENCE (ECC, eMIl,11'" nOUT, CI'1(1I15" PDR Zl 
EOUIVALENCE " .. 'BV, CGI-4V, POR lZ 
EOUIVALENCE CHCPIl,l', WMCl" PDR Z3 
EQUIVALENCE (5TART, TTRC1', POR Z4 
C POR Z5 
CO .... ON TTBI30', HF125' , CPTBV , GTaV , HT6V POR Z6 
CO""O'4 A , All') , ALPHA , CARB , C" , CPBAR ,POR l7 
1 CRR , CVISC , OELPSI , DFDl , DPDX , OX ,POR 28 
2 OX MII~ , fOl , FFF , G , GGG , HSTAT ,PDR 2CJ 
1 10ElP , IECC , IF1NIS , lOUT , 10UTl , IOUl2 ,PDR 10 
4 IP'GE , IPlless , IRR , IRRR , IRT , ISAVE ,POR 31 
5 ITFlG , IVIS , Jl , J2 , J3 , J4 ,POR 32 
6 J5 , lHAlf , I1MOD , "PSI , "XHPT , .UNPl ,PDR 33 
1 NPSI , NR , NRAD , NRAS , NS , NT ,POR 34 
8 P , PCNT , PRNT , PRNTXC , PS I , 'SID ,PDR 3~ 
9 QX , PAlP"" , PRUOY , RC , RHO , flHOOUT ,POR 36 
1 RJ , PT , RlACU , RTJAC , flTJOB , RT"AX ,POR 37 
Z RU , RXE , RXK , SIGE: , SIGK , SIGMA ,PDR 38 
3 T , TC~NT , TEDGE , TE"R" , TEMRP , TITLE ,PDR 3CJ 
4 TKINEl , U , UNIT , WDOT , W" , WP ,PDR 40 
5 WT"IX , Wl~"lF , X , XCHA~G , XD , XE ,PDR 1t1 
6 XINIT , XI< • XK2 , XlE , ."AX , JeHU ,POR ItZ 
7 Y , 111 POR 43 
CU",.ON FlJTEXClOOOO), HAMAS(3', RPR'" (Z"OO" SPACR(lO' POR 1t4 
C POR 45 
L ... __ .... _ ...... "., ...... _ ..... ___ ... 








C JET/fXT FLOW FIELD COMMON SF.CTION flOR "6 C POR 1t1 COMMON OElJ 
-
DELE , J JE T , IEXT , IMAXJ , I"AXE ,POR "8 1 KMAXJ , KMA,F. • NOJET , t4REXT , PSJET , PSEX' ,POR 49 2 PI , P7. • P) , Pit , USTJ , USTE ,POR 50 1 VJET , vrXT , X JE T , xeXT POR 51 C PDR 52 COM:10N ENOC,. POR 53 C POR 5" C £10 OF COMMON TO BE COPIED TO RESTART FILE POR 55 C POR 56 CO""ON FIOll,'), TFNAfUl" lSWLNU6 t POR 51 C PDR 58 C POR 59 CAll SFV"V (FlJTEXfNPO', YEe, NWO, PDR 60 
"RO • "RO+NWO I'DR 61 RfTURN POR 62 END POR 63 
" ~"li:"~ii~'I""1 ":'" ,I"'''''' '!"':~:'I'iI\l"II':II' :JIm:", :1: 1!!III~!!'~"!HIW#I,IIj" 
SUBRUUTINE PBFOW CnUMMY, 1RO, NWO, VEe. POW 1 I c POW Z C DU"~Y DISk WRITE ~P.UTINF. - HAY BE REPLACED BY PDW :4 C RF.AL OIS~ WP.llE M~UlINE. POW It I c POW 5 
1 C 8UATC~ - 80AT co~~n~ PDW 6 
DIMENSION A150b Aloel';', ALnCC50,6', ALPHACZ5,50', CGBV1750,3h POW 7 i 1 CHI25,25', CPBARI50), (PTAVe7S0', EC((50), GeZ5', GTBVC150., POW .. 
1 HCPCZ,25', HSlAle50', HTSVC750., IRP.C"O), IRRRlltO,5J, JRTeItO', PUW q 
3 ISAVE(6), JI23"5(~', PSEXT(50', PSI150" QX(Z5', RALPHACZ5,50), POW 10 
" RCeltO,]', RHU(50', RH~OUT(50', RT(50). RU(50), RXE.50', RXKC50l, POW 11 
5 SIGMA.50', STARTII', l(50), TITLECIB), ue50', VEXT''',25,l', POW 12 
6 VJETelt,25,Z), WUQTll5,50), WM(25), WP(25), WTHIX(50), WT"OLE(25),POW 13 
7 J~C50), XEXTI50', XJE l( 50" XKe50), XLEeso" X",UC50" Y (50" POW 1" 
d YOUT(50), llOe5) pow 15 
C POw 16 
LOGICAL lHAlF,lSwO~ Pow 17 
C pow It1 
EOUIVAU;NCE UI, JIZ3"'.!). POW lq 
EQUIVALENCE C~LOC'I.I', C"(I,lt) POW ZO 
EQUIVALENCE IECC, eMI1,13)). CYfJUT, CHU,I')) POW 21 
EOUIVALENCE ICPTBV, CGHV' pow ZZ 
EQUIVALENCE (HCP(I,I), WHC1') pow 23 
E au 1 V ALe NC E CSTART, TTAI1)) POW Zit 
C POW 25 
COMMON TT8130), HF(Z5) • CPTBV , GT8V , UTOV POw Z6 
CtUUtON A • AID , ALPHA , CARB , CH , CPBAR ,POW Z7 1 CRR , eVlSc , OFLPSI , OFDL , OPOX , ox ,POW 26 
2 OX'UN , Fol , FFF , G , GGG , HSTAT , POW Zq 
3 JOELP , I FCC , IFlNIS , lOUT , 10UTI , IOUT2 ,POW 30 
It IPAGE , IPRESS' , tRI( , IRRR , IRT , lSAVE ,POW 31 'I I 
5 ITFLG , 1 VIS , Jl , JZ , J3 , JIt ,POW JZ :Ii 11Il,] 
b J5 , lH'LF , ""00 , "'PSI , 'UCNPT , "XNPI ,POW 33 
1 "PSI , HI' , NRAO , NRAS , NS , NT , POW 3" 
8 P , PCNT , PRNT , PRNTXe , PSI , PSIO ,POW 35 
9 OX , R ALP~tA , '8UOY , RC , RHO , RHOOUT , POW 36 
1 RJ , RT , RTACU , RTJAC , RTJOI) , RTHAX ,POW 37 
2 RU , P xE , R )(1( , S IGE , SIGK , SIG"A , POW 38 
3 T , T(IltH , TEDGE , T EP'Rr. , TEMRP , TITLE ,Pow 39 
!~:' It TKINEr , U UP, I T WOOT w" WP ,POW 40 :1" , , , , i~I' 5 w,HIX , WTP4nLF , x , XCHANG , XO , XE ,POW "1 illi 
I,ii' 6 xlNIT , '''( , XI( 7. , XlE , XHAX , JeHU ,POW ItZ 
Iii; 7 Y , 110 POW ,,3 
!!i: CO" .. ON F l J T E X ( 1 0000 , , NAfIIAS(3), RPRK(Z"OOJ, SPACR(lO' POW It" !'I, 
\!, C pow It5 I:;: 





















';1' I II i 
ii' I: 




















JET/FXT FLOW FIELD COK"ON SF.CTION 
COMMON DELJ , DELE , I JE T , IEXT 
KMAXJ , " ,UXf , NRJfT , NREXT 
P1 , Pl , P1 , Pit 
VJET , VfXT , l( JE T , XEXT 
CO .... ON ENOC" 
E~O OF COM"ON TO BE COPIED TO RESTART FILE 
CO'''1O" FlOC)"" IFNAlilC3', l SWONt16' 
CAll SFV~Y eVEC, FLJTEXeNPO', NWO' 






, .•. uU!.lII!iIIIiIiIiIiiiIlU~;", 
·""·i:i:"R.il''''''RiI1~~''''''''·~'''l''Tlr ... ,··~" .. "t'~~~SiiSN .. A "di!!i,.~tJi;,. 






, IMAXE ,POW 
, PSEXT , POW 



































































SUBROUTINE SFVFl (VAL, VEC, NW' 
SFVFl - STANOAPO fnRTPAN VECTOR FIll 
OI"ENSION VEC«}) 
00 10 I • 11 NW 















'f' '1"'''''101'','''''' I, " '"'I'''I''il'II'~~IIII:Ii*'",''~'II''' "I~I'li'm'IIIHi~lf~I~In~Itf~""'"h!IIl!I'itl'1~:I!!r 
, 
SUBROUTINE SFV"V (V£Cl, veCl, aw, FV" 1 , C fV" 2 C SFV"V - STA"DARD FOPTRA" VECTOR "OVt FV" 3 C FV" 
" 
, OIr.ENSI,lN VECIU), VeClClJ FV" , 00 10 I • 11 "tW FV" 
" V£C1.CI) • VEClll' FV" 7 10 CUNflNUE FV" 8 RE TURN FY" C'I Et40 FY" 10 
• 
".,"m .. ~:IIIIlillIIl"" """""'I"","lkIiIIIII~IIII~_.I_H ,,"~IIII" "., .... lIuuuilllllllwlllWulllumUUIiIUU/jII"UIIII',"'H ", •• mullIiiiIlIlIIi.JliIIL"",,,',,,,,,,.,," 
